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PREFACE 

Mr. Nim Chee Siew' s account ot Labour and Tin Mining in Malaya derives 
from a more comprehensive treatment of the subject i,epresented by his 
Honor's thesis presented for the Bachelor's degree in Economics at the 
University or Malaya in 19$1. Development or his understanding or this 
subject has not been confined to an iruspection of the written record, 
but to an important extent is a result of first hand experience� From 
January through September 194 7, he worked as a general assistant to the 
managing-director of a Chinese tin mining company in K11aJ.q Lumpur, and 
during the two months period, December 1950 through January 19$1, he 
carried out a field investigation in various tin-mining areas of Malaya
for the !,)urpose of collecting material for his Honor's thesis. 

-· During 19$1 and 19$2 while at Cornell University Mr. Siew participated
in seminars of the School or Industrial and Labor Relations and Department 
of Far Eastern Studies. Here his understanding of the problems of labor 
and tin mining in Malaya suggested to faculty members the desirability 
of mimeographing his Bachelor's Honors Thesis so that participants of 
these seminars and other interested students might have a fuller 
opportunity of reading it. Mr. Siew was then asked if he would condense 
his original manuscript so that costs of mimeographing might be kept to 
reasonable limits. It was felt by the interested faculty members of the 
School of Industrial and Labor Relations and the Southeast Asia Program
that the condensed version of Mr. Siew's thesis would be or value to 
others outside of Cornell interested in the problems with which his thesis 
is concerned. Accordingly, it was decided to increase the run ot copies 
and bring it out in the Southeast Asia Program's Data Paper series. The 
costs of printing this paper have been shared by the School or Induatrial 
and Labor Relations. 

The Cornen·southeast Asia Program and School of Industrial and Labor 
Relations wish to express their appreciation to Mr. Siew tor making his 
manuscript available and for his willingness to condense it so that it 
might be brought out in the Data Paper series. 

George McT. Kahin 
Executive Director 
Southeast Asia Program 

Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 
Fe·bruary, 1953 
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INTRODUCTION 

. In the course of this study, the Ann,1al Reports of the Labour and Mines 
Departments of the Federation or Malaya, 1946- 1950, and or the former 
Federated Malay States, 1928"!- 1939; were most useful. Field work lasted S 
weeks, from December 19$0 to mid-January 19$1. 1$0 questionnaire schedules 
printed in ChiRese and English were handed out to SO Chinese tin mineral in 
Perak, Selanger, Negri Sembilan, .and Johore. In other states where a personal 
visit was not.possible, little cooperation was obtained. 

The main body or information was gathered from the schedules returned b7 30 
mines of' which 14 were f'rom Perak, 12 from Selangor, 2 from Negri Sembilan,
l from Johore, and l from Pahang, in the order of the states' importance as 
producers. 

Deductions from these 30 returns can be held as representative because: 

(1) The 5 states of' Perak, Selangor., Negri Sembilan ., Johore and Pahangi.,
which sent returns, accounted for 94% or the total Chinese tin-ore 
output and for 91.5%_. •of the total labour force employed in Chinese 
tin mines f'or December 19SO. 

,, (2) Perak and Selangor combined accounted for 90.3% of the Chinese tin 
ore output and f'or 87% or the labour force employed on Chinese tin 
mines, and of 576 Chinese mines operating with maahinery, 540 were 
located in these two states, so that their numerical preponderance
is fully justified. 

(3) The miners who sent returns were often operators and owners of 2 to 
6 mines each, so that wages, hoursi., etc. existing in one of their 
mines could be•taken to represent similar conditions in all their 
mines. 

(4) Of the 30 miners who sent returns, 22 were members of the Malayan 
Mining Employers• Association (MMEA) and 8 were non-members. Since 
the MMEA has only about 100 Chinese members, and these are the most 
important Chinese miners in Malaya, the results arrived at can be 
said to be fairly representative of existing labour conditions in 
Malayan Chinese tin mines in 1950. 

(5) Lastly, or the 30 mines which sent returns, 29 were gravel pump
mines and 1 hydraulic. However, since or $76 Chinese tin mines 
working with machinery in 1950, 549 were gravel pump mines, the 
validity of the deductions is not reduced. 

As tor miners, about half or them were educated in Chinese only, and 14 of 
the 30 returns were in Chinese. Generally, it appears that the more properous
.Chinese miners are English-educated nowadays. 

Of these .30 mines, it was found in their schedules that the tµ.ghest ann11al 

output for any one mine was 5000 picul.s, the lowest .360; the largest labour 
force employed on any one mine on December 31, 1950 was 131, the smallest 22, 
and the largest acreage held under a mining lease was 450 acres, the smallest 
3•.$ acres. Howeveri it must be emphasized that tin ore output depends more ., 
on the ore-content .or the ground and the nature of tbe capital equipment used 
than just on the size or total labour force employed o_r the total.acreage. 

l. "Miner" refers to owner or operator, and not to the labourers or employees. 
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CHAPTER I. llISTORICAL lSURVEY-------

A. Pre-War 

Arab writers made references to Malayan tin ore as early as the 9th 
Century A.D. In 1408, Admiral Cheng lio, an envoy of China, visited Malacca, 
and his secretary, Ma Huan, noted tin as a principal export; in 1436 another 
of his secretaries, Fei Sin, recorded that tin was the only export of Malacca. 

A Malay tin coinage was in existence in Malacca before its conquest by the 
Portuguese in 1511. When the Dutch captured Malacca from the Portuguese in 
1641, they established trading factors to collect tin. Dutch records show 
that 344 tons of tin ore were exported trom .Malacca in 1649. 

In 1786 Penang was ceded to Britain and in 1787 the annual export of tin 
from Perak was about 3000 piculs (or 170 tons). Towards 1800, the Perak 
output was 5000 piculs (or 283 tons), and by 1804 it rose to 9000 piculs (or 
510 tons). Though tin purchasing was the ohiet interest of early Chinese 
traders - (and they might have superintended the mining of tin ore or even 
laboured in some undertakings) - yet it must be emphasized that mining 
labour up to the 19th Century was mainly Malay. 

The imuediate result of the establishment of British rule in some states was 
a great influx of Chinese immigrants who used the ports of Singapore, Penang,
and Malacca as jumping-off points to search for tin in the Malay States. The 
earliest important Chinese mining centre in Selangor was Lukut, now incorpo
rated in Negri Sembilan. In 1824, of 1000 inhabitants in Lukut, about 200 
were Chinese miners and mining labourers. B:, 1874, it had 101000 Chinese 
in its mines. 

In 1828, there were nearly 1,000 Chinese in tin mining· in Sungei Ujong, 
Negri· Sembilan. These were diviqed into 9 Kongsis chiefiy of the Heaven 
and Earth League (Thian Ti Hui). Each was under its� respective chief or 
towkay. It was really a secret society with ntYSterious oaths and secret 
iaws similar to the Carbonari of Europe. Their amassed weal th aroused the 
greed of the Malays and they were massacred. But some Chinese returned 
later in 1832 and worked in the Sungei Ujong mines. The wages of Chinese 
mine workers were $5 - $82 per month as compared to the rate ot Malays at 
$3- $5. Thus at an early date, the greater efficienoy of the Chinese worker 
was recognized. The hours or work were from 6 am. to 6 pm.· 

In Selangor steady mining development took place. Mines were opened at 
Kanohing by Ka Yin Chiu Haklcas. In 1859, tin was exported from Ifnala L1unpur
for the first time. This was produced by Fui Chiu Halckas. Ten years later, 
faction fights broke out between these 2 branches of Hakkas and after a 
bloody war, the Fui Chius were victorious. Their Headman, Yap Ah Loi, 
became virtual ruler of the Kuala Lumpur area. By 1871 there were about 
12,000 Chinese miners and mine labourers in Selangor and the output was·.30()0
piculs or 170 tons monthly. 

In Pahang by 1836 there were some Hakkas who worked the mines there. They
intermarried with Malays or Balinese slaves, and had the monopoly ot minting 
money four times a year up to a certain value. This monopoly lasted t.111 

1. This is a swnmary i'rom :many previous publications ot the principal develop
ments which have taken place, -ehe chief source being Blythe,· W.W. L. 
Journal Malayan Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XI, Part l, 1947, 11A 
Historical Sketch ot Chinese .uabour in Malaya". 

2. ,3.l Straits or Malayan Dollars was equal to one American doJJar in 19$0. 



1893. Between 1838 and.1887 they mined gold and tin. Europeans started 
mining at Sungei Lembing in 1887, and the Pahang Consolidated Company at 
Sungei Lembing is the chief tin prodlldetr and chiet employer of mining
labour in Pahahg today. 

In Perak, by 1824, there were perhap• 400 Phined• residents working in the 
tin mines and as traders. dhitieaa id.ners were itltrodu.ced into the Larut 
district around Taiping in 1S48 by a Malay named Long Jait tar, whb, in that 
year, obtained from the Perak Sultanl a title to this a�ea in which he bad 
already opened tin mines. It seems there were only three Chinese &t Larut 
then. But by 1862, there were 201000- 2S,OOO Chinese in the mines and by 
1872 there were 401 0001 The majority were Cantonese, the rest were Hakkas. 
Large scale rioting broke out between the two f�otions in 1862 concerning
control and ownership of mining areas, aaoh backed by a powerful group ot 
the Triad Society. The fundamental cause ot fighting was tribal hatred 
between the Cantonese and Haklcas. The Larut Wars or 1862- 1872 were ex-
clusively a struggle for possession ot the Larut Mining Lands. The Mentri 
of Larut sat on t�e fence. Two Malay societies, the White· and Red Fiag 
Societj_es, sided with the Cantonese and Hakkas respectively. These wars 
were al.so linked up wi t,h the disputed succession to the Perak throne. The 
fighting became so serious by 1872 that the British intervened. Sir Heney 
Ord and later Sir Andrew Clarke called a meeting or the Malay chiefs and 

,, Chinese headmen at Pangkor in 1873. Under British arbitration the disputed 
area was partitioned between the Cantonese and Hakkas. After the first 
overzealous British �esident for Peraki., Mr. T. W. W. Birch, had been murdered.,
his successor, Mr. Hugh Low., met with success through more tact. This ended 
the Larut wars. 

After 1880., the Hakkas became dominant in Larut mining and the Cantonese 
shifted their sphere to Selangor where they are dominant today. A great
influx of' Chinese labour entered Malaya in 1882i., and when riots traceable 
to Triad Society infiuence became numerous trom 1884- 1889i., an Order-in
Council was issued, absolutely prohibiting all Chinese secret societies. 
In 1895, a Registration of Societies Enactment was passed providing tor 
registration and dissolution of societies. This proved effective eventually. 

In 1887, the Perak population had 80,000 Chinese, chiefiy in mines in the 
�arut and Kinta areas. By the early 20th Century, Kinta had an ann1ial output 
of 200,000 piculs (1134 tons) and has since then maintained its position ae 
the premier tin producing area in Malaya. In 1891i., the Perak Anr11ial Report 
says that nearly all alluvial tin mining was in Chinese handsi., though there 
were 4 or S European and Australian companies. The "advancement" in the 
Kinta "was almost incredible"i., says the Perak Annual Report of 1893. By
1897 there were nearly 901000 Chinese in Perak. . . 

In early years, mining was by hand only. In 1877 the first steam engine and 
centrifugal pump to be used in tin mining in Malaya was introduced into 
Taiping., and its use spread throughout the industry. In 1884 the first 
European company-, a French-owned one, was formed in Perak. This was in Kinta. 
French Tekka in Perak is over So years old. The Gopeng �u1ng Coq>anJ noated 
by Messrs. Osborne and Pike in 1892 was in the first British company. Tbe 
pioneer firm ot mining and consulting eng1neers1 Messrs. Osborne and Chappel, 
dates trom 1902. · 

The industrialization or the West led to an increased demand tor tin. In 
1898 a boom in tin began, resulting in a rapid rise in wages from about 30 

1. Sultans Malay chief or ruler of the state. 
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cents a day in 1896 to 45 cents in 1898 and 70- 80 cents in 1899. (The
Straits Dollar of 100 cents was then worth 2 shillings.) Such high wages
stimulated immigration of Chinese male labour and it is estimated that 
between 1899- 1900, 1001000 Chinese entered the Malay States. So in 1901 

it was found that the Chinese formed 6S% or the Selangor population and 4� 
or the Perak population. 

In this connection, the system of Chinese coolie1 immigration is best 
described in the work of Mr. W.W. L Blythe2. The evUs of indentured labour 
were foreseen by Sir Stamford Raffias who in 1823 passed an Ordinance limiting 
the amount or passage money to �20 and the period of service to repay- the 
creditor to 2 years. But there was no enf'orce�nt. 

Many immigrant Chinese labourers came in on the credit ticket system. A 
coolie broker would advance c�st of fare and food from China for new immigrant&
Upon arrival at Singapore he would get employers for themi. and make a large 
profit from the refu.nd of those advances. There were maey abuses so that 
new passengers bec3me known as 11 Chue Tsai" or piglets. These slave dealers 
had no scruples. Even when a coolie found elli)loyment, he was cften badly
treated by his kepala3 or foreman. His movements were very. restricted for 
rear of his absconding. He was seldom paid aey money wages, and had to 

" purchase most of' his necessities from a company store. This "super-truck
system11I.i left the coolie always indebted to his initial employer and tended 
to keep him working at one place. 

In 1854, coolies were obtained thuss a merchant chartered a vessel to 
China, and on arrival sent, agents or crimps who went around the countryside
to pe�suade or cajole unsuspecting people by false promtses or wealth to 
accept bounty money. These were then huddled quickly on board the ship,
the agent getting $1 per head for commission. Such new immigrants were 
called Sin Khehs5, and when they arrived in the Straits, the resident 
Chinese9rl:ocked on board to buy them. The ship charterer obtained from 
$15 for a skilled orartsman to $.3 for a sickly coolie. The �l� K.neb agx-eed 
to serve for 12 months, receiving food, clothes and a few dollars as wages.
The cost of food was $2 - $4 per month only. After 12 months' service, tl')e 
·s1.n. Kheh· was· at liberty to seek employ1oent with whom he pleased. 

The Report of the Labour Commission ot 1876 gave the following account of 
the immigration systema 

"Immigration takes place between June to October in steamers which take 
6- 8 days for the passage f'rom China. There is better· treatment on board 
due to competit�on. 

l. "Coolie" is a lowly paid unskilled daily worker. This term has been 
replaced by "labour". 

2. Blythe, W.W. L. Jou�nal Malayan Branch, Vol. XX, Part 1, 1947, Reyal
Asiatic �ociety "A H1storicdl Sketch of Chinese Labour in Malaya". 

3. Kenala•is a foreman-supervisor. 

4. Truck-97atem1 forcing coolie to bUJ' food, etc. at a company store _or from 
a contractor, or payaent of wages in purchase certificates to be used only
in a particular store. 

S. Sin Kheh means new passenger. 
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"A Chinese charters a vessel, the number of immigrants being fixed 
according to the boat's measurements. Some 3 weeks before her departure 
for Singapore, notice is given to the nearby villagesi and bands or men.,
form themselves under a Kheh Thaul, who is usually a returned emigrant 

· troin the Straits. He talces hli"""'6and to a lodging house at the port ot 
embarkation, and their departure is arranged for through the agents of 
the ship - invariably a European firm - so as to escape the official 
squeeze. 

"The passage money is $7 - $8., but becomes $12 if given on credit. 
Emigration is voluntary and no oaell advance is given as inducement to 
leave China. The ships are ria1t4Ml and inspected by Chinese and European 
officials before their departure. 

"Upon arrival at Singapore, those who paid their fares are free to 
leave and seek out employers. Those who owe th� fare are kept on board 
for a few days while their Kheh Thau goes to look for· prospective employers 
to pay the passages. If there is a demand for coolies, the Kheh Thau 
makes a large profit, getting perhaps $20 ·per head for his ba�d, whereas 
they probably cost him only 813- •14 each. It the demand· is slack he 
can get $16 - $17 for each. If no employers come forward to pay the 
passages owing, the coolies are landed and shut up in houses or sent tn 
Penang if the steamer goes there." 

This 1876 Report was the result of petitions to the Oover�or in 18n and 
1873 by Chinese merchants and citizens who drew attention to the abuses and 
r£cketeering methods of the secret societies. The Commission ot 1876 made 
various sound recommendations but only one became immediately effective. 
In March 1877, a second Chinese Immigration Ordinance (No. 11 ot 1877) was 
passed by which Mr� W. A. Pickering, the Chinese Interpreter, was appointed
a Protector·of Chinese at Singapore. The Chinese Protectorate was thus 
founded, and the work or outstanding Chinese Protectors such as Mr. Pickering,
Dr. V. Purcell, Mr. W. L. Blythe and others have won the respect and 
appreciation or the Malayan Chinese community. 

Various other ordinances for the protection of labour followed2, but vested 
interests were so powerful that they managed to get legislation passed tor 
the protection of the employers against crimping3 and non-tulfilln3nt or 
contract. 

In 1890, another Commission was appointed to enquire into "the state or 
labour" and its Report in 1891 stated the main complaints to be: 

(l) The physique and quality of the coolies_jmported. 

(2) The deficiency in numbers with its attendant evils or criq,ing and 
desertion. 

(3) The excessive cost of obtaining coolies. 

1. Kheh Thau: passenger chiet or head. 

2. See Blythe ., W.W. L. "Historical Sketch of Chinese Labour in Malaya", 
pp. 7S- 76. 

3. Crimping: method of inducing labourers to break their contractual 
obli·g·ations with their employers who had advanced them their passage mooe7. 
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The Report also had interesting revelations on "Abuses in China and on the 
voyage" and "Detects and abuses on arrival11 .l The chapter on "Detects and 
abuses during the contract" is well illuetrated in Blythe's work.2 As an 
example, the Assistant Protector ot Cb1neee (Mr. Wray) said that during one 
ot his inspectionso. 11 one man had", he atated., "worked against his will tor 9 
years, and was still indebted vban I wnt tbare-:11 The contract ustJ.Bl ly
called tor J6o days or 12 full moiltha'worlcJ wages were $30-142 per year,
half ot which was often deducted tor paaNge to the broker. However, f'ree 
food was supplied, though ot poor quality. 

The most important recommendation ot t.a. 1890 Commission was that inspection
of places of employment should be inaUtuted. The Penang Chinese Protectorate 
was established in 1881, Perak 1n 1883, Selangor 1890, Malacca l9ll, Negri 

. Sembilan 1914, Kedah 1923, Johore 1927, and Pahang 1938. Thus the protection 
for the Chinese labourer was extended throughout Malaya. 

Though the Government did not establish ita own depot tor the reception ot 
Sin Khehs, the . Chinese established their 011n depot at K11al.a Lw,pur in 1890. 
Tliis institution had accommodation fer 1 1 200 men. The object ot making
employers apply to the depot for Sin lhehs was to prevent crinping, and 
coolies were prevented from abscoilcIIng since employers who engaged labourers 
without a certificate cf go�d service from their last employer were liable 

,, to a fine of $200. A Sin Kheh who had perfox•,ued a year I s service became a 
Lau Kheh3 and was free-:to seefc a new employer if he had a certificate. 

In 1910, a one-man Commission was appointed by the Governor to enquire intt., 
matters connected with indentured labour. The Report showed little change 
in the re<,ruitment or Sin Khehs, but it was found that 11 the usual rate ot 
wages tor indentured CMnese agricultural labourers was Scents per da7 and 
food. n4 Labourers in mines received slightl7 higher wages. Details ot 
some of the then existing abuses were described. The Oommission recuianended 
the abolition of indentured labour and the substitution ot the Indian 
11 Kangaey system". This was followed by Chinese mining emplo,ers. 

From a welter of piecemeal legislation between 1910- 1912 emerged "The Labour 
Code, 1912 11 which though since much mended, forms the basis ot tbe 1933 code. 
The final abolition ot indentured labour was reached with the passing in 
November 1914 of an amending Enactment No. 32 of 1914 which made all 
indentured written contracts n11Jl and void after June 30, 1914. 

The legal abolition of indentured labour had little influence on the supply
of labour since the Chinese miners had already developed a system ot private
recruitment whereby an employer needing labour would send his � to China 
to recruit men, usually from the latter• s village. Tbe recrui'te'r'""'would 
advance all expenses and take the men to their place or empl07ment. An 
account would be opened in the employer's book and the cost of 111mporting11 

l. Blythe, W.W. L., "Historical. Ske1;ch of Chinese Labour in MalAfa", pp. 78- 79. 

2. Ibid., pp. 79• 82. 

3. Lau Kheh means old hand. 

4. Blythe, W.W. L., 11 Histr.>rical Sketch ot Chinese Labour in Malaya",
pp. 91. 
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the labourer would be debited to. the latter's account. This cost included 
commission for the recruiter and a "squeeze" for the employer so as to cover 
losses for .any absconding. No wage was paid out but the labourer would be 
credited with it and deductions were made for purchases of clothing, opium, 
tobacco, etc. from a shop owned by the employer. If the labourer did not 
smoke opium excessi ve�y or ganmle reckl.ea sly-, he would eventually be f'ree 
of debt, and could seek emplo311cnt elsewhere. However, family and village 
ties tended to bind the labourer to his employer. 

"Side by side with this system of personal recruitment was the system ot 
recruitment through lodging houses • • • Brokers in China recruited labourers 
• • • and brought them to Malaya or sent the1n- thro11gh lodging houses which had 
connections with Hongkong, Sir..gapore, and l4'eGeration lodging. houses.ttl In 
Malaya, these lodging houses, established under the �ativ.e Passenger Lodging
House Licenses, served and still serve as reservoirs of labour and as 
employment exchanges. A contractor requiring labour would go to a lodging 
house, advance payment for the debts ot the labourer to the hotel, keeper and 
thus bind the labourer to his service until the advance had been repaid. The 
advance was determined by the supply and demand of labour, and not by the 
actualamount of debt owing to the lodging housekeeper. 

; ,  

The system of recruiting by individuals and through lodging houses was 
brought to an end indirectly through the Aliens'Ordinance which came into 
force in Singapore in January 1933. The object had been to regulate the 
admission of aliens in accordance with the political, social and economic 
needs for the moment of the various administrations of Malaya. The idea was 
selective immigration to meet certain labour shortages. The Governor-in
Cou.ncil was empowered to fix the quota of alien deck passengers monthly. At 
the outset, the quota was 1000 monthly, but later fluctuated from SOO to 
6,000. The immediate result was an increase in the cost of passages tor 
Sin Khehs due to, higher prices by shipping conpanies and to the ticket 
speculators in China and Hongkong. This made importation ot fresh labour 
very expensive for any employer, and so employers turned increas�y to the 
lodging houses for their labour supplies. In addition, there were increasing
numbers or local-born Chinese entering into mining employ1nent. Thus the 
system of broker-recruiting vanished. 

Another unforeseen effect· of the Aliens•Ordinanoe was the sudden infiux of 
Chinese women migrants who did not come under a quota until after.oMay 19)8. 
The pa�sages for women were cheaper, and shipping agents refused to sell 
male quota tickets unless some female non-quota tickets were also purchased.
Thus, between 19i33- 19 38 there was a migrational gain or a1Dl08t 200,000
female Chinese deck passengers to Malaya. Previous to this, some women had 
come out either as workers or more often as wives or sone labourer who had 
saved up enough money in Malaya to afford a wife being sent out trom China
by his parents. The Aliens' Ordinance now speeded up greatly the process ot
labour forces consisting of families rather than individual workers.. mere . 

In 1940, with Malaya's two main industries, rubber and tin, almost at peak· 
production, there was sufficient labour. The immigration quota was SOO men 

1. Blythe, W. w. L., "Historical Sketch or Chinese Labour in Malaya", 
p. 91. 

·.: 
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and 500 women monthly. There were many local-born Chinese in their teens. 
It therefore appeared unlikely that Malaya would ever need to import Chinese 
labour in the future as it did in the past. 

.
The largest number of mining labourers recorded for a single year was 2291000 
in 1913 while in 1939 it was only 731000. Yet the total output in both years
was almost identical - so,126 tons in 1913 and Sl,090 tons in 1939. This 
startling fact is explained by the increased application of machinery to 
mining. The first dredge had been introduced by a European company in 1912 
and by 1929 there were lOS European owned dredges. Simultaneously, the per
centage of European-owned output increased and outstripped Chinese production.
In 1920, the percentage ot Eur<?Pean to Ch1neee output had been 36:64, but by 
1940 it was exactly reversed, 64: 36. The turning point was in 1928 when 
European companies operating 89 dredges accounted for 49% of the total output.
In 1929, when the slump hit the industr.,, the Chinese accounted tor 39% ot the 
total output, and since then have never exceeded this percentage except in 
1945 and 1946 when the European dredges were not fully working. In 1950, the 
percentage of European to Chinese· output was $9.2% to 40.8%. 

�cause of the high price ot rubber today and the emplo�nt it gi:ves, it is 
seldom realized that the tin mining industry, in fact, was the chief factor 

__ in the development of Malaya from 1850- 1930. The revenue from tin exports
and opium imports practically made up the whole of the government's revenue 
up to 1910. And it must be remembered that opium was smoked by Chinese 
labourers who were nearly all in the tin industry. At no time before 1941 did 
the government revenue from rubber exports exceed that from tin exports in the 
Federation of Malaya (formerly F.M.S. and U.F.M. s.l ). 

The principal methods of mining and rec�vering tin ore were and stiJl are by
dredging, gravel pumping, hydraulic mining, open-cast, small workings without 
machinery, and dulang washing. Dredges were and st1Jl are all owned and 
managed by Europeans and employ'many Indian and Malay technicians as electri
cians, fitters, mechanics, chargemen, winchmen, etc. The Chinese miners used 
the gravel pump chiefly, and produced almost all their ore by this method. 
There were very few hydraulic, open cast, or lode mines. The old methods or 
mining without machinery still existed, chiefiy in Perak, but the output was 
insignificant and these were all worked by Chinese and a few Malays. The 
special method of dulaPf washing had over 10,000 Chinese women with a few 
hundred Malay women in t pre-war. 

rable I shows the increase in the number of units operating under the various 
methods from 1946- 19SO and compares it to 1940. 

1. F.M.S. means the Federated Malay States, composed or the 4 states of· 
Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Pahang before 1945. U.F.M. S. means the 
Unfederated Malay States composed of the S states ot Johore, Kedah, Perlis, 
Kelantan and Trengganu before 194S. The tenner F.M.S. and U.F.M.S. and 
Perang and Malacca became the Federation ot Malaya in February 1948. 

' ·  
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TABLE I 

Number and Method .2f Mines Operating 1946-195ol 
Workings 

Method Gravel Hydraul- Open Without 
Year Dredging Pumping icing Cast Misc. Machinery TCYI'AL 

i'1940 72 133 34 22 9 1.$1 . 1,021 
I 

1946 21 102 1 6 66 219 
46 323 :, 10 27 48 478 

1948 48 464 22 8 33 39 614 

1949 50 518 19 s 18 so 660 
1950 78 560 19 4 24 ·4, 730 

The introduction or cheap Japanese bicycles brought a change in conditions to 
mining labourers. Squatters rode to work on them; the labourers on the mines 
rode on them to the nearby towns and villages to b� supplies or for an evening's 
entertainDV:tnte. The extraordinary· increase in the number or female Chinese 
labourers during the late 1930e1 s caused, it would appear, a transition from. 
male to family labour. Marketing and cooking were orten per1'01·1ued by the women. 

·' The proportion or · labourers who could speak Malay seems to have gradually i.n
creased, and the system of direct employment was being successtully put into 
practice, to the benefit or the labourere. 

In the mines wages varied greatly, owing to the great n1nber or occupations. .,
On European mines, wages for Asians varied from $60- $120 per month in 1941 
while the salaried staff on Chinese mines were paid less. Labourers nncter 
contractors received 80 cents to $1 while those under Chinese miners were paid
$0- 10 cents per day of 8 hours work.· This was because Chinese mines supplied 
free food whereas those under European companies and contractors had no tree 
food. The average cost £or food per head per month was around t10 before 19bl. 
Chinese women as well as Indian and Malay labourers on Chinese mines received 
no free food, hence their wages were higher. Male adults were paid the lowest 
rates of all, between 40e- SO cents per day. 

There had been a number of mi.nor strikes caused by agitators because the war 
had caused a rise in prices whereas the rise in wages bad lagged behind. �ome 
employers gave a cost-of-living allowance while others raised the basic wages.
When such adjustments were made, the labour situation became coq,aratively 
settled until the Japanese Occupation in 1942. 

B. Inter-War (December 8, 1941 to Septenber 194S) 

As the British Axued Forces retreated down the penninsula to Singapore, the 
Military carried out a scorched. earth policy in regard to mines. But in the 
hurry, not too much damage was donee. The Japanese, upon occupation, res,mad 
mining operations immediately. 

In 1942 , the Japanese administration managed European properties, but in 1943, 
these were transf'erred to Japanese t1rm8 which were government supported. 
Success was short-lived. Arter 1943, the output dropped because or rising 

l. Figures for Table I from Annual Reports 1949, page 9 and the 1940 figures 
from Ann1ml Report or the Mines Department 1946, page 61 19$0 figures trom 
the Statistical Bulletin ot the Mines Department, Federation ot Malaya. 
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operating costsi shortage of replacement equipment and ot labour. The be�t · 
areas �r pockets 

., 
had been picked and the personnel was deficient. Tbett ot ore 

and equipment was rife, and as the anti-Japanese movement became stronger around 
mine areas sabotage increased.., 

TABLE II 

A Swrnary of Tin and Tin Ore Production During
the Japanese Occupation 1942i- 194,1 

I E A R 
1 9 4 2 1 9 4 4  1 9 4 S TCY¥L PRODUCTION 

STATE Tons Tons · Tons Tons Tona
I' 1 l

Perak 10,726i· 17,lS� 
• 

6,072 
I 

2,218 ' 36,168 
•
I I

ISelangor 
I 

680 lS 1422,seoI
' 

.,

' I 
IN, Sembilan 42S l .342., ll9 I 2,446 S6o t
'-I

I 
I , 

i' -'l.31 I.k 

166SJ 2Pahang ' I
I' II 

I 
t -- 28 : 99 127Johore 
I
Ii ♦ •-l IMalaoca s I 1 l l 7II I; 

:1 1 IKedah 

Perlis 

77 28lI' 
I 

j t

f 
I3 ' 12.3 t3 3 

II I

I 
, 

I•Trengganu l · s  I 88S6 26

! •
I
'--Kelantan I -. . 

l 

T O T A L  t :iS., 748 2S,99S 9 309 3,lS2 Sb,204 , . 

Japanese 8 Prices 806.4 1 142.40 i 9,240.00 t.,
•(per ton) 

Note that ' Perak consistently produced prac.tically 2/3 and Selangor l/3 ot the 
total. output. One point ot iq)ortance was that moat ot the ore produced by
the Chinese came trom women dulang:..waahers. Their n1811ber doubled tbe pre.....ar 
figures because it beoa• easy to wash· tor tin 1Jle1ally. .The production tr.an 
Chinese gravel pump mines was insignificant,· the mines preferring to.  sell their 
equipment to Japanese firms or turn it to some other uae. 

. . 

As tor the Chinese labour force on mines ., nearl7 a]] beca111e unuployed after
194.3. There were ·forcible deportations ot labour to the Siam Death . Railwq.. 

' .  
. . .

l .  Figures trom "The Ant?,ual lleport on the Mining Industry ot Mal•ya" ot the 
Mines Department Federation� 1946, pp. 22 - 23. . Ore taken �t 7� . asea,. 

, . ,. .. 

. .' : . . ; 

http:9,240.00
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This prompted the abandonment by the population of the more settled areas, the 
migration to or near the jungle, and the cultivation of foodstuffs. Those 
with wife and family took to rice cultivation in newly cleared areas, which 
the Japanese encouraged. Vegetable farming and poultry rearing became the 
most popular occupations for labourers. The more able-bodied becam trishaw
riders, those with a- business aoumeu took to hawking and vending, and still 
others became workers in Japanese factories and firms. Many new Chinese 
industrial concerns sprang up to supply- local needs and this was an additional 
source ot empl<1;yn.ente. 

The ,food shortage and the great intlationary trend caused much suffering among
the working classe and maey- took to the jung1,e and became members ot the., 

Malaya.ti Peoples· Anti-Japanese A1,ac, (MPAJA).  Most or these guerillas were to 
be round in the chief mining areas, e.g. , ltampar Serdang Jelebue Manchise., ., ., ., 

etc . These same areas are now notorious tor communist activities. 

C. Post-War (September 194$ - 19$1) 

Even before the war ended, a planning group had devised schemes tor rehabili-
tation ot the mines. A Tin Inspection Committee under Mr. Storke was appointed
and an i.Jm1.ediate survey was made. The Storke Committee rec0iii1endationa were 
followed. European mining companies placed orders tor equipment with British 
firms in 1946 and Chinese mines either bought or rented uuidentitied •chiner., 

" from the Custodian ot Enemy Property. Financial assistance was provided by the 
Government, and the Colonial Ottice placed orders tor mining equipmeut with 
B-ritish manufacturers. Scarce materials were allt>eated and rationed by the 
Technical Adviser' s  Ottice in K11ala Lumpur. The great problem ot rice was 
tackled by giving additional "heavy'' rations to mine labourers� 

Progress towards recovery fell . behind the Storke astiMtes in 1946. There was 
shortage ot coal and electrical power. Further progress was made in 1947· but 
the high production cost and material shortage retarded recove17, or the 

·orders for equipment only SO to � were shipP,d to Malaya on achf,c11ile trom ., 

Britain. The increase in the .cost or living exceeded the rise in wqee and 
labour tended to be restive and diseatistied. There were agitators and 
several strikes were instigated. Some workmen adoptied a "go-slow" poli07. -

In the early part ot 1948, labour beca• unreasonably aggressive and there weree· 
several strikes. Intimidation of mine owners and or those workers who retuaed 
to go on strike or toe the agitators • line took place. This and other terrorist 
activities. resulted in the Emergenc7 in June 1948 •e. The domamniat leaders wilt 
underground and labour unrest disappeared from the mines. 

Subsequently, the terrorists made attacks on mines and minitll personnel, 
deetroying machinery and other equipment. Murders ot lepal•• took place. 

_eMiners were kidnapped and held for ransom. didn't 
stop mines in operation, )"et it discouraged or prevented further expanaiOQ 1n 
certain areas. Supe�tision was reduced and the etficieoc7 ot the labour torce · .decli'r'..ed� 

T�.e inauguration of the Chinese Mines Defence , Scheme in Perak, and later in 
S�l�l".gor, saved the situation. Between August and October, some lS.2. police . 
p')rts manned by 11$28 special constables, were built on Ch1neae Id.gee. Moat ot 

: the_ special constable a were Malays and some Chinese. Tbe ,pecial s are paid 
.monthly b)' the Government · though . they •Y get a little. rice or •ney troll �be., 

mine:•. The. nuaber. ot apeciale _eapplied for by: t• l'liner variese· �-1th the J,oc•l·i-ty . 
and. thee· importance ot t• mine, and . .the apeciaJ..• , may be employed by .i.nd2Titf11eJ· · . .  · 

. ·.; . 'miners or by a group ot Jldne�s on ae· collectivee_ �•ia. · · . _ 
. .  . ,; 

\ 
- .... ,. ,:,;. ... ·•·( · . . . ,  .. •, 

: :• � . 
'" ' . . ' . . .. . .. '. 

. 
·., 
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Despite these adversities., progress continued·. Two great factors aiding
recovery were the high price or tin and the liberal loans made by the Govern
ment. Loans to European and Chinese mines total $49. ,3 millions and$L2.8 
millions respectively up to 1948. By December 1949., when no further loans were 
permittedo., the position was as follows: 

Summary ,2! Financial Assistance !2 Minesl 
• 

financial allocationa available on December 31st 1949 

�or the $78 miJJtons or loans granted, 160 millions went to European cOftl)&llies, 
$18· millions to Chinese mines. These were at very low interest rates, and were 
to be repaid by installments over a period ot years. - Only pre-war miners were 
eligible for such financial aid since it was meant for rehabilitation. 

With the inspection ot the Emergency Regulations, labourers became more aettJ.e.d. 
The number of mines operating increased trom 660 in 1949 to 7� 1n ).9SO. Out
put rose from 54., 910 tons in 1949 to S7.,S37 tons in l9SO. Tbe _labour force 
however did not increase proportionately., being 47,107 in 1949 and 47,244 in 
19$0. This was because the rubber boom drew many mining labourers away from 
the mines to work in estates on a crop-sharing basis. �l most all. the Ch1 neee 
miners intei•viewed complained ot labour shortage. One solution has been tbe 
increasing use or women labourers tor unskilled work which was fc,1wrlyo. 
performed by man. 

The prospects ot increasing future production have beeno_odecreased because ot 
lack of prospecting or new lands. For . the last 20 year•, the exhaustion ot ore 
bearing ground by mining has been more than its replace•nt by new prospecting.
There has been little prospecting from 1946o- l9Sl due to tear ot the terrorists. 
�s an- example or the dangers one can quote The Straits Timas of March 2S, l9Sl 
where Auster planes were used to r� out wages in a mine in 
Kajang and had 

The cost or diesel oil and electricity charges rose atter the devaluation ot 
the -fl sterling . in June 19491 and. these increases largely ottaet the gain tram 
the modest increase in the price of tin metal which followed upon deftl.uation. 
It is true that quite a number of Chinese miners were operating at a loaa before 
November 17., 1949, when the British Ministry ot Supplies treed tin control. 

· · Since then., and especially atter the Korean hoatili ties bad begun·, nearly .all 
mine operators have been making profits. Due to the inrlationar., trends ando .
the shortage ot labour, the MMEA2_ recomnended a Tin Price Bonus Scheme3 . f('Jf' 
mine labourers arut this waa accepted. 

' 

l. Figures from "JMo.Annual·oReport on the 
. 

Mining Industry ot Malaya• ot tba HI.nu 
·Depa�tment, Federation ot Malaya, 1949, p. 29. . 

2. MMIA is the Malayan Mining l'l)lo,era·• Association. . 

J. See later Motion on wapa .otoro. detail.a._
. ' 

to mining personnel 
to fiy out the ore tor sale to the smelters. 

Tin Mining Industry
• 

(a). From Colonial Office and Financial Secretariat: 

(b) From Industrial Rehabilitation Finance .oBoard, 

(c) From Chinese Tin Mines Rehabilitation Loan Board: 
(i) Cash Advances, 

(ii) Allocation from 11 Machinery- tor 
Mines Scheme" a 

$ 49,609,S2S 

l0.,438,000 

14.,101,S.34 

4,3$9,602 

$ 76,Sl.4,661 

• 

http:14.,101,S.34
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Before the de-control of tin by the Ministry- of Supplies, the prices had been 
pegged down to b 550 - 554 per ton for 1949o. This was very satisfactory since 
the 1941 price had been Ii 250 - 275 per ton. For · the first half of 19SO, there 
was little nuctuation in price - from !J S90 - 620 per ton. But with the Korean 
War, the U.S.A. once more began to stockpile tin and when other countries 
followed suito., great fluctuat:Jon1 in price occurred. On November 8, 1950 the 
price reached hl, 280 per ton. Thia eeud.ngly fantastic price was exceeded many
times in 19Sl. It seems that the highest price ever rec0x,ded was in the 
Singapore market on February 14., 19$1 when it reached 3783 per pioul oro.about 

. bl,540 per ton. This -is and will be tba ·ohighest price ever, say the experts. 

Such fluctuations breed uncertaint7 and is unbeuthy tor the stability of the 
industry. The U.S.A. which is Malaya'• ohiet customer, has accused Malayan
miners of "gouging". Aboµt halt ot Mala7a 1 a tin output is sold to the U.S.A. 
Besides having a large stock pile, the U.S.A. also has an agreement with Bolivia, 
so that her supplies are assured. Aa an 1ndi..cation of its monopsonistic power,
when the Reconstruction Finance Corporation announced its intention to cease 
stockpiling purchases in March l9Sl, Singapore tin prices fell from $675 per
picul on the 6th to $S4l. 75 per picul on the 9th ot March. Talks between the 
representatives ot the chief tin producing countries and the United States 
representatives in Washington in March l9Sl brought no agreement. Malaya was 
represented by Colonel H. S. Lee in tbe British delegation. However, in the 

N early part or 1952, a team 0£ U.S. representatives visited Malaya and the price 
has been fixed at $1.16 (U.S. ) per lb or about IS87 (Straits) per picul. 

T.ABI,E III 

The Progress � the Mining Industryo� Various Aspects 1946o- 19Sl1 

Average
Price ' 

No.oof Output Per Ton Export Value Duty Total Labour 
Year Mines (tons) :& • • Revenue !!f>lon,d 

1940 1021 80, 651 23,3l7,Sl2 23.7 77,000 

1946 219 8.,432_ 322 24,747,046o. 4�968,341 2.8  23., 026 

478 27,026 427.6 99,051,209 13,461,879 s.1 

1946 614 44,815 SSl 202,llS,6So 29,429,689 10.6 46,861 

66o 54,910 6oS. 8  261,415,892 38,S09,13S 12.s 47,107 
19$0 730 57,537 314,000J000 S0,932 ,569 16.1 47,244 

· ·19$1 740 57,167 1080.2 498,000.,00()M- 176,2b4,88.)tt 24* Sl,400tt 

l .  Figures tor Table III · from An,i,ial Reports ot the Mines Department,· Federation 
of Malaya., · 1946·. 1949 and tigures tor_ 19SO from the Statistical Bulletin of 
the Mines Department, Federation ot Malaya, 19SO. 

* Signifies estimates. 
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1. Partial view or a tin mine Ko�si · 
and the road approaching it.o ote 
the narrow width ot the road and the 
long grass nanking either side. 

2 .  A complete view of a long with theratailings shown as a w  te splash. at 
the right-hand top corner. The palong
hut is in the middle ot the structure 
while to its left is the waste-chute • .,, 
Note the trees in the back ando.the 
grass and white sand and clay in the 
foreground. 

, 

3 •o. Front view of a Koifsi porch. The 
lettering is typlc� or Chinese mines. 
The ro·ot is ot atr,p, the aide· wall a 
ot planks and barn oo. The kitchen is 
to the right next to the porch. 

4. Picture shows links betwaen engin£ 
shedj gravel P'>"I' pipe and �� 
The enaineo. shed is about mi� 
betweeno·othe bottom and top ot the 
mine , The gravel· pump pipe rests 
on theo·othin wooden scattoldine anc 
ends at the head ot the palnns 
shown by the .small flag • o.  

$. View of a mine bottom showing tbe 
outcrops of hard rook and the b�ll· 
side which has been attacked b7 · 
monitors to break up ore-bearinc · . 

_oearth which tlovs along the narrow 
sloping channel to the 8101). The 
pipe lines teed · water with coa-
pressed power to the monitors. 

6. Another view of a mine bottom nth 
labourers at work •o . NQte the jets 
ot water from .the two monitors and. 
the anall h¥draulic pipe which· 
concentrates at OM spot to bre•k 
up. the. ar<>um. 
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CHAPTER II. INDEPENDENT MININl LABOUR1 

Dulang-washers2 

Dulang-washing is essentially a method ot recovery, rather than a method of 
mining. By the skillful use of pr1m1otive methods in streams near operating mines 
and in abandoned mine holes the 111111 emo1mta ot tin that escape concentration on 
the mines and are washed away with tbl ta1li111• are to a large extent save�. 
Because the output from �nnin��tor111 onl.7 a 111811 proportion of the total pro
duction, usually betweeno½ - l�, the importance or this class ot mining.olabour 
has always been overlooked. It baa aeld011 been realized that they form a veey 
important component or mining labour. In 1929, still a· .prosperous year, dula!!l
washers constituted less than � ot the number of tin mine empl079ea. But by . 
1932, just about the depth of tbe deprees1ou, they were 22% and �d experienced · 
a slight absolute growth. Nor did the dw !El-washerso' ann,1aJ money income 
decline as rapidly as did the tin price, f'orthey managed to increase their 
production from 1929 to 1931; tbu their real income remained about the 9ame. 
It would appear that· the dula£!.:.waabera tend to thrive in crisis; - tor, as can 
be seen from the following ta e,  they g1-eatly increased both numerically and 
relatively in the early post-war period. 

TAIL! IV 

Importance 2!, Dulang-Wa:shers � the Tin Mining Industry 1936- !22.Q 
• Total No. ot 

Workers in Total Product ot 
Tin Industry Dulang-washers: 

Total no. ot (exclusive ot 
Year Dulang-washers Dulang-washers) .Piculs3 tons 

1936 ll,809 80,218 11.,027 $65 

1938 ll,327 71,487 22,S97 l34S 

1946 22,973 23,026 48,000 28S9 

1948 20 ., 281 46,861 S4,0S2 

19$0 18,702 47.,224 S4,904 3292 · 

The above table shows that an increase or twice the pre-war figure in the t'llR■cber 
or dulanf pass holders has occurred during the post-war period, while their annual 
outp-q,to· o  ore has increased by more than twice the pre-war production •o. Tbe in
crease in output and in the number ot pass holders would have been even gx'eater
were it not tor the fact that certain areas where dulang washers uaed to wash ·ror 
ore have been declared under curfew or restricted areas by the police. The 

1.  Br independent·omining labour here is meant all labour which is not paid on a·o· 
monthly basis or at the rate or so much pero� ot 8 hours. It therefore 
includes dularf-washers, workers on piece-raiii; on contract, tributors, ore-

·dressers, tailong-workera, etc. . . 

2� Because of their intrinsic dif'1'erence ., dula -washers are t1"eated separat,e� 
£�om all other types or inde1>9ndent mi nc -.... � d1ac'188ed bel ow. 

3. l pioul or pickul a l)).J  pounds (16.8 piculs • 2240 poundso· • 1 ton). See 
.Appendix. . , 

·.·. .  

I 
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Warden of Mines for Johore, when interviewed, was asked why there had been no 
output from Johore pass holders and his answer was that the police had put a 
curfew on the areas where �fa3-washers lived and worked. It is thus to be 
noted that the number or d ang pasa holders has steadily declined yearly from 
1946 to 19SO, while the working force in the mines has shown a steady increase. 
This may also be explained by tla drittilJI ot women from dulang-washing to work 
in the mines or rubber estates lleoaue ot Id.par wages. 

The increase of dulang-washing attainsi.ifurther significance when it is realized 
that production from all other •tbode ia still behind. its pre-war output, Malaya•�
total output in 19SO being only &l>out 2/l - 1./S of the pre-war figure. The 
importance of dula�-washing to tbe mn:1111 industry can be seen also from the fact 
that the ore extraced by dulan1-waehffl 11 ore that cannot be profitably re-
covered by any other method, a which vould otherwise be lost. 

Dula!-washers were mostly Chinese women pre-war, with a few hundred Malays and 
a haniful of Indians. The Chineae v0111n have not only remained the most numerous 
but have increased considerably in proportion to the total number since the war. 
In 1938, there were 10,108 Chinese, 806 Mlla79 and US Indians. In 19SO, there 
were 18,167 Chinese, 44S Malays and 90 Indiana. Of' the Chinese women dulang
washers, the most numerous are Haklcaa, with the Cantonese being next. These 
women invariably live in or around lllini91 areas, being either squatters or faz•,ner�
and own their own attaE houses. 

Dulan�-washers, in order to win ore, have to obtain a dulai -pass or license 
from he Mineral Ores Department for which an annual fee o,81 is charged. These 
passes are issued only to women. While there is no upper age limit tor applicants 
the lower age limit mustinot contravene the Labour Ordinance which has a minimum 
age for child labour. As it is 111•1&1 to wash tor ore without the pass, it 
must be brought to work with each dulam-vasher; lack ot such a pass upon 
inspectionimakes the holder liable to a fine and further contravention may result .in the cancellation or the license. However, since there are over 201000 pass
holders, and as they usually work in croups of S to 10, spread over hundreds of 
mines and streams, often in bandit-infested areas, little check is carried out 
by the under-staffed mines depart.me'l.t. Although it is specif'icaJJy stated that 
passes are non-transferable, a paea•holder who does not feel like working for 
some time may loan or "rent" out tbe pass to another woman f'or which either a 
percentage of the ore recovered or a per diem "rent" is charged. 

The dulang-washer can only sell bar ore to a licensed ore-dealer. Also, tbs 
amount each is penni.tted to sell lmder her pass is limited to a fixed amount per
month. When the price is low and a glut is likely, the quota for each pass
holder is reduced considerably, but wben the price is high, and the demand good,
this monthly quota is increased.il The passes are numbered, and the ore-dealer 
has t ·o enter his purchases trom pass-holders against their number. In most cases,
the women produce and sell their tull allocation. If the7 recover .ore be7ond 

Monthly Quota or Kattiee2 
Allowed Each Pass Holder 

1. 

lS 
20 

2S-30 (an estimate) 
2S-4S (variations occurring in 

difterent states) 

2. l !Catty or Katii: 1-1/3 Pounds. ( 100 Katties = l Picul or Pickul).  See 
Appendix. 



7 .  Two dulang-women washing for ore in 
a stream. Note the size of the pan 
held up by the woman in the tront. 
The ore which has been washed is be
ing poured into a half coconut shell. 
The posts and barbed wires behind the 
grass is part of the police security
measures against terrorists. 

a: Another group of dulang-washers at 
work. The large straw hat not only 
serves as a hat but can�so be used 
as a sun-shade by propping it up on 
a stick as shown. The white cowl then 
serves as protection against the sun. 
Note their long sleeved black clothes. 

, 

9. Women ore-dressers at work in an ore
dressing shed. The wire netting
encloses the shed so as to prevent 
theft. The women are sitting on 
little wooden stools. The wooden 
tubes contain the undressedore which 
is to be washed. The black pile in 
fi'ont cOT1t,aina slags and impurities. 

10. Two female labourers pushing a 
wagon containing stones from the 
waste-chute to a dumping place. Tht 
wagon has wheels which run on rail: 

• 

11. A woman labourer carting otr 
stones and other waste:.•material in 
a wheelbarrow. 

12. A woman grass-cutter carrying away
two bundles or grass which she has 
cut and tied up. She is paid by 
the bundle or by the weight. 
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their quota, they either stock it up for the next month, or sell it under an
other pass holder who has not produced her quota. They may even sell 1t to the 
miner through the clerk or Ketala in the Kongsi, as some miners are also 
licensed ore-dealers. The fac t6a.t there is a surplus implies usually that a 
woman has spent more days or hours at panning, and therefore less at her 
alterMtive occupations. 

TABLE V 

Dulang-Washers 1946-19z0 
F�eration of Malal!: " 

(Source: Statistical Section, Department of Mines, Federation or Malaya) 

Annual Av. Estimated 
output per Ann1ial Av· 

No. of Du.lang Permissible Sales holder Income 
Year State Pass Holders in Katties in piculs per holder' 

13609 J0-4S - -1946 Perak -* -
30-45

Selangor 6476 
Others 1.362 

·'·oTotal: Federation 21447 

Perak 2.04 4S $2041947 
Selangor
Others 

45 
4S 

$186 
$25- 1194 

Total: Federation 21109 

2.40 $336l.3927Perak 451948 
Selangor
Others 

4S 2.as S.399 
4S • 72 - 2.,30 $92- $322 

Total,: Federation 20297 

1949 Perak 1.3859 25-45 2 . 92 
t46SSelangor

others 
4S44 

90.3 30-
.30
45 

J.3S 
1.08o- 2.47 SlS6- ·l.358 

Total: Federation 19.306 

19$0 Perak 136$0 2S 2.80 $532 
Selangor 4357 30 J�lO $589 
Others 695 30-,45 1. ,38- 2.40 - $'233- $456 

Total: Federation 18702 

* 11Not available11 designated by dasho(-), 

These women lead a very hard lite - especial� considering that most ot them 
are past middle age - us11al ly beina bent double under the heat of the sun otten 
immersed up to their knees in tbe water from 6 a.m. to 6 p .m. da1Jy. Untavour
able weather conditionso., sufficient tin-ore winnings tor the day., or disgust
with the poor results achieved in her area may make her cease panning before 
dusk. Nor does the dulang-washer pan every day in the month, tor her quota may 
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be reached between the 7th and 15th day. For the rest of the month she turns 
to her alternaotive occupations. She may either tap rubber or be a weeder, if 
she is used to such work and if she stays near rubber estates. This is 
especially lucrative at present due to the high wages in the rubber industry. 
But since most dula -washers· stay on or around the mines, they usually take on rswork in the mines a a daily raote or so much per kung,ol or at a piece-rate of 
so much per task or picul in the case of a grass-cutter, stone-carrier, or tin
ore-dresser. Many dula�-washers own farms on which they grow vegetables and 
fruits, and rear pigs an poultry. 

Most dulang--washers are married, but maey have their husbands in China. The 
spate of Chinese - female immigrant labour into Malaya began when the Aliens • 
Ordinance imposition coincided with the failure of the silk industry in China 
in the 1930o1 s. Between 1933 and 1938 nearly 200,000 Chinese women, mostly · 
peasants and factory workers, emigrated to Malaya. These had come to wo�k in 
order to remit money home to support their husbands and children in China. The 
dulang-washers came among this group. As a result ot the re�trictions and the 
outbreak of hostilities in 1939-1945, these women could not return to China nor 
could their husbands rejoin them in Malaya. The political instability and· fear 
of infiltration of Communist agents during the post-war period has made it very 
difficult for new immigrants to enter Malaya, and has; as a result, enforced a 
long separation of these women from their husbands. · 

Most dn]a!lS women are illiterate, but their lack of education has not had many
ill effects on their business acumen and thrift•. They lead a very hard lite,
and realize that they cannot remain as active as ever in their old age. There
fore, with characteristic foresight, they prepare in advance for their old age 
and subsequently reducred earnings. When they are in their 30 ' s or early 40 1 s,
with the money they have saved by sheer frugality and careful management, they 
purchase unwanted babies from very poor families or unwed mothers. This illegal
"business" transaction is justified morally in that the dulan1-washer is often
times better able to care for the baby than her natural pareno. These adopted
Children are all girls (an exceptional instanceo·osince Chinese ustsally prefer to 
adopt boys) and are brought up in the farmhouse, rarely being sent to a regular 
school. At an early age, probably under 101 they follow their fostermothers to 
work on the mines or streams. Al though they are still incapable or any real 
work, they become acquainted with the· sight and nature or their �ture occupation,
and are allowed to handle the tools and equipment in order to acquire skill in 
their use. It is seldom that the dhildren art1 oppressed or ill-treated tor one 
does not q�rrel with one's future rice-bowl. Thus the children are initiated 
to their lifeo' s  work at the right age by the correct method, and show no distaste 
for their work when they grow up. A d'ularJ woman may have .as many as half a 
dozen adopted daughters., usually all of Tterent ages. When they grow up and 
are capable or earning, the dulang .. woman is more than amply rewarded tor her care 
and forethought, as the adopted9hil.dren are hard-working, thrifty and t1.lial , 
usually giving every cent ot their earnings to their foster-mothers. It and 
when the time comes for one ot the daughters to be married., the foster mother 
may give a small dowry and a f'ea•t to celebrate the occasion. and ·to save tace. 
Then she looks for another baby tor replacement. 

I 

It is erroneous t6 belie'" ihat all dulang-washers are poor. In fact, many ot 
them are quite well-oft 
down shacks,
give large loans to Chinese miners whom they trust. 

,1

such wealthy women have been known to labour in the mines in which they have a 
large share, 

' 

l. Kutigs_ a working day of 8 hours. 

in spite or their modest appearances and their t,imbled
So,.. have shares in Chinese mines, while others have been known to 

An ·unus11al teature is that 



13. Men and woroon labourers carrying 16. A woman labourer using a hoe to 
planks over their shoulders. Be deepen .the channel and to dig up 
cause of the rubbles they have any rocks which obstruct the flow. 
rubber-soled canvas-top shoes on. Old timber and rocks are then 
Hats are necessary due to the piled up by the sides of the 
intensive heat. channel. 

14. A monitor-man in black shirt leave, 
his monitor unattended rather than 
answer writer ' s  questions . The rocks 

· in the box act as a weight which makes 
it easy to sw:ing the monitor nozzle 
into any angle or position. Planks 
are laid over crevices or puddles. 

• 

15. A monitor man at work. Note the huge 
hard rocks. The piece of attap or 
cloth to the left or the labourer is 
stuck in as a sun-shade. There is a 
little wooden stool on the plank 
where he is standing. 

17. More labourers at work in the 
channel. One man is using a crow
bar to break up rocks while the 
other man picks them up and lays
them on the sides.  A piece or 
plank has been struck into the 
side to direct the water contain
ing tin-ore along the right
direction towards the sump • 

18. The man seated here is a 'Keap Kung 
in charge of the sump. T piece
of cloth protects him from the sun. 
The long slender iron bar is used 
to test the depth of the sump. The 
mouth or the pump-pipe is immersed 
in the sump and �ucks up the tin
bearing ore and water on to the 
head of the palong. 
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Dulang-women not only work individually on their own account or part time as 
employees o.n mines, but some of them are employers of other labour, as is the 
case in "lampanning"l , "tailing"2 , "tendering for amang" 3, or when they are 
general contractors. In these instances ,  the dulang-woma� who is the ' leader ' 
makes all the arrangements and agreements with the mine owner, oftentimes 
raising the necessary capital to pay a deposit before the work is allowed to 
commencee. She the.n distributed the work 11■0ng the dulang-women labourers and 
sees that the time limit which is w,11aJl:, set tor these small workings is met. 
When the ore is sold and the contract ended the money advanced by the leader,.,
and sometimes by the workers, is tiret repaid to the contributors; 10% of the 
remainder is taken by the leader tor bar influence in obtaining the contract 
·and her skill in estimating correctly tbe amount of ore recoverable, and that 
which is left is split among the rest (IIID'lg whom the leader is counted as one ) ,  
according to the nwnber of days each baa worked if all have contributed equal 
shares of the initial outlay. If the advances have been unequal, this is 
taken into account in the sharing of the pro.tits. Usually the women supply
their own food individually, but if it 1s cheaper and convenient, the food may
be cooked and supplied collectivel:,, the expenses incurred being deducted before 
the sharing of profits. The work may last trom a week to 20 days, but rarely
exceeds a month. 

If a loss occurs in any of these ventures, the dul�-washers will go in 
groups daily to complain to the mine manager, Kepal , or even the mine-owner. 
They will pester the miner for a refund or some form of compensation, and will 
persist in making themselves a general nuisance with their cries and lamen� 
tations if the miner is adamant. To  finally get rid of them, the miner may
have to relent and give way to their claims if these are justified. But when 
they have made a large profit and are perfectly satisfied, they will still 
insist that they barely covered their costs, and will never admit or divulge
the extent of their profit, a characteristic attitude of the averagee·edulang
washer. 

Piece-rate and Contract Labour 

On Chinese mines, besides the monthly salaried staff, almost all the labourers 
are paid on a daily rate of so much per 11ng of 8 hours. Very few male labourers 
are paid at piece�rates; atld almost alles ay in the Kongsi house and are fed at 
the mine r ' s  expense. This is in direct contrast to the female labourers on 
mines who are usually paid at piece-rates and who have to supply their own food 
and stay in their own attap houses or shacks. 

1 .  "lampanning11 : The laJJJ>ang or "lanchute" is a small sluicing mine in which 
the water is brought in a small cascade by pipes to the ore which is contained 
in a sloping channel flanked by boards, and the water washes away the lighter 
impurities leaving the heavier ore concentrate to be panned. 

2 .  •tailing": Tailing is the ground or earth containing some escaped tin ore 
hich·efiows over the end or tail of the palong. 

3. "tendering for am g" : Tendering for amang is to offer a bid or· a lump swnr-in cash to gain t e right to recover the tin ore contained in the amang, 
which is the heavy black mineral impurity le.rt after ore d1·es.sing. 

h. Kepala: Ov�rseer or Headman. 



A.  Ore-Dreessers 
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However, ore-dressers, who are mostly men, are nearly always paid at piece-rates ,  
and are employed by an ore-.dressing contrac�or. A miner usually prefers to give 
the contract to the same contractor each time his output has to be dresaed.el 

The ore-dressers are paid by the contractor at a slightly lower rate tha-n the 
rate offered by the miner to the contractor, who may or may not participate in 
dressing the tin-ore. As these dressers are "oasual labourers" they are not fed 
or housed by the miner. Also, since the job of dressing may take only 2 to 3 
days to finish, and a mine cleans its palong2 usually only once a week or 10 
days, this means that the same ore-dressers may work only for 6 to 10 days on a 
mine·eeach month. But their contractor, being a clever man and usually well
known in the mining area, is able to procure jobs :f5or them in various mines 
successively since different mines have their palong cleanings on different days
of the month. Thus it is possible tor a tin-ore-dreesser to be employed almost 
the whole month, with his income vaeying between $100 to $200 per month, depend
ing on the speed with which he cari dress the ore. The contractor is able to make 
more because he usually controls a number ot labourers whom he contracts to 
various mines, getting a cut on every picul of ore dressed by his labourers. In 
view of the prese.nt labour shortaga,3  his labourers are given a fair deal and 
not much exploitation takes place.- These labourers and their contractor do not 
benefit from the Tin Price Bonus Scheme .U  

B.  Construction Labour .. 

Another type of casual labour that is employed by mines is construction labour, 
for when a miner wants to put up a building or effect repairs to any existing 
structures,  he does not use his daily-paid mine labour. He obtains a contractor, 
supplies all the materials and gives the specifications, and agrees (usually 
verbally) on a certain 1Wl1) sum for the completion of the " task" at a specified 
date . The contractor then brings in his gang of coolies to do the job, makes 
his own separate agreement with them, supervises the work, and pays them a daily 
rate5 which leaves him with a profit from the contract. The miner again does 
not supply rood or lodging for such casual labour, and if the food is supplied 
by the contractor, an account is rendered and the expenses deducted from the 
wages of the labourers. 

If the transaction should prove a loss, contractors have been known to abscond 
with the money they receive from the miner without paying their labourers, since 
there is no contact or understanding of any kind between the miner and the 
contractor ' s  labourers. This may happen if the contractor is an unscrupulous 
rogue, or if he has made wrong calculations. But if the loss arose from bad 
weather which prevented work from going on as usual, and for which no man can be 
held responsible, but for which the contractor still has to pay his workmen, his 
request for an additional supplementary payment is usually acceded to by the 

1 .  �reesing: cleaning or washing. 

2 .  palong: sloping fume or a long raisede-wooden concentrating shutee. 

3 .  See below, page 30. 

4. See below, page 32 . 

$ .  Because of the tin boom in December 19.SO, palong constr11etion worlanen have 
been known to demand as much as $8 - $10 per day, whereas previously they 
worked for $3 - ,4.SO only. 

http:prese.nt


19. The head of the palong with the end 
of the gravel pump pipe . Tin ore 
bearing earth mixed with water is 
flowing out of the pipee. This is 
the highest point on a palong. 

22 .  A labourer in the waste chute hut 
applying a rake to remove the 
stones stuck in the iron gratee. 
This iron grate acts as a sort of 
sieve so that only small stones 
and tin ore bearing earth pass 
through on to·ethe lanes of the 
palong. Note the cigarette stuck 
on top of his ear. 

20. View of a three-lane palong from the 
top. The electric installations 
denote that sometimes .night work is 
carried oute. The structure in front 
is the palong hut, the one in the 
distance, the waste chute . 

21. A labourer steps out of the waste 
chute hut . In  the front is a palong 
worker who uses the piece of wood to 
direct the flow of water and material 
along the lanee. 

23.  The tin ore with arnang and other 
impurities is seen clearly on the 
lanes of the palonge. The tops of 
some of the horizontal bars can be 
seen, because the engine has stol1)€rl 
and no more water is bei ng pumped 
up. This is the time to clear the 
palong of its ore. 

24. The horizontal bars are first re
moved. Then spades and changkols 
or shovels are used to put the tin 
ore into wooden tubs which are sent 
to the ore-dressing shed to be 
washed. Note the great number of 
labourers on this three-lane palong. 
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days from his mining coolies who are 
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miner. This concession is usually made by the miner because every day ' s delay
in the completion of a palong or Kongsi involves the miner in a loss of working 

fed and housed at his expense, as well as 
the pay for his salaried staff. Also, a miner has frequent need for recourse 
to such casual labour, and if a reasonable request for compensation has been 
turned down, he will find it very difficult to obtain such labour at a reasronable 
rate in the future . 

C .  Engine-Drivers and Technical Staff 

Although there has been a gradual trend on Chinese mines in the post-war period
for miners to pay their engine-drivers and their apprentices a monthly salary,
the majority still employ their technical etaff through an engine contrarctor. 
The engine contractor agrees to supply the necessary personnel to man the machinery 
efficiently for a certain lump sum every month; A sum which may vary from a few 
hundred to three thousand dollars per month, depending chiefly on the number of 
engines,  their horse-power - and hence the number of men required to work them -
and on the degree of skill and experience such men must �ossess to be efficient . 
Other considerations will be the measure of security of the mine , its nearness 
to or remoteness from towns , the shifts required, and whether the mine is to be 
worked 24 hours daily or less.  If the engines are known to be new or in good
working order, the amount demanded will be less than that asked if they are 
otherwise, since the contracted personnel do not get any extra allowance for 
repairsr. 

The engine-drivers and their apprentices usually have beds in a corner of the 
engine shed or in a shed near the engine-room, but the engine-contractor does not 
stay on the miner. The engine-drivers may or may not be supplied with food de-

· pending on the terms of the contract. 

The engine-contractor usually has a number of skilled men and apprentices under 
his control, and he contacts them to work i.n various mines in different districts,  
getting a cut on every contract.  He is  the general supervisor, dropping in 
occasiona.lly to check on the work of his engine-drivers a.nd to settle any com
plaintsr. He is called upon at once by the miner if anything goes wrong with the 
engines to help in the repairs , reconditioning, overhauling, etcr. 

It was found that the miner was very often unaware of the wages the engine
contractor paid his workmen. In spite of cert8in anomalies ,  many Chinese miners 
interviewed said that they preferred this system since they claim that the con
tractor has more influence over and can get more satisfactory work out of the 
engine-drivers .rl 

Between 1947 - 1948 quite a number of mines were not doing well because of the 
high costs of production, the moderate price of tin, and especially because of 
the low ore-content of the ground worked.  The miners often resorted to a type
of contract system by agreement with a contractor or Kepala of the labourersr. 
The miner agreed to supply the land, the Kongsi and other structures,  the engine , 
equipment, fuel, etcr. and the salaried staff, but the cost of the food was 
usually advanced by the miner to be deducted later from gross salesr. The super
vision of the labourers, daily-paid and piece-rate, became the sole responsibili ty 
of the Kepala or contractor. 

--- --·- ·  --·· --···-·-·------
1 .  Malays or Indians who are technicians are nearly always employed direct by

the miner at a monthly salary. 

D .  Contract System 
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The miner agreed to pay a certain price , which was much below the prevailing 
price , for every picul of ore produced. In some cases there was an upward 
sliding scale of prices for increasing output, but usually the price per picul 
was reduced as the output of ore increased. However, the system was such that 
every extra picul produced meant an increase in the money to be shared out amo.ng
the labourers; this was the inducement or incentive for them to work harder. 
Where the output may be too small , the miner may guarantee each worker a minimum 
amount of w�ges per month. By using this contract system the miner reduced the 
risks of heavy losses and yet the labourer was given a chance to share in the 
profits of his labours if any should arise . 

The labourers and the Kepala or contractor usually agreed on a certain flat rate 
for every kung. Then when the output had been sold to the miner at the agreed 
price per picul the first claim on the money from the sales would be for payment 
of wages according to the kungs worked by each labourer. I f  the food had to be 
paid for, this was deducted from the remainder. · Of the rest which constituted 
profits or bonus, 10% would go to the head or contractor for his management, and 
the rest would be shared out according tq the number of kungs put in by each 
labourer. The miner ' s  profit was derived from the differential between the price 
he paid for the ore. and the price at which he sold it. 

Although this system was not widespread and was almost never used when the 
industry became prosperous , it has again been re-instituted in certain mines in 
spite of the extremely favourable price of tin. The reasons, however, are 
different now. In areas which are bandit-infested, the miners find it unsafe and 
unwise to pay frequent visits to their property. They have to rely almost entirely 
on their Kepalas to keep order and to supervise the work. The discipline has 
become slack and it is impossible to get the proper share of work out of the 
labourers , especially duri.ng night-shifts .  If the spot is really dangerous , there 
is a tendency for labour to shift to more secure places of employment, which they 
can easily do since there is an acute labour shortage on tin mines .  Authority
cannot be exercised too strictly by the Kepala even if cases of indolence were 
discovered. Therefore , in order to keep the labour on their mines and to secure 
the maximum effort and output without the necessary supervision by themselves, 
miners have a�ain introduced this "profit-sharing" system. 

E .  Percentage Tribute Method 

Another system where labour is independent in the sense defined here is the tribute 
method .rl The contractor or Ke ala and his gang of labourers may get an option or 
con tract to work on a piece mini.ng land without the payment of an advance or 
deposit. Instead, a tribute of a .certain percentage of the output is offered to 
the mine owner as to work the miner. The tribute offered or 
demanded ranges from 20% to 80% of the output . If  the output or recovery is not 
likely to oe large , the percentage demanded by the miner may vary from 20% to 50%; 
if ther· output is likely to be large , he may demand from 50% to 80% of the outputr. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that only male casual labour is often employed at 
piece-rates2, while the regular mining labourer is on a daily-wage rate . Of the 
few regulBr mining labourers who are paid at  piece-rates,  all are Chinese . 
Indians and other races such as  Malays and Indonesians are usually either on a 
daily wage or are salaried. 

to 

payment for the right 

1 .  This system is used for working tailingsr' dumps and for washing amang . Dulang 
women also sometimes work under this tribute system. 

2 .  Male labourers also participate in 11lampanning11 on a similar basis to that 
described for dulang women. Sometimes the men and women work.rtogether on a 
profit-sharing basis. 



-- -- - ----

CHAPTER IIIe. DEP�Nr·E�JT Ml NI NG LA �OUR1 

�ccupational Distribution and Description 

�he distribution by occupation of 1364 mining labourers in 30 Chinese mines is 

oerhaps most concisely presented in the following table: 

TABLE VI 

Occupational Distribution of Dependent .Mining Labour 

Occupation Male Female Totals 
. .  

Manager
Assistant Manager
Kepala
Assista.nt Kepala
Kuen Pan 
Hangkong
Chargeman
Fitter 
Electrician 
Assistant Electrician 
Engine Driver 
AssistRnt En�ine Driver 
Apprentice Engine f·river 

• Lorry Driver 
Bookkeeper
Clerk 
Cook 
r.ratchman 
�iscellenceous 

9 
3 

32* 

30➔f-
161f-
21* 

2_,,. 
8* 

., 

11·* 
a.,� 

66* 
28-�� 
26�� 

3* 

3* 
24·* 
30-� >* 
27➔f 

2 

TOTJ;.1: 349 5 354 

�. DAILY PAir, PIECE-RATE & C0NTRACT : 

Occupation Male Female Totals 

Fong Shau 47-}} 
Tsap Kung Daily Paid 259* 
Kongsi Kung 263")�- 18l�f-
Contract & Piece-Rate 15� 66,-} 

TOTJ;L: 
2 719 247 966 

T O T A L S : 1068 252 1320... - - - - --
-----·-----------------

---·· . ·- --·---- --· - -·---------
1 .  This part deals with various aspects of mining labour for the month ofDecember 

1950. The results were culled from an analysis of the schedules returned by
30 Chinese mines in the various states of Malaya , and by personal observ�tion. 
These schedules covered a total of 1364 labourers , both male and femalee. 

-:� J. fairly representative figure of the situation prevalent today for the 30 mines. 
2 .  This total does NOT include 44 labourers whose occuplations were not stated. 

http:Assista.nt
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Salaried Staff. Although police and labour regulations demand the presence of 
a resident-manager on every mine ,el only 9 managers and 3 assistant managers have 
been enumerated for the 30 Chinese mines. This can be explained by the fact 
that Kepalas are often elevated to this title, many times without the correspond
ing pay, and are in charge of all ·operations on the mine, and that Chinese miners 
usually do not employ a paid manager on their mines. Instead the post is often 
assumed by the miner himself, or by one ot his sons, nephews, or close mnle 
relations who may or may not be drawing a fixed monthly salary.e2 

The Kepala is the most important person on a mine . He has control over and the 
respect of the mine labourers; the owner relies absolutely on him to get a fair 
amount of work out of the labourers. 3  Since the Emergency, he has assumed an 
even more important role, as supervision b7 the miner is risky and infreque.nte. 
The Kepala always has at least one assistant to help him; these may be the 
Assistant Kepalas,  the Kuen Pans, the Hangko�s, and the Pong Shause. The 
Assistant Kepala assists the Kepala in controling the over-all labour on the 
mines; the Kuen Pan or shift-leader, however, is in charge of only one of the 
gangs or shifts,  for which he either gets an extra monthly allowance plus his 
daily wages or is employed on a monthly basise. On some mines a Pong Shau may 
take his placee. The Hangkong4 is usually in charge of the purchases of food and 
other miscellaneous articles for the mine although his functions may be taken 
over by the cook. He may contract to purchase the supplies for 2 or 3 mines if 
these happen to be located close together. 

The category of technicians includes chargemen, fitters , electricians , and 
engine-drivers .5 The most numerous in this category are the engine-drivers since 
all mines have o.ne or two engines varying from 150-330 horsepower for diesel oil 
to 500 horsepower for electric; these engine-drivers may hold a Class I certifi
cate from the Machinery Department after undergoing an examination. 

Those mines which �re large , close to the road, and producing well, have their 
own lorries,  and employ lorry drivers on a salary; if it is a small mine and far 
off the road, the lorry is hired when necessary or left to be supplied by the 
companies from which the mine orders materials. 

Few miners employ bookkeepers or accountants on their mines,  as most of this work 
is done by their clerical staff in the town office .  But all miners employ a mine 
clerk, who is next in importance to the Kepala . He acts as  a secretary,etreasurer, 
paymaster, store-keeper and general supervisor on the administrative side of the 
mine , although his pay is usually not high. 

1 .  This is to ensure the presence ( or availability) of a responsible person to 
conduct investigations on the spot should any incidents or untoward happenings
occur on the minee. 

2 . These relations usually have their homes and offices in town or at the home of 
the miner. 

J. The source and root of wealth and success of many miners have often been due 
to their luck in engaging a loyal and capable Kepala ,  rather than merely to 
their own ability or business acumen. 

4. The _H�-���on� at o.ne time was the resident-manager or Kepala on a mine , and 
although there are still some mines whose Kepalas or residetit.-ma.nagers are 
called Hangkongs , the meaning of this term has chAnged. 

5 .  Ttese technicians are mostly middle-aged and are well paid. Malays employed 
on Chinese mines 11su.ally come under these occupations. 

http:infreque.nt
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Every mine must have a cook since Chinese miners invariably supply free food to 
their regular labourers. They prefer to employ male cooks ( the female cook on 
a mine is an exception) who usually have assistants to do the nenial work. The 
miners also all employ a watchman who is invariably a Sikh. He lives and eats 
separately, and has practically no intercourse with the other mine labourers. 

The schedules showed 2 persons entered under 11 miscellaneous"r. These two ( one 
is 80) were incapable of any further work, but having been connected with the 
same mining family for two generations , had been given "pensions" in the form 
of a monthly allowance of $30 to $40. 

Daily Paid Labourers. Among mining labourers, the daily paid form the largest 
classr. The Pong Shau is the general all-round assistant; adaptable to all jobs 
with no specific task, he is the Kepala of the futurer. A mine usually has one 
or two Pong Shaus, and he is classified as a semi-skilled worker. 

The Tsap Kung and Kongsi Kung are both daily-paid labourers, but the Tsap Kung 
gets a slightly higher rate bec�use he is considered the more skillful and has 
a specific task to perform daily.rl The Kongsi Kung , on the other hand, does 
all the miscellaneous jobs around the Kongsi ,  such as  hoeing, carrying earth 
and stones, planks , loading , etcr. These two categories of unskilled labour are 
most numerous on mines and usually account for 2/3 to 3/4 of the total labour 
force employed.  If women are employed,  they u�ually fall in the Kongsi Kung 
category as their principal jobs are those of the miscellaneous nature described 
above. 

Residencer. With very few exceptions , nearly all Chinese miners provide
accommodation for their labourers. Since almost all Chinese mines are classified 
as "short-term" mines with the exception of a few large open-cast and hydraulic 
mines ,  the minimum requirements approved by the Health Authorities for their 
coolie-lines are of a lower standard than those for "long-term" mines which are 
mostly European-owned and operated. 

Most of the male mining labourers , as well as the resident-manager and the mine 
clerk,r2 reside in the dormitory-style Kongsi houser. The fact that the majority
of the Chinese male labourers live in the Kongsi does not mean that they are all 
bachelors . In fact , most Kongsi dwellers are married ,  but their wives are either 
in China or else do not live on or near the mine . Those who live in farmhouses 
on the mine are usually married. These are the squatters, and their wives may be 
vegetable gardeners or mine labourers or a combination of both. The Sikh watch
men - usually one to a mine - live with their families in huts close to the 
Kongsi. Those males who do not live in the Kongsi nor in the houses in the mine 
area are usually of the younger generation, single and local-born, and have their 
own homes in the town or village .j  Among these, however, may be numbered some 
married labourers whose wives possess a room and have a job in the town or 
village nearby. 

The women never reside in the Kongsi·.r4 Many, especially those with children,
live in huts on the mine where they wo1�k. Although the number who stay outside 

1.  The Tsap Kung may be a monitor-man, or in charge of the weste-chute , palong, 
or sump (the spot where the ore is sucked into the pump up to the palong)r. 

2 .  As  these two men are the most importent persons living in the Kongsi, they
have the largest (and the tidiest) room in the center of the Kongsi. 

J .  These c1re the new entrees to the industry. 

4. The exceptions are the women cooks, who have a separate single room to them
selves which is in the kitchen at one extreme wing of the Kongs�. 



Jl. Indian Sikh labourers at work. 
They are removing clay which cannot 
be disintegrated by monitors ,  

32 . Note the way these Sikh labourers 
are dressed, especially the cloth 
turban on their heads.  One is help
ing the other to get the basket of 
earth on top of his head so as to 
carry it away• 

• 

33. A.n old Sikh labourer trying to pipe 
away his fatigue . He is barefooted 
and mud spattered. The wicker 
baskets used differ from those used 
by Chinese l�bourers. 

34. A Sikh watchman weighing the tin 
ore contained in the canvas sacks. 
These sacks are then brought to 
town to be sold to the smelting 
company. 

35. View of a separate coolie line 
for Indian labourers. This is 
not so elaborate as the Kongsi 
for Chinese labourerse. 

36. Partial view of an Indian 
labourer ' s house on a mine . In 
the back are cows and a cowshed. 
In the front left-hand corner is 
the bathroom. Only one corner of 
the house adjoining the batl1room 
is visiblee. 
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37 . A labourerr' s  bed in a dormitory or 
Kongsi. The mosquito net is almost 
black in colour. Clothes and towels 
are hung from hooks or rails.  The 
labourer keeps his belongings on the 
bed. Note the low ceiling. 

40. This is a large pit latrine with 
many squats inside. Note the 
plank leading into the latrine , 
and the attap walls and roof, with 
wooden sides at the bottom. 

38.  The bench i.n fr9nt of the bed, with 
a piece of wood put on top of a sack, 
or a pillow, is used fer resting in 
bet.i-leen ·work when the la bo:.i:"' er is too 
la�y to change into clean clothes. 
'l'his bench is used for short naps
and prevents dirtying the bed. Here, 
a labourer in his dirty work clothes 
is having a nap . The floor is of 
sand. The window at the extreme end 
provides some ventilation. CJrothing 
is h.ung up as shewn. Shoes and 
sandals are under the bed. 

39. A latrine built over a mining pool. 
It has 4 squats insider. The roof 
and walls are of zinc and is very 
hot insider. 

41 . A well for bathing. The water 
is d�awn up by hand in buckets , 
po1;.red j_�t-:i ttle ,!-shaped planks 
w��c!1 lead to a tank or iron 
dr• . ..1j11 . ri'he a ttap structures are 
bathroomsr. 

42. A well used for drawing drinking 
water. It has a cement apron.
,�rater is piped up by a kind of 
hand pwnp and flows into the big
i:ron di-·1.1.mo The bt1c ket with a 
han:jle lying on top c-f t.he wooden 
tub is used to put i-1ater from the 
iron drum into kerosene cans 
which are carried on two ends of 
a pole slung over the shoulders • 

• 
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the area of the mine at which they work is most numerous among the women, it 
should be noted that not all of those reside in the nearby towns or villages,  
but some live in huts near other mines which ere not far from their own place
of employment. 

Tribe and Place of Birth 

Among Chinese miners it is not known which one tribe or clan is most important. 
This results in part from the difficulty of deciding what should be the criteria 
of importance ,  i . e . : the number of miners of each tribe , the number of mines 
they control, the total tin-ore output, or the total labour force under their 
employ. However, it is a well-established tactl that Hakkas and Cantoneese are 
the most numerous as miners, and that they operate the largest number of mines ,  
as well as account for the greatest output from the Chinese community. Among 
the miners the Hokkiens ca.n be counted as the third most numerous in this 
industry, and the trend seems to indicate th�t more of them have been venturing 
into tin mining since the war.e2 Of the Chinese labourers in Chinese mines ,  both 
male and f�male , it can also be said that the greatest majority are Hakkas and 
Cantonese ,3  followed by the Hokkiens. The 42 Indian males in the 30 returns 
were mostly Sikh watchmen.e4 

There is no doubt at all that the majority of the Chinese labourers on Chinese 
mines were born in Chine., and emigrated to Malaya to earn a living. However, the 
proportion of China-born labourers was greater pre-wer than it is now, as the 
hostilities of 1939- 1945 interrupted .the now of Chinese immigrant labour and 
the post-war unstable political situation led the authorities to restrict 
Chinese immigration. Hence , of the total Chinese labour force considered in 
1950, roughly 2/3 were born in China and 1/3 in Malaya. The pre-war proportions
were probably 4/5 China-born to 1/5 local-born. The increase in local-born 
Chinese labour in the Chinese mines is the logical outcome of the war, when many 
local-born Chinese youths reached their teens during the Occupation, and having 
been deprived of proper education during the war, sought work on the mines upon
the return of the British. 

Age Composition 

As is to be expected, the average age of mining labour is higher than thnt 
existing pre-war. This is because between 1941e- 1950 there has been practically 
no influx of new middle-aged immigrant labour from China. Instead, those who 
had been in their 30 1 s and early 40e1 s pre-war, and were most numerous then, have 
now reached their 40e1 s and early 50 • s ,  and form the most nwnerous age group. 

1 .  This is based on historical incidents described on page 2 . 
2 .  The Hokkiens were formerly connected with the mining industry in quite another 

way. They were usually shopkeepers or provision-store dealers on mines and 
supplied most of the needs of the labourers. At present, however, they have 
begun to take a more direct and active part in mining. 

3, It is a well-established fact that the mine-owner always tends to employ men of 
his own race or district on his mine . This characteristic feature of the 
tribal relationship between the miner end his employees has been maintained to 
this day, and an inspection of the schedules showed definite proof of such a 
custom. 

4. It can be said that practically all watchmen whether on European or Chinese
mines are Sikhs . They are paid monthly, and are allowed to rear cattle . There 
are some Chinese mines in Perak, however, which employ many Sikhs for carrying

• stones and for other heavy work. The remaining Indians are Tamils or South
Indians who are usually employed as unskilled labourers at a daily y� with
out food or lodging being provided free by the miner. These usuall-r five out-'·side the minee. Of the 42., 39 were born in India. 
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TABLE VII 

Distribution by Age Groups Et, 1307 Mining Labourers 

· ,'-....,Sex
' t.ge .. Male Female Tctal 

15-19 51 29 ao 

20-24 85 20 105 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 

55 

137 

25 80 
25 120 

17740 
40-44 
45-49 

55-59 

176 

121 

21539 
190 
147 

33 
26 
4 9288 

60-69 82 1 89 
70 and over 11 l 12 

TarAL 1058 249 1.307 

�hinese miners , even though often short of labour, tend to follow the cautious 
policy of preferring to employ older workersl or go without them, rather than 
take on younger applicants whose actecedents are unknown to them. This is 
especially true today as most of the bandits are known to be young men. Also,
most of the responsible occupations such as assistant Kepalas, Kuen Pans ,2 
Hangkongs ,2 Pong Shaus2 are held by men between the ages of 40 and 60. These 
are the men who direct labour to enable the smooth working of a mine . The very 
backbone of the labour force on any mine is formed by their experience, long 
service with and loyalty to their employers, their industry and clear-headedness 
as workers , as well as the respect in which they are held by their labourers. 
Without their cooperation, a miner would find it impossible to carry on his 
operations efficiently. This direct connection between age and occupations can 
be seen clearly in the fact that most of the technical apprentices are teenagers
and young adults, while the skilled technicians are mostly between 35 to 45 years
old. The Kepalas ,  who can make a mine a success or a failure, are mostly between 
50 and 70 years of age . 

Sex Ratioe. 

From the statistical results of the schedules it was found that of the 1364 
:abourers on JO Chinese mines, 1068 were men, 252 women, with 44 whose sex was 
not stated. This gives a ratio of roughly 4:1,  However, complete reliance can
tot be placed ·on this result as indicative of the situation on any one mine 
because many mines with a labour force of 50 to 100 often only have a few women 
:abourers and sometimes none at all, while in some other mines with a labour 
force of .40 to 50 the women labourers may exceed the men in number .3  But usually 

1 .  Fortunately, mining labourers are capable of efficient work even when they 
pass their forties or fifties, or else the output of Chinese mines would have 
been adversely affected during the post-war period by this aging lAbour forcee. 

2 .  See Appendix for definitions. 
·3 .  The employment of women depends a great deal on the terrain of the mine. If 

there are many rocks to be carried awPy, grass to be cut or stiff clay to be 
broken up, more women may be employede. 
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the mines employ few women, a.nd these are more of a casual la hour type rather 
than being regular mining labour. Probably a more correct estimate of the 
proportion would be 5: 1 .  

Marital Status 

The only question asked in the schedule on marital status was whether the 
labourer was married or singlee. The results showed that almost 4/5 of the me.n 
and women labourers were married, although it is known that most of them are 
separated from their respective partners who are in China . However, a welcome 
feature is the increase in the number of marriages taking place between labourers 
of the same class and locality during the post-war period. This may be the firm 
beginning of a change from transit immigrant labour common before the w�r to a 
stable settling family labour in Malaya in the future; such· a changeover may 
make Malaya eventually independent ot immigrant labour. 

Literacy and Education 

Due to a failure to state the literacy or illiteracy of 25% of the labour force 
entered in the schedules, it is impossible to make any quantitative comparisons . 
However, it was seen that the Chinese labourers who were designated as literatel 
were those who could read and write Chines� and no other languagee. Of the very
small nwnber (9)  who could read and write both Chinese and English, it was found 
that all were salaried staff, four being managers , one an assistant manager, one 
an electrician, one an engine-driver, and two clerks .e2 Of the nine who could 
read and write other languages, one was a Malay and the other eight were Sikhs . 
It is also certain that literacy is higher among the men than the women, the 
reason being that most of the women labourers were in China at a time when 
education for girls was limited. Even the educational level of the average 
literate Chineese labourer is very low, as he has seldom had over 2 years of 
education in a Chinese school in China3 or in Malaya . 

It is not intended to go into the controversy of Chinese education here . Much 
is still being debated between representatives of Chinese education and the 
Government of Malaya . However, it may be of interest to note that the Controller 
or Commissioner of Labour has the legal power to require an employer to set up a 

1 .  The criterion for "literacy" used by those who filled in the schedules was 
based on whether or not a labourer could either read and write a letter in 
Chinese ,  or read the general contents of the notices on the mines,  or read 
the contents of Chinese newspapers or magazines .  Those who claimed to  have 
had 2 - J years of schooling were also treated as literate . 

2 .  It can be definitely stated, however, that . all clerks on Chinese mines are 
literate in Chinese , this being their first, and perhaps only, qualification 
for the job; while, on the other hand, there are some Kepalas who are illiterate. 

J .  As most of the labourers had been peasants in China before they emigrated, 
their education, if they had any, must have been very limited .  These labourers 
almost all came from South East China provinces where their period of school 
attendance, if any, would have been short because of economic reasonse. Their 
parents may have se.nt them to a village school or schoolmaster when they were 
young and their parents could not afford the time to look after them. But 
once they were of an age to be useful in the fields they would have been taken 
out of the school or private class and put to work in the fields . Hence the 
literacy of Chinese mining labourers is seldom of a high degree . 



known as Tua Peh Kong in Hokkien, or Tai Paak Kong in Cantoneese and Hakkae. 
Mining labourers, Kepalas, and even proprietors still believe that production 
of tin-ore is a matter of luck which depends very much on the generosity of the 
Datoh. 
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school for the dependents of his labourers between the ages of 7 and 14 if they 
exceed 10 in number and are all of one race, and to maintain an approved teacher 
at his own expense. But to find a school built, maintained, and run by a miner 
for children on his mine is a rare occurrence, although there are a few such 
schools in Chinese mines. This should not be taken to imply that Chinese miners 
do .not support the idea of education for their labourerse' children; on the 
contrary, miners have been most generous 1n their donations (which may be a lump 
sum or in continuous installments, or often a combination of both) to Chinese 
schools. There is invariably a Chinese school in almost any mining village , 
and more than one in the large mining towns. They are usually organized a.nd 
managed according to whether they are ot the Hakka, Cantonese, or Hokkien group ,  
the chief supporters of which are ua1i_a)ly the miners themselves who are often 
directors or members of the Boards controlling these schools. When any new miner 
begins operations in an area, the local School Board at once approaches him to 
become a member, and although he may not find the time to take any great active 
interest in it, he seldom refuses the request tor financial assistance . 

Although to go into further details is outside the purpose of this paper,  it is 
hoped that adult education will eventually be instituted on the mines,  perhaps 
by inducing the labourers to j oin at first by paying them a small fee to attend, 
or by having the hours of education included among the paid working hours. 
Employers should also make it clear to their labourers that progress in literacy 
will be rewarded by a slightly higher wage rate or by a more rapid promotion. 
Once the beneficial effects have been realized a.nd felt, it w!i.11 no longer be 
necessary to maintain these initial inducements. 

S1.1persti tions 

Forty or fifty years ago, superstitions played an important part in the Chineese 
mining industry. Even today these superstitions have not been completely 
eradicated. The miner may not personally believe in superstitions, but he will 
never object to his clerk or Kepala worshipping the Datoh, which is commonly 

This Datoh is not an idol, but an imaginary god whose duties include watching 
over lands and mines and the safety of the labourers on them. It is usually 
symbolized by a tall tree or large rock with a commanding view of the mine . 
Before a mine starts to operate a Datoh is chosen and the miner or his deputy 
presents an offering of red Chinese candles , three joss-sticks, a pair of tinsel 
flowers, curried chicken or roasted pork, and three small cups of winee. Promise 
of future offering is made at the same time in order to insure good production 
of ore . As for the labourer,  he believes that his wages depend upon the good
will of the Datoh. 

Certain words are considered unlucky and their use on the mine is strongly 
objected to. "Death" , 11 broken11 , 11 fall-down11 ,  and 11 accident11 , among others, are 
strictly prohibited. Should a labourer utter one of these words through a slip 
of the tongue, the person who overhears it must inmiediately say "good luck, let 
the unlucky word bring good luck"e. In extreme cases the speaker of the taboo 
word has to pay a fine , which is spent for the purchase of fire crackers to sca1·e 
away the evil spirits. 

Nowadays women labourers form a very important component of mining labour, but 
before 1900 women were not allowed to approach the mines for the male labourers 
considered them unlucky. As this example indicates, the trend seems to be 
toward enlightenment. 



hJ.  This is the interior of a kitchen. 
Note the built-in cement stove at 
the back. The wooden tub with a 
lid is for cooked rice. The huge
frying pa.ns with tin covers are for 
soups and vegetables and meat. The 
washing tub and crockery are on the 
table in frontr. 

46. This is tne daily check roll or 
�g pai. The clerk enters on the 

o om of the sheet the number of 
shifts worked by each labourer per
day. The little wooden or tin 
plaques hung up on nails bear the 
names of the labourers and their 
specified jobs for a shiftr. 

hu. A kitchen built separately from the 
Kongsi. Note the corrugated iron 
roof, the ventilation and lighting. 
The floor is of cement. Dining tables 
and benches can be seen clearly.
Some bicycles are parked in the shade 
of the kitchen. In the foreground 
are spare partsr. 

h5. A meal being served. The female is 
serving rice from the pan. The 
little boys ,. sitting at the back, 
are probably children of labourers 
and are enjoying a f'ree meal. 

47 . This mound is a place for worship
ing the Datoh on a miner. Prayers 
are usually offered every 2nd and 
15th of the month. 

u8. The constrt1ction of an attap roof 
of a store hut. 
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Sociological Aspects 

The Chi.nese labourer is, without doubt, the hardiest and most adaptable worker 
in Malaya, working at his best when on piece-ratese. One outstanding feature of 
a Chinese mining labourer today is his independence,  resulting from the existence 
irl one mining area of ITJ8ny mines in close proximity to one another. 

The ordinary post-war labourer has more money to spend, and has become less 
thrifty. The high cost of living does not affect the mining labourer to any 
great extent, because he gets free food and lodging from his employer. His 
higher wages plus the Tin Price Bonual giws him a chance to enjoy certain 
amenities such as cinemas, wayange,2 and amusement parks in the townse. Transpor
tation by bus is cheap and convenient to the big towns; a cycle ride soon brings
him to a nearby village. 

There is also a change in their outlook towards education. Many Chinese 
labourers are very anxious to give their children an education, and will go to 
great lengths to keep them at school at least long enough for them to acquire an 
elementary knowledge of Chinese characters.e3 

The frequency with which Chinese mining labourers visit prostitutes has probably 
declined since the war. During the pre-war period when the sex ratio of females 
to males ranged from 100:e1000 in 1901 to 436: 1000 in 1931, the labourer who 
could not afford a wife, or whose wife was in China, often frequented brothelse. 
But between 1933 and 1938, a tremendous influx of Chinese women labourers 
occurred, resulting in a more balanced sex ratio which has had its beneficial 
effects on the morals of the men. 

In the past, the majority of mining labourers smoked opium because prior to 1911 
the Government permitted licensed opium dens .·or. farms from which it obtained 
large revenuese. Even after 1911, when the Government took over the monopoly, 
opium-smoking did not decline among mining labourers , as previous Government 
encouragement had resulted in the creation of a strongly entrenched habit. This 
habit also continued to prevail because it was regarded as a panacea for many 
ills and was even recommended by Chinese physicianse. With the compulsory 
registration of opium smokers in 1929 and the sale of opium or chandu by cards, 
blackmarkets and illegal opium dens flourished. total 
prohibition of opium smoking decided on; even so, the ingrained habit in so many 
addicts has only made smuggling a very profitable businesse. Although it can be 
said that opium-smoking has declined considerably among mining labourers 
(partially due to the emergence of cigarettes and Chi.nese tobacco) , it is by no 
means completely eradicated. 

The Chinese addiction to gambling was also encouraged and exploited by the 
Government for purposes of revenue until 1912 , and still goes on today illegally.
Illegal lotteries are common, the labourers often buying tickets in lotteries and 
sweepstakes. During holidays and their leisure hours they may participate in 
games like mahjong, dominoes or cards, and since not much harm is done , the 
Government tolerates such "recreation"e. 

1 .  See below: page 32 . 

2 .  wayang: a play theatree. 

· 3 .  Few, however, can afford to send their child�en to an English school, which 
is also usually too far away. 

Only in November 1943 was 
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CHAPTER IV. OF LABOUR CONDITIONS----- - ---
11ages 

Wages will be dealt with in some detail since to the Chinese mine labourer they 
are of primary importance; other conditions .of· .-work such as food, accommodation, 
sanitation, etc. are felt to be relatively minor considerations. 

Wage trends in Malaya are determined by the volume of the tin and rubber trade 
and by the price these commodities command in the world market . The world-wide 
depression of 1929 hit Malayan tin hard. This can clearly be seen from the 
following table: 

T!BT,E VIII1 

Effects .£f the Great Depressione� Malayan Tin Mining 

No. of Mines Output Labour Price per 
Year in Operation in Tons Employed* picul

1929 1,286 69, 366 100,000 104.37 

1930 1,234 63, 974 75,000 72.e89 

1931 1,188 52 ,000 60.29  

1932 1,068 29,742 40,000 69. 76 

1,013 24,904 34,000 99. 99 

,,_ .;, i • e. : dependent labour 

The year 1934 saw a marked upturn in all categories except number of mines in 
operation. 

1�Jages immediately felt the impact of the slump. In fact, many Chinese mines were 
able to stay open only because of the extremely low wages their labourers would 
accept. The rate per ku.ng in 1931-32 varied from 10 to 20 cents, and in some 
cases the coolies worked for their food only. 

Many organizations , such as the Kinta Unemployment Committee in Perak, were set 
up in Perak and Selangor to provide relief work for the unemployed.  But as vast 
numbers of Chineese mining labourers were unable to find alternative occupations 
during this period, because of simil�r conditions in other industries ,  the 
Government, at great cost, undertook the mass repatriation of unemployed Chinese 
labourerse. Mr. G. �. Cater, Acting British Resident of Perak, stated that in 
1931, 10,000 mining labourers were repatriated within the months of September 
and October alonee. (This figure does not include those labourers who returned 
to China of their own accord . )  This mass emigration and repatriation back to 
China in the slump of the 1930e1 s caused an acute shortage of mining labour when 
the industry began to revive in 1934, and was one of the main causes retarding
its recovery. However, this situation was also responsible for the 1000% inc1�ase 
in money wages for tin mine labourers during the decade, 1931-41e. 

The present day boom, primarily due to the Korean War, has made its impact on 
wages and working conditions for the mine labourer just as clearly as did the 

1. Annual Reports of Mines Department, F.M.S . , and Annual Reports of the Various 
States in Malaya. 
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pre-war depression. There is now full employment, even a shortage of labour. 
This, of course , explains the improved food and housing provided by the miner 
and the tremendous increase in wages.  

The relationship between tin prices and wages under three types of market 
conditions can be seen from the following table: 

TABLE IX* 

Relation Between Prices and l,fages in the Tin Mining I.ndustry 

Year 
Tin Price Wages :eer � Daily Cost per Capita 
per picul Male Female of Food Supplied 

1929-1932 '.lt,60. 2 9-69. 76 ,0.10-0.18 $0.25 . 13 - . 17 

1941 �140-150 $1. 00-1 . 20 not available $0. 80 - 1.00 

1950 $360-370 �1.46 $1.e98 $1. 20 

* From F .M. S . ,  Mines Department, Annual Reports . 

A more detailed break-down of wages for December 1950 is given in the following 
table : 

TABLE X* 

Average Kung and Monthly Earnings of Non-Salaried Mining Labourersel 

Number of Average wage Number of Average
Labourers ;eer kuns Labourers Monthll Income 

MALE 569 $1.46 719 $98. 32 
Pong Shau L7 !l!:1. 62 

1 .56 
47 

263 

$104 . 47 
101.54 

84. 37 
150 115 . 27 

259 
263 
- -

FEMALE 129 �1 . 98 
Kongsi Kung 129 �l.e98 
Contract - -

�65. 63 
181 $61. 32 
66 77.43 

TOTALS: 698 $1.56 966 �89. 96 

-�� Based on analysis of schedules from 30 mines.  

One of the first things to be explained about this table is the discrepancy 
between the male and f�male rates .  The female daily average is higher because 
women are not supplied with free food if their wage is about $1. 80 per ku.ng.
Those receiving between $1.40 and $1. 80 receive a free 
be worth about 1$ cents.  Those receiving less than $1.40 receive free three 
meals (but no lodging)e. If a minimum of $1.00 per day for food is subtracted 
from the women ' s  average , it will be seen that the men' s  real wage, which is 
supplemented by free food and lodging, is higher. The higher monthly average 

1 .  To understand the relationship between kung and monthly averages see the 
section on hours.  

• 

noon meal considered to 



Range 

Hangkong 

27 77.41 
35 74.57 
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for the men is explained by the fact that they and not the woman can take 
advantage of the Tin Price Bonus Scheme. I  Furthermore, they do not work 
regularly, spending some time at alternate occupations. 

The wages for December are not necessarily the same as the yearly average . Many
factors cause a labourer ' s  earnings to vary from month to month. He may have 
been ill; he may have taken off to attend a marriage or a funeral . He may have 
absented himself to work on his farm. Shifting of the site or building of a new 
palong may have caused the mine to shut down temporarily. The Government 
resettlement scheme in December 1950 actually caused the absence of many labourers 
in Perak and Selangor so that they might move their families. 

In the majority of Chinese mines ,  it is customary for the employer to give an 
advance of wages to his labourers when the request is madee. Advances are usually
made only after the 15th of each month; some miners give two advances i.n this 
period . The advance is only equal to or less than the earnings of the labourer 
up to the day the advance is paid. Previously exploitation took place in the 
form of interest on these advances, but this is now prohibited by law. 

Salaried Staff Incomes 

0f the 1364 labourers on which data is available, 354 are salaried employees. 
The salaries of the most important categories are listed below. It can be seen 
that incomes vary widely, from the manager and Kepala on the one hand to the 
cook and apprentice engine driver on the other. 

TAB.LE XI* 

Monthly Income E.f.. 341 Salaried Mine Employees 

Number Average Monthly Income 

Manager 9 227 . 77 
KeEala 32 

16o 28o-
183.12 120 - JOO 

Fitter 8 182 .50 140 - 240 
Engine Driver 66 155. JO 80 - 26o 
Electrician 11 142 . 73 80 - 240 
Assisetant Kepala 30 131.33 100 - 200
Kuen Pau 16 125. 00  100 - 160 
Clerk 24 105.00 60 - 240 
Assistant Electrician 8 100.00 6o - 120 

21 98.57 40 - 16o 
28 92 . 14 .  6o- - 120 

6o - 120 
40 - 120 

-40 80 

Assistant Engine Driver 
i!Jatchma.n 
Cook 
Apprentice Engine Driver 26 56.e92 

T O T A L eS :  121.06 
, 

* Based on analysis of schedules from 30 mines.  

For both salaried and non-salaried employees,  the range from �70- Sl29 per 
month accounted for the great majority: 831, to be exact. 

•
1.  However, the MMEA sets a minimum wage of $1.e91 per lcu.ng for women. 
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Four Methods of Sharing in Tin Mining Prosperity 

There are four ways by which the ordinary mining labourer is able to obtain a 
share in the profits of the present tin boom. (1) Because of the high price 
of tin, there are considerably more opportunities for overtime work (the average 
number of kungs for overtime is from 20 to 25 per month) . ( 2 )  The miner tends 
to be more liberal in his food expenditure for his coolies, more being spent 
on slightly better food . However, this is not a very important consideration 
to the average labourer. ( 3 )  Many miners who are not members of the M.M. E.A.l 
follow their recommendations for the payment of a tin price bonus to their 
labourers , depending on the price of tin and the wages earned per month. Other 
non-members , instead of giving a bonus , give an increase in the wages by raising 
the rate per kung. (4) The Tin Price Bonus Scheme , under which a hard working 
labourer can easily get an additional monthly income of $20 to 130, is probably
the most important way by which the labourer can benefit from the tin boom. 
This scheme , forwarded by the M.M.E .A. (Chinese Section) , and subscribed to by 
almost all miners who are members of .theeM.KE.A.eas well as many non-member miners , 
is composed of a series of recommendations, which are not directives .  There is 
no legal power binding any member-miner to carry them out if he desires to do 
otherwise . But infringements are rare . The present trend actually seems to be 
toward exceeding the bonus rates because of the acute · shortage of reliable 
mini�g labour. 

The Tin Bonus Scheme forwards a uniform bonus increase of 2% (based on monthly 
earnings)2 for every $20 rise above �300 per picul in the average monthly price 
per picul of tin calculated on Singapore prices .  Bonus payments are subject
to the following conditions: 

(1) Bonus for each month should be calculated according to the previous
month' s Singapore average tin prices. 

( 2 )  Employees who have done less than 26 kungs in one month cannot enjoy
the benefit of bonus for that month. 

(3)  Employees who have done less than 26 kungs on grounds of sickness or 
accident (established to the satisfaction of the employer) may be 
paid the full month ' s  bonus or part thereof. 

(4) The maximum bonus payable to each employee for any one month is �30.eJ 

(5) Payment of bonus will be stopped if restriction of tin production is 
imposed. 

It should be also noted that men on contract or piece-rates and nearly all 
women labourers are not eligible for this bonus , since they are not regular
daily or monthly paid labour. 

1.  M.M.E.A.e: Malayan Mining Employerse' Association. 

2 .  Prior to this revised Bonus Scheme in November 1950, the M.M.E .A .  had already
receommended the payment of a 10% bonus for August and of 14% for September, 
by employers to their labourers . 

J.  The object of the M.M. E.A. was mainly to benefit the daily paid labourers a.nd 
not so much the salaried staff, many of whom were relatively well-paid. The 
rraximum of $30 bonus per month was imposed so that managers and technicians 
drawing $300 or more would not get a $100 bonus each month. The percentage 
bonus for January and February 1951 may have been as high as 35% to 40% of 
wages. 
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Hours 

Working hours , like wages ,  vary according to the nationality and sex of the 
labourer, the type of employment and the occupational statuse. Where the Labour 
Codel is applied, working hours are limited to nine, and overtime is paid at 
double rate . By law no individual is bound to work for more than six days a 
week and there is a Holiday Ordinance passed in 1950. But these do not apply to 
mining labourers, who normally work 8 hours a day (a �ng) , whose overtime is no�
double but only 1-1/3 of the normal rate, and who usua ly have no paid holidays. 
Even the one-day holiday per week which is accorded to shop assistants and other 
occupations is not granted in this industry. Although the Labour Code permits 
an employer, with the approval of the Commissioner of Labour, to require an 
additional 3 hours per day (after the normal 8 hourse' work) from his labourer 
for food cultivation (to be paid at the normal rate) ,  this provision is rarely
taken advantage of. Also, although the Labour Code prohibits the employment of 
women of any age and of children under 18 in night work, it seems likely that 
the first condition is satisfied, but not the second. It is probable that 
apprentice engine drivers under 18, for instance, do perform work at night on 
the mines. 

While the normal hours worked per day by a mining labourer is 8, the Annual Report 
of the Department of Labour for 1948 and 1949 shows that the average number of 
hours actually worked per month by a male labourer of the semi-skilled and un
skilled typee3 . ranged from 271 to 283, or an average of about 9 hours a day every 
day of the month. At the same time, the Report showed that the average total 
monthly working hours for women labourers and for mining labourers of other races 
ranged from 222 to 226 hours, or 7½ hours a day. This is in fact, in general of 
the situation even today; in fact, it may be safely assumed that the average
total working hours per month for male Chinese mining labour for 1950 is around 
300 hours, the result of increased opportunities for overtime work due to the 
high tin price and labour shortage on mines, as well as the attractive higher
wages and Bonus Schemee. 

While it is true of labourers in industrialized countries that an increase in 
wages may result in a decrease in the average working hours per worker due to a 
desire of the worker to find time to spend and enjoy his increased pay, the same 
cannot be said of the Chinese male mining labourer, whose economic, mental and 
social background is quite different. He has to work harder as he often has a 
larger family to support or has to remit money home to China. He does not get
the benefits of the social schemes and services obtainable by his European counter
part, nor is he yet sufficiently educated to realize that leisure is a commodity 
which commands a high price, or rather he does not know how to equate his marginal 
income to the margi�l disutility of effort or labour arising from additional 
work. 

1. See below page 40. 
2 .  A�though the holidays "recognized" and granted per year are from 2 to 10 (most

commonly 5 to 7 ) ,  almost all mines havee� paid holiday� . However, this is 
compensated by the fact thet holidays are usually associated with Festivals 
and it is the cus�om of all Chinese miners to give their labourers on the mine 
sumptuous feasts on such occasions, supplying alcohol, cigarettes and luxury 
foods liberally. Those who wish to work on such occasions usually receive 
overtime rates for less than the required number of hours of work performed. 

3 •e i . e . : Pong Shaus, Tsap Kungs, Kongsi Ku.ngs, Ore-dressers, etce. . 



C 

To prevent abuses from arisinge, such work is 
only to those labourers who have completed 25 ku.ngs the 

likely to exceed 25e1y11g£ at the regular rate during
vo uneary. In fact, the labourers 

is most chance for ove�time and leave 
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All mines begin work at 6 a .m.e, ceasing at 6, 10, or 12 p .m. Some work 24 hours 
daily. 1 While it is true that some miners resort to night operations (conducted 
under flood lighting) solely to increase output, others are forced to do so  
because the seepage from the hillsides is so great and so rapid that if the 
pump sto?ped working for the night, the mine hole would be flooded the next day,
necessitating a rather lengthy de-watering process before operations could be 
resumed. The output from such night work is negligible and impossible to check. 
Ordinary labourers working night shifts do not get extra pay or "loadings" as 
in the case of Australian miners . 

A mine has 2 or 3 shifts ( or gangs of labourers) under a Kuen Pan, depending on 
when it ceases operations at night. The usual shift hours for a mine operating
from 6 a .m. to 10 p.m. can be depicted as follows: 

• I Hours when Overtime 
,.· Normal Kung 
I 

Shift . 1 Work is Permitted 

A 6: 00 am- 9: 30 am- breakfast - 10: 00 am- 2 : 00 pm I 3 - 6 pm 7 - 10 pm 
I 

• l 

B : 10: 00  am - 1 : 30 pm - lunch - 2 : 00 pm - 6 : 00 pm '. 6 - 9 am 7 - 10 pm
I 1 

2 :  00 pm - S: 30 pm - dinner - 6: 00 pm - 10: 00 pm ; 6 - 9 am 10 am- 1 pm
1

With this general pattern in mind it is unnecessary to list the specific working
hours, periods of rest and of overtime work for those mines operating 12, 18, or 
24 hours a day. However, it can be said that there are always half-hour breaks 
for meals which are considered as working hours for a normal kung. 

Overtime work is permitted to the various shifts 3 hours before or 3 hours after 
their regular work period - except, of course, for shift C above, in which case 
overtime work in the heat of the day is avoided. The Kepala or his assistants 
usually c1llot the overtime work. 
most often allotted 
previous month and who seem 
the current month. All oveertime work is quite
always prefer to work in a mine where there 
when there is little opportunity for it. 

Housing 

Originally, the inspection of housing conditions by Labour and Health Authorities 
was limited to the housing of labourers on estates, but the law was later extended 
to cover housing on mines as well . The standard of accommodation provided on 
Chinese mines is lower than that provided in dredging companies since the former 
are " short term" mines and the structures are meant to be temporary, whereas the 
dredges are "long term" concerns and the housing is consequently of a more 
permanent naturee. 

This housing law not only specifies the minimum structures for miners providing 

1 .  Of the 30 mines investigated, it was found that: 3 ceased work at 6 pm
14 " 11 10 pm
6 " " 12 pm to l am 

and 7 worked for 24 hours a day • 

• 
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accommodationl and particularizes the basic requirements of these structures,e2 

but also provides for the inspection of the places of accommodation. Should the 
Labour or Health Authorities decide that the conditions are unfit for occupation, 
the miner is warned to make the necessary changes to meet the minimum requirements
set up by law; failure to comply with these warnings may res�t in prohibition 
of the employment of labourerse. Before a new mine can begin operations, the 
Kongsi must be approved; should there be an increase in the labour force resident 
in the Kongsi, additional dormitories must be provided, 3 plans of which must also 
be submitted to the Labour Department for approval. 

Before the war, Kongsi houses on Chinese mines were not vecy satisfactory, and 
the war caused many to fall into disrepair due to lack of maintenance. In the 
post-w�r period, the high cost of rehabilitation and the moderate price of tin 
prevP.nted miners from building new Kongsis; instead they usually only made 
repairs to the existing dilapidated structures .  This did not cause any com
plaints from their labourers because the first concern of a labourer is the wage 
rate , the second, food, and probably sanitation, housing, sick-benefits, etce. 
are of much less importancee. \vhen the tin price rose with devaluation and the 
freeing of the metal market, resulting in considerabl� profits for the miners, 
the Labour Authorities decided to step in on the behalf of the labourers, who 
themselves did not insist on improved housing. As a result, certain improvements 
were required by law, and since then, there has been a gradual and continuous 
improvement in mining accormnodation. This movement has also become positively 
endorsed by the miners who have realized that one of the means to retain their 
labourers in a time of acute labour shortage is by improving their housing 
conditionse. 

Food 

All Chinese mines which are not working on a purely tribute or contract system
supply free food to their regular labourers. Casual workers like tin-ore-dressers 
or construction coolies under contract do not get free food. This is also the 
case for tailings workers , "lanchute" workers and almost all women labourers. 
If food is provided for such contract, piece, or tribute workers by the miner, 

1. The minimum structural requirements for miners providing accommodation are: 
(a) a Kongsi house , and if the space in the Ko�si is insufficient to house 

the labourers, they must be housed in dormi ories;
(b) a kitchen; 
(c )  a latrine; 
(d)  provision for a dining room, a bathing place and a satisfactory water 

supply.
Aside from the required places of accommodation, there may be smaller, more 
temporary Kongsis called Nai Chat� Kongsis for the daily paid coolies who 
remove the overburden. Besides ese, there is also the hut of the Sikh watch
man who always lives separately. Other at p or plank structures accommodating rwomen or squatters on the mine are not bui t by the miner .  Separate coolie 
lines must be provided for each race if the miner employs labourers of different • racese. 

2 . The basic requirements of these structures are composed of detailed requisites, 
such as water-tight roofs of "approved material" , cement drains surrounding the 
structures,  and floor area of a specified footage. The Kongsi house must have 
a porch or enlarged verandah; the kitchen must be separate from the Kongsi. 
Latrines,  water supply and bathing place are discussed under Health andSafety
Regulations. 

3. In the dormitory, the only thing supplied by the employer is the bunk or bed;
the labourer has to supply his own mosquito nets, pillows and blankets. 
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it is customary to render an account of such food expenditure and to deduct it 
from the earnings of these workers at the end of the month or contract .e1 v.Tomen 
labourers , even if they are regular workers , seldom get tree food; they are 
"compensated" by being paid a higher wage rate. However, the monthly a.nd daily
paid labourers on time rate per kung are always provided with free foode. The 
only exception is the Sikh watchman, although he sometimes gets a free ration 
of rice or flour monthly. 

Though there are slight differences in the hours of meals due to the change of 
shifts of labourers and the hours worked in the mine per day, the usual meal 
times on all Chinese mines are: 9 to 10 a .m. for breakfast, 1 to 2 p.m. for 
lunch, and 5:  30 to 6: 30 p.m. for dinner. But meal times last only half an hour 
for each shift. 

It was found that the majority of the JO mines investigated expended from $JO to 
$32 per head monthly on feeding their labourers ,e2 with the more successful mines 
spending from $36 to $40. In the last few years the cost of supplying food for 
labourers has increased considerably due to both the increased cost of food
stuffs and the increased generosity of the miners with their free food expenditure, 
generosity resulting from the higher price of tin and the shortage of labour. 

On all Chinese mines where free food is provided, there is generally a written 
or tacit Ul'\derstanding between the miner and his labourers to the effect that 
if a labourer fails to do a minimum of 25 kungs in a particular month by being 
volut1tarily unemployed then the cost of the food for that month will not be freee. 
The labourer will only receive free food for a number of days equal to the 
number of kungs performed by him, the rest being recovered by deduction from 
his earnings . However, if the employer does not provide the necessary 
opportunities for performing work, he is responsible for supplying free food 
to all his labourers for the whole month. 

Health and Safety 

. Health and sanitation conditions on Chinese mines in Malaya are better today 
than they were before the war. Health and Labour Officers check on conditions 
of· housing, drainage, sewage �nd water supply, etc .  when they inspect the mines.  
If any of these conditions are found unsatisfactory, the miner will be wamed, 
and if the warning goes unheeded, he will be summoned to appear before the 
Labour Commissioner or his deputy. A fine or even a cessation of work order 
may be imposed on the offending employer. 

Sanitation regulations fix mini.mum standards for the number, type and location of 
latrines.  F'or instance , none are allowed within 100 feet of the water supply. 
Latrines over mining streams are prohibited .  Some mines do not provide bathrooms, 
in which case labourers bathe in the mining pools . Most mines, however, do have 
one or two bathrooms; the regulations state that they may not be inside the 
kitchen, dining, or sleeping roomse. The water supply is required to be both 
pure and sufficient. Where there are stagnant pools of water, measures must be 
taken to prevent the propagation of mosquitoes .  

1 .  This rendering of an honest account is a vast improvement over the 11truck 
system" of former days when labourers were exploited and cheated wholesale. 
("Truck system" means forcing workers to make all their purchases from a 
company store . ) e· 

2 . Of this total expenditure the average SUJn spent monthly per head for meat is 
$12 , for vegetables (including cooking oils) $8, and for rice $10 to $12. 
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Less official concern is shown for the provision of medical attention. Though
maintenance of a first-aid kit is called for by law, 1 two of the mines visited 
had not even taken this meagre precaution. On some of the mines notices were 
put up in the Kongsi stating that medical expenses incurred for hospitalization 
by a labourer would be chargeable to the employer ' s  account, subject to the 
reservations (1)  that they were not due to venereal disease and (2)  that the 
sick or injured labourer had not gone to a Chinese doctor without the previous 
approval of the employer.e2 But this concession is not applicable to all casual 
labour . In only three of the thirty mines was it expressly stated that the cost 
of medical attention was to be borne by the labourer himself • 

• 
Besides this free medical attention, most mines also give an allowance of half
pay for sick labourers . e3 There were a few, however, which gave no pay for 
sickness,  but in these cases the labourer could still get free food even if he 
failed to complete 25 kungs in the month. Some mines gave fuJ] pay for the 
labourer whose temporary disability had been incurred in the course of carrying 
out his normal duties .  If the injury or disability is  serious, the employer 
has to pay compensation according to a certain scale which is flexible and 
decided upon by the Commissioner for Workmen' s Compensation, the labourer often 
being represented at the hearing by an officer of the Labour Department.e4 

To prevent any serious accidents from machines, no children or women are allowed 
to tend to them. Also, certain types of power driven machinery must be fenced 
in and can only be operated if they satisfy certain safety conditions , for which 
a certificate of fitness is issued by the Machinery Department after an 
inspection by a Machinery Inspector. Only engine drivers with a certain minimum 
standard are allowed to be in charge of engines.  The Mining Enactment requires
that the mine surface must be widened before the mine hole can be made deeper, 
giving a specified incline, so as to prevent landslides which may injure or 
bury labourers working at the mine bottom. Specific conditions are imposed upon
the storage and use of explosives, especially dynamite which must be kept in a 
cool place away from combustible or inflammatory materiale. Blasting can be 
carried out on a mine only aftere.ereceiving a written permit and under police
supervision. Wells must be fitted with an apron so as to prevent children from 
falling in. 

Child Labour 

The employment of children on Chinese mines is almost non-existent today. The 
minors who are employed are. young adults between the ages of 15 and 195 as the 
Labour Code prohibits the employment of anyone under 18 for night work, under 
16 for work where machinery is used, and under 14 on mines in any capacity. The 
children who are seen on mines are the dependents of the labourers and are not 
the employees of the miner. The activities they perform, such as splitting wood 
or tilling a field, are "voluntary" tasks which are neither recognized nor paid
for by the miner. 

1 .  Chinese mines do not employ. dressers or doctors as do the larger estates. 

2 .  An encouraging development evidenced today is the increasing tendency of 
labourers to go to the hospital for treetm3nt rather than trust to the skill 
of the Chinese doctors . 

) .  Of the 30 mines ,  15 of them had this concession. 

4. See below, page 40.
• 

5 .  The majority of these young adults are apprentice engine drivers drawing a 
salary of $40 to $50 per month. 
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Recreational Pursuits 

The chief form of recreation on Chinese mines centers around the reading of 
the Chinese daily newspapers and listening to the radio or re-diffusion set 
during off-hours . Twenty-four of the miners supplied Chinese dailies for their 
labourers to read, while only 10 of them supplied any magazines in addition. Of 
these mines , 15 had radios , although some without radios often had re-diffusion 
setse. It can be said that there is a general tendency for mining labourers to 
take an increasing interest in matters not directly related to their own minee. 

A s  the average Chinese labourer likes to mix a little speculation with his 
recreation, games such as Chinese chess, mahjong, and Teen Kow (dominoes )  are 

since the inveterate gambling strain in the Chinese makes it almost impossible 
.to stamp out gaming in mines altogether. 

Security Measures2 and Mine Squatters 

The problem ofe: security on mines is very closely linked to and made more 
difficult by the presence of squatterse. These squatters usually cultivate the 
land around their huts , grow food crops , and rear pigs and poultry; occasion
ally they seek work on the mines to supplement their incomes and thus form a 
useful reserve of casual labour. Unfortunately, these squatters are nearly 
always illiterate and easily intimidated. For this reason and the fact that 
their homes are often far from towns or on the fringe of the jungle where very
little police protection is available, the bandits find it very easy to extort 
from them supplies of food, medicine and money. Because of this situation, the 
terrorist bandits are inclined to carry out their attacks and ambushes in and 
around the mines so as to be within easy reach of their supplies .  

The Government, aware of these facts, demanded the co-operation of the squatters 
in its war on banditry. Although they were not pro-terrorists, the squatters 
preferred to suffer alonee. They dared not co-operate with the Government, for 
any report of the presence of bandits in the area would endanger the safety of 
themselves and their families as soon as the police had captured the bandits 
and left the area. The costs involved in the destruction of their homes and 
the abandonment of unharvested crops , which wes the meaning of resettlement, 
rose as insurmountable losses and did not encourage the squatters to shift to 
another place for reasons of security. They also felt confident that the Govern
ment would not be as severe against non-cooperation as the bandits would be if 
they co-operated with the police .  

Howevere, there were some instances where the police and the military, who had 
suffered heavy losses from bandit activity, took drastic steps , ordering all the 
squatters in an area to abandon their homes and setting fire to all the huts. 
Such indiscriminate destruction of their property merely antagonised the squatters 

1.  Although some miners state that a "harmless game" may prevent the labourer 
from getting into mischief during his off-hours, other miners are against it 
mainly because of the adverse after-effect the long hours at gaming has on 
the labourer 's  efficiency, and because of the undesirable result of incurring 
debts and grudges .  

2 .  The outbreak of terrorist activities which followed the Emergency declared 
in June 1948 and the measures adopted to meet them by the establishment of 
strong police posts manned by special constables on mines have been di�us.sed 
above (see page 10) . 



49. A police post with feeder-padang. 
It is a kind of stockade , with sand 
bags etc. in front and beds insidee. 
These are Special Constables supplied
by the Government to protect mines 
from bandit attacks. 

50. A Malay Special Constable on guard
duty at the outlook post. In front 
and at the back are sleeping
quarters surrounded by barbed wiresr. 
The aerial shows the presence of a 
radio in the room. 

51. Women squatters at work cultivati�g 
crops, chiefly tapioce heree. The 
child is helping his parentse. The 
Tai Kongsi is seen at the back. 

52. A squatter woman feeding her pigs 
which are in an enclosed area. The 
pig-sty is behind her. Note the 
baby strapped to her back. In the 
background is the palong and sol?V3 
labourers at work carrying plankse. 
By the side of the pigsty are 
banana trees.  

53. A close-up of a squatter hut. 
Note the structure with its zinc 
roof and plank walls .  Mother and 
Granny look after children while 
a friendly woman labourer stops
in for a chat. The wicker baskets 
are for carrying stones and earth. 

54. Reconstruction and Resettlement 
in progress.  The posts in front 
of each house are for stringing 
the barbed wires later on so as 
to protect the settlement from 
unwelcome intruders. 
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and made them more susceptible to Communist propaganda as well as arousing a 
storm of protest from the Chinese community. As a result, a Squatter Committee 
was formed, among which were well-known Chinese miners and planterse. 

The recommendations of the Squatter Committee Report were mostly implemented 
by the Government in its Resettlement Schemes.  The Government decided that 
since it was not possible to give adequate protection to the squatters who were 
scattered over wide areas, the only way to protect them sufficiently and to 
deprive the bandits of a valuable base of supplies was to group them into settle
ments, closer to the towns, fence in the settlements and supply the necessary 
police protection. This Resettlement Scheme is still in effect, and is proving 
quite successful. 

There are still, however,  many Chinese mines (usually those near towns) with 
squatters on them.e · Instructions have been issued to the miners by the Govern
ment warning them that they must either ask the squatters to shift or be 
responsible for their conduct. Few miners are willing to accept this responsi
bility unless the squatter is one or his regular employees, so the result has 
been a steady decrease of squatters on mines.el This strict supervision of 
squatters has made the task of protecting the miners and mine personnel very 
much easier. 

1. It is unlikely that the squatters will disappear altogether, since a large 
number of the married male mining labourers still live with their wives and 
families in separate huts built on the minee. 



CHAPTER V. LABOUR L�ISLATION AND INSPECTION 

Labour Code 

Originally the Federated Malay States Labour Code applied chiefly to Immigrant 
Indian Labour on estates and plantations, but in recent years the majority of 
the provisions in this Code were made to apply to Chinese labour. The Chinese 
Protectorate (now Secretariat) was the department which first looked after the 
welfare and protection of Chinese labourers; it was also the chief instrument 
for the settlement of disputes between the Chinese labourer and his employer
until the inception of the Labour Department. Although its role has now been 
largely taken over by the Labour Department, the Chinese Secretariat still plays
an important part in arbitration and conciliation in Chinese labour disputes .  

However,  it can be said that until quite recently the average Chinese labourer 
did not particule.rly like to appeal to the paternalism of the Labour Department, 
but since he has come to know of the protection and the fair treatment accorded 
by this department, he has as a result more often turned to it for the protection 
of his rightse. In the absence of a strong, well-organized, and democratic trade 
union movement, this is a necessary trend. This applied especially to Chinese 
mining labour which has had no trade union of its own since the Emergency. 

The Labour Code stipulates certain terms to be found in labour agreements. The 
payment of wages cannot be deferred by more than one week, but mining labourers 
are willing to extend this period without laying complaints before a Labour 
Officer if they know that their employer cannot make ends meet.  Termination 
of an agreement requires one month' s  notice in the case of salaried staff and 
one week' s notice for daily paid labourers, a requirement which is binding on 
both parties .  Notices of termination of employment are usually posted on the 
minee' s  bulletin board. The Labour Code prohibits agreement to pay wages in 
other than legal tender or provisions restricting the place and manner of spending 
wages. No employer is allovred to supply opium or intoxicating liquor to his 
labourers as part payment of their wages.  However, a miner who has written 
permission from the Conunissioner can be permitted to open a shop to supply
certain commodities to his labourers . But such retailing concerns usually belong 
to a private individual other than the miner. 

The code also requires employers . to send in to the Mines and Labour Departments
monthly, quarterly and annual returns covering the labour force employed, the 
production of ore , the machinery employed, etce. All Chinese mines must exhibit 
in a prominent place a "working board" of labourer ' s  names , their occupation 
and shifts, and the number of tasks or kungs each labourer has perfo1med each 
day, from which the mine clerk totals the daily records for each month. 

There are many specific provisions in the Code relating to housing and health 
and sanitation conditions, many of which were mentioned above .el There is also 
a provision that employers are required to pay maternity allowances to pregnant 

2women labourerse.

Insurance and Compensation 

Under the Worlanen'es Compensation Ordinance, an employer is liable to pay
compensation to his worlanan if the latter suffers any injury or sickness arising
out of his work. There is a certain scale of compensation depending on (1) the 

1.  See page 36. 

2 .  But it is veey rare indeed, said a Chinese Labour Officer when interviewed,
to find pregnant women being employed on mines.  
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degree of incapacity or loss of e�rning power resulting from the accident and 
(2 )  on the salary or wage of the injured worlonan. �  However ,  there are many
degrees of injury for which the compensation is not fixed. In. ;such a case , if 
the injured workman is not satisfied with the compensation offered by his 
employer, he can appeal to the Commissioner of Labour to put his case before 
the Commissioner for Workmen' s  Compensation. The Commissioner of Labour or 
his deputy will only act on behalf of the injured worker if he finds the 
employer intractable to arbitration in his office . In this way the worker is 
ensured of a fair compensation. 

Because of this liability to pay Workmen' s  Compensation, nearly all Chinese 
miners insure their labourers with a private insurance company.e2 The procedure 
they usually follow is to take out such an insurance policy for half yearly or 
yearly intervals and to insure all the salaried staff but only about 1/3 of the 
daily paid labourers . The reason for failure to insure all labourers is that 
while the salaried staff are more or less pennanent for the whole period covered 
by the insurance, the daily paid labourers are more mobile and may change in 
composition and number during the period covered. Also, the likelihood of 
accidents only occur when the labourers are at work and since the total labour 
force is split into various shifts, o� part of this force at any one time will 
be exposed to the danger of accidents . 3 

In the case of any accidents or diseases covered by the policy, the miner must 
inform the Company within 48 hours and if the miner does not take reasonable 
precautions to prevent accidents or does not comply with the statutory obli
gations, then the miner, and not the Company, becomes liable for the payment 
of the compensation. Any differences between the miner and the Company are 
referred to an arbitrator or arbitrators appointed by both parties .  

Labourers who are employed by contractors or subcontractors are not insured by 
the miner but by their contractor. These workers are not, therefore, covered 
by the policy taken out by the miner unless it is expressly stated to this effect 
in the agreement by the miner with the Company. It is actually doubtful if 
contractors and subcontractors really insure their workmen against accidents . 

Inspection and Supervisio.n 

The Annual Report of the Department of Labour, Federation of Malaya, for the 
year 1949 states that: 

1. The estimated total wages per annum includes the value of board, lodging and 
other considerations in addition to actual money earnings . 

2 . It  should be noted that many Chinese miners themselves act as insurance agents. 

). However, this raises an important technical point. Section 5 of the General 
Conditions (Workmen' s  Compensation Policy) requires that: 

"The name or every employee together with the amount of wages,  salary 
and other earnings , shall be duly recorded in a proper wages book. The 
insured ( i . e . :  miner) shall at all times allow the Company to inspect 
such a book and shall supply the Company with a correct account of all 
such wages, salaries and other earnings paid during the period of in
surance within one month of such (a)  period of insurancee. "  

The problem arises when the labourer who has been insured for a year, leaves 
only to have his replacement meet with an accident . In spite of this written 
provision, there often seems to be a tacit agreement between miner and insural'la? 
agent that all labourers will be insured no matter whether their names are 
entered in the book or not. 
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" • • •  officP.rs of the Department now deal with every nationality of workman 
in the country, and their activities cover practically every aspect of 
his life. Under the terms of the Labour Code, an officer of the Depart
ment of Labour is empowered to enquire into any matter concerning disputes 
as to wages, the determination of agreements or contracts, misconduct,
food, medical attendance,  deaths , mining usage and mining complaints,  
Government inspections, sanitation or any other questions relating to an 
employer or labourer dealt with under the provisions of the Code. He may, 
as the result of such enquiry, institute such civil or criminal proceedings, 
for and in the name of the labourer, as he deems necessary. In certain 
cases he may decide the dispute himself and may make any order which he 
may deem just for the purpose ot giving effect to his decision, and his 
order is enforceable in the same manner as the judgement of a Court. In 
the course of his work he ensures that the provisions of the Labour Code 
are observed in regard to agreements, wages, days and hours of work, over
time payments ,  maternity allowances and allotments , at as regular intervals 
as possible . He carries out personal inspections of places of employment, 
on occasion in the company of the Health Officer, and examines conditions 
of housing, sanitation, water supplies and medical treatment and of the 
education of children and the care of infants.  He issues permits for the 
establishment of provision shops on plantations , collects and tabulates 
labouring population and other statistics from all places of employment 
and decides upon the approval or rejection of plans for labourerse' dwellings
to be built within his jurisdiction." 

One of the most important functions of the Labour Officer is to settle labour 
disputes .  Since the Emergency, whe·n almost all trade unions under communist 
influence - including all those on Chinese tin mines - were broken up, the work 
of arbitration and conciliation has increased. Often the settlement of a dispute 
depends not on the justice of the claims or grievances of either party but rather 
on the ability of the Labour Officer to retain the confidence of both parties. 

Outside their statutory duties, such as those in relation to the Workmen ' s  
Compensation Enactment and the Children and Young Persons Enactment, Labour 
Officers also try to influence the employers towards the betterment of working
conditions for their employees. The above mentioned Annual Report states that: 

" • • •  measures are discussed for the provision of playing fields, reading 
rooms and drama halls ,  more progressive housing plans, electric lights
and cooking arrangements, facilities for the cultivation of foodstuffs, 
and the raising of livestock, the establishment of Works Cormnittees or 
1 Panchayatse1 , the investment of savings and in general, the continuous 
raising of the labourer ' s  standard of living."  

There is little doubt that frequent inspection is the most effective method of 
ensuring observance of the Labour Code . This is particularly important in Malaya 
because of the absence of well-organized and strong trade unions, and the 
ignorance of the majority of workers who are illiterate and unaware of their 
rights . These inspections are also of importance because the majority of the 
information collected by the Labour Department on the conditions of employment
comes from the observations of the inspecting offic.ers. 

Unfortunately, the present unsettled state of affairs has caused the lack of 
effective inspectionse. The Labour Department is understaffed, with some of its 
officers being recruited to do work connec-ted with the Emergency and the resettle
ment of squatters . Inspection or certain darigerous areas has been prohibited by
Poli� �g,11.a+.ions , wt... ile visits 'to other areas have been limited by the need 

http:officP.rs
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forea police escort . As a result of these obstacles the places of employment ·e
have not been inspected as frequently as is desirable . The great importance 
which the International Labour Office attaches to labour inspections is shown 
by the fact that this w�s the chief subject of discussion in many recent 
conferences of labour leaders in Asiae. 



CONCLUSIONS 

In reviewing the trends in the tin mining industry as a whole one comes to the 
following concolusions: 

(1) The tin mi.ning industry is not likely to expand much in the futureo- and in 
fac t - may very well contract as the better tin-ore bearing lands become exhausted. 

(2 ) Unless new lands are prospectedo.soon, the output and number of operators 
may decline soon. The chief reason for the present large number of opera tors 
is the eocceptionally high price for tin since the Korean histilities began. 

(3 )  Estimates made by various geologists in  the late 1930 ' s  prophesied the 
exh�ustion of this raw mineral in Malaya within 25o- 50 years if the rate of 
extraction of the 1930 's  were consistently maintained. If this proves true, 
then the duty on tin exports , which forms a very large percentage of the 
Federal Governmento's  income, will have to be replaced by some other source. 
One . eminent authority, Sir Louis Fermor, in 1938, suggested the gradual building 
up of a large reserve from the export duty on tin and investing it so as to 
ensure a regular income to the government when the ore becomes exhausted. 
Though one sees the rationale behind this recommendation, at this late stage 
the export duty on tin will have to be substantially increased if the Govern
ment is to build up a reserve large enough to meet its needs , Such a move will 
not be well received by the miners, especially the European-owned dredging
companies which produce 2/3 of the output. 

(4) The tin industry, like rubber, is subject to wide nuctuaotions in price 
and the biggest influence on the price is U .S. purchases. If the U .S. should 
stop or cut down its purchases drastically, the Malayan tin industry will suffer 
price reductions and a fall in employment, which in turn will affect the rest 
of the economy. The present price fixed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
at $1.18 per lb is reasonably high and gives quite a margin of profit fer 
efficient producers. As long as this price is maintained, the industry will , 
as a whole, be stable. 

(5) The present shortage of mining labour is due to three principal causes: ( a) 
There has been no influx of inunigrants from China since 1939, and those who came 
between 1934 - 1938 just barely replaced those who had left of their own accord 
or had been repatriaoted back to China by the Malayan Government during the 
depression years . (b) The high price of rubber resulting in high wages has 
drawn some mining labou� away from mining. This is especially true where the 
profit sharing system exists in rubber smallholdings whereby a labourer may
receive as much as 50% of the output as his share. (c )  The insecurity generally  
associated with mining areas has deterred new employees from entering and the 
Government Resettlement Scheme for squatters has removed a steady source of 
supply of casual mining labour. 

(6) While it is true that wage rates have increased very much compared to pre-war, 
a study of the dividends paid by the various large companies post-war seem to 
indicate tnat if the working force were strongly unionized, the workers could 
probably have obtained higher wages than they are now getting . 

( 7 )  The racial proportions in the present mining labour force is not likely to 
undergo any changes. The Chinese miners will continue to employ mainly Chinese 
labourers, while the European dredges employ some Indians, and Malays for semi
skilled and skilled work of a mechanical nature. The overall racial proportion 
in the labour force will probably continue to be 8 :1 :1 :  Chinese: Malay: I ndian. 

,a) Finally, although mines are not operating at full capacity as compared to 1940 
and output is only 70% of the pre-war peak, the mQney profits have increased 
greatly, resulting in a general improvement in  wages and worlcing conditions for 
the labourers. 



APPEt..TDIX 

Condensation of Printed Questionnaire Sent Out to Chinese Mines 

For Private Use Only 

A .  LnfQ£...m2.0-� Regardi� Mine 

Name of Mine ; Type of Ownership; Name of Owner; Nationality (race ) ;  State; 
District; Acreage under Mining Lease. 

Method of Mining; Annual Ou put (piculs) :  1949, 1950; Total Labour Employed
• (December 1950) : European, Chinese, Indian, Malay, Others • 

Please Note General Instructions: 

1. Race - Cantonese, Hokkien or Hakka, etc. 
2 .  Method of Mining - Gravel· Pump, Hydraulic , Dredge, etc. 
3. Birthplace - China, Malaya, India, etc. 
4. Literacy - Can read and/or write Chinese, English, etc. 
5. Residence - in Kongsi or own house on Mine, or outsidee. 
6. Depentjent Labour - refers to daily or monthly paid workers by mine 

owner.  
7 .  Independent Labour - refers to contract or tailing workers , tributors, 

dulang-washers, etc. 
8. Marital Status - Married (m) or Single ( s )e. 
9. Please fill in (1st) Daily Paid Male Labour. 

(2nd) Daily Paid Female Labour. • 

(3rd) All Monthly Paid Laboure. 
(4th) All Independent Laboure. 

10 . Please fill in and return all forms before January 20, 1951. 
11. If returned before January 10, 1951, please post to Siew Nim Chee , 

1723-5 Cochrance Road, Pudu, Kuala Lwnpur. 
12 . If returned after January 10, 1951, please post to Siew Nim Chee , 

University of Malaya, Singapore . 

B. Inform�tion Regarding Labourers 

Name of Labourer; Age; Sex; Nationality, race; Where Born; Marital Status; 
Literacy; Residence; 

Dependent Labour: Occupation, Wage Rate; 

Independent Labour: Type, Occupation, Group or Single, Wage Rate; 
Average -Monthly Income;  Overtime in December; Number of Days of Unemploy
ment in December; 
Worker ' s  Insurance: Amount Insured,  Yearly Premium 

c .  Conditions of Labour 

1 .  Hours cf Work. 
a .  What are the hours of work? 
b. What are the hours of breaks'? 
c .  What are the hours of meals? 
d. What are the hours for night shifts? 
e .  How many hoiidays each year? 

http:LnfQ�...m2
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2 .  Housing;·e· . .  
a .  Is any of the following supplied to the worker: 

(i )  Mosquito net , ( ii) Blanket , f iii) Pillows,  ( iv) Beds? 
b. Any other provisions by management, e . g. lights ,  etc? 

J. Health and Sanitation. 
a .  How many latrines on mine? 
b. How many bathrooms on mine? 
c .  Is medical attention provided free by management? 
d. If not, any other conce�sion for illness? 
e .  Is there a dispenser, dresser, or first aid kit on mine? 

f. How many fatal accidents this year? 
g. 111.That was the cause of death? 

4 .  Food and Drink. 
a.  �That is the total expenditure on food per head per month by 

management?
b. How much is spent on meat? 
c .  How much is spent on vegetables? 
d .  How much is spent on rice and flour? 
e .  Do women and children get free food supplied? 
f. How many "feasts" are there each year? 
g. Is Chinese tea the usual drink supplied? 

5. Recreationse. 
a .  Are there newspapers , magazines,  radios , gramaphones,  etc. supplied

by the mine? 
b. Are games like mahjong, dominoes ,  chess,  etc . played in the mine? 
c .  Is there any other kind of recreational pursuit? 
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A:PPENDIX 

v.1EIGHTS 

1 Pound12 Tahils 

1-1/3 Pounds -- 1 Katty--16 Tahils 

-

--

-133 . J  Pounds 1 Picul100 Katties --
-2240 Pounds 1 Ton16. 8  Piculs -

6 Katties1 Gantang 

CURRENCIES 

100 Cents = S $1. 00 ( Straits Dollar) 

S $1.00 = 2 Shillings 4 Pence = United States �0. 32 

s �8 .57 = h 1 (Po\Uld Sterling) 

TERMS 

Amang: tin ore with black metallic impuritiese. 

Attap: palm-leaf thatchinge. 

Changkol: a hoee. 

Chue Tsai: literally, "piglets"e·; term applied to Chinese emigrants under the 
"credit-ticket system"e. 

Datoh: animist spirit of the minee. 

Gravel pumping: method of mining using an engine to supply power to monitors 
and to suck up tin bearing material to palong through pipes . 

"0round11 : tin ore bearing earth. 

Hangkong: supervision or purchaser of general provisions on a minee. 

Hydraulicing: use of water conducted through long pipes from hills to supply
power for mining . 

� Kung (Cantonese) or � Han (Hakka ) :  overtime work . 

Kepala: overseer or headman. 

Kheh Thau: headman or leader.  

Kongsi: building to house labourerse. 

Kongsi Kung: unskilled laboure. 

Kuen Pan: shift leader .  
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TERMS ( continued) 

Kung: eight-hour work period. 

Kung Pai: daily work sheet or placard. 

Lampang: small scale type of single lane palong lying on sloping ground, using
water and manual labour only. 

11Lanchute" : see Lampang. 

Lau Kheh: old residente. 

Me.ntri: a Malay ruler 

Monitor: a nozzle from which water is shot out at high pressure to break up 
ground containing tin-oree. 

Open Cast: method of mining by making deep dry excavations �nd use of trucks 
and trolleys to raise ground to a sluice box. 

Paddo�k: walls or sides of mine hole. 

Palong: long, raised wooden concentrating flume .  

Pong Shau: semi-skilled labourer . 

Shak Mee: tin oree. 

Sin Kheh: new immigrant from Chinae. 

Sump: water hole at bottom of mine from which ore-bearing mud is pumped to 
palong . 

Tailings: waste material falling off the end, or tail, of a palong. 

Towkay: wealthy owner or head of businesse. 

Tsap Kung: odd job mane. 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	In the course of this study, the Ann,1al Reports of the Labour and Mines Departments of the Federation or Malaya, 1946-1950, and or the former Federated Malay States, 1928"!-1939; were most useful. Field work lasted S weeks, from December 19$0 to mid-January 19$1. 1$0 questionnaire schedules printed in ChiRese and English were handed out to SO Chinese tin minerain Perak, Selanger, Negri Sembilan, .and Johore. In other states where a personal visit was not.possible, little cooperation was obtained. 
	. 
	l 

	The main body or information was gathered from the schedules returned b7 30 mines of' which 14 were f'rom Perak, 12 from Selangor, 2 from Negri Sembilan,l from Johore, and l from Pahang, in the order of the states' importance as producers. 
	Deductions from these 30 returns can be held as representative because: 
	(1) The 5 states of' Perak, SelangorNegri SembilanJohore and Pahangiwhich sent returns, accounted for 94% or the total Chinese tin-ore •of the total labour force employed in Chinese tin mines f'or December 19SO. 
	., 
	., 
	.,
	output and for 91.5%
	_. 

	Perak and Selangor combined accounted for 90.3% of the Chinese tin ore output and f'or 87% or the labour force employed on Chinese tin mines, and of 576 Chinese mines operating with maahinery, 540 were located in these two states, so that their numerical preponderanceis fully justified. 
	,, (2) 

	(3) The miners who sent returns were often operators and owners of 2 to 6 mines each, so that wages, hoursietc. existing in one of their mines could be•taken to represent similar conditions in all their 
	., 

	mines. 
	mines. 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	Of the 30 miners who sent returns, 22 were members of the Malayan Mining Employers• Association (MMEA) and 8 were non-members. Since the MMEA has only about 100 Chinese members, and these are the most important Chinese miners in Malaya, the results arrived at can be said to be fairly representative of existing labour conditions in Malayan Chinese tin mines in 1950. 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	Lastly, or the 30 mines which sent returns, 29 were gravel pumpmines and 1 hydraulic. However, since or $76 Chinese tin mines working with machinery in 1950, 549 were gravel pump mines, the validity of the deductions is not reduced. 


	As tor miners, about half or them were educated in Chinese only, and 14 of the 30 returns were in Chinese. Generally, it appears that the more properous.Chinese miners are English-educated nowadays. 
	Of these .30 mines, it was found in their schedules that the tµ.ghest output for any one mine was 5000 picul.s, the lowest .360; the largest labour force employed on any one mine on December 31, 1950 was 131, the smallest 22, and the largest acreage held under a lease was 450 acres, the smallest •.$ acres. Howeveriit must be emphasized that tin ore output depends more 
	ann11al 
	mining
	3

	., 
	on the ore-content .or the ground and the nature of tbe capital used than just on the size or total labour force employed o_r the total.acreage. 
	equipment 

	l. "Miner" refers to owner or operator, and not to the labourers or 
	employees. 

	CHAPTER I. llISTORICAL 
	-------
	l
	SURVEY

	A. 
	Pre-War 
	Arab writers made references to Malayan tin ore as early as the 9th 
	Century A.D. In 1408, Admiral Cheng lio, an envoy of China, visited Malacca, and his secretary, Ma Huan, noted tin as a principal export; in 1436 another of his secretaries, Fei Sin, recorded that tin was the only export of Malacca. 
	A Malay tin coinage was in existence in Malacca before its conquest by the Portuguese in 1511. When the Dutch captured Malacca from the Portuguese in 1641, they established trading factors to collect tin. Dutch records show that 344 tons of tin ore were exported trom .Malacca in 1649. 
	In 1786 Penang was ceded to Britain and in 1787 the export of tin from Perak was about 3000 piculs (or 170 tons). Towards 1800, the Perak output was 5000 piculs (or 283 tons), and by 1804 it rose to 9000 piculs (or 510 tons). Though tin purchasing was the ohiet interest of early Chinese traders -(and they might have superintended the mining of tin ore or even laboured in some undertakings) -yet it must be emphasized that mining labour up to the 19th Century was mainly Malay. 
	annual 
	Artifact

	The imuediate result of the establishment of British rule in some states was a grux of Chinese immigrants who used the ports of Singapore, Penang,and Malacca as jumping-off points to search for tin in the Malay States. The earliest important Chinese mining centre in Selangor was Lukut, now incorporated in Negri Sembilan. In 1824, of 1000 inhabitants in Lukut, about 200 were Chinese miners and mining labourers. B:, 1874, it had 10000 Chinese 
	eat infl
	1

	in its mines. 
	In 1828, there were nearly 1,000 Chinese in tin mining· in Sungei Ujong, NegriSembilan. These were diviqed into 9 Kongsis chiefiy of the Heaven and Earth League (Thian Ti Hui). Each was under itsŁ respective chief or 
	· 

	Artifact
	towkay. It was really a secret society with ntYSterious oaths and secret iaws similar to the Carbonari of Europe. Their amassed weal th aroused the greed of the Malays and they were massacred. But some Chinese returned later in 1832 and worked in the Sungei Ujong mines. The wages of Chinese mine workers were $5 -$8per month as compared to the rate ot Malays at $3-$5. Thus at an early date, the greater efficienoy of the Chinese worker was recognized. The hours or work were from 6 am. to 6 pm.· 
	Artifact
	2 

	piculs or 170 tons monthly. 
	In Pahang by 1836 there were some Hakkas who worked the mines there. They
	intermarried with Malays or Balinese slaves, and had the monopoly ot minting money four times a year up to a certain value. This monopoly lasted t.111 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	This is a swnmary i'rom :many previous publications ot the principal developments which have taken place, -ehe chief source being Blythe,W.W. L. Journal Malayan Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XI, Part l, 1947, 11A Historical Sketch ot Chinese .uabour in Malaya". 
	· 


	2. ,3.l Straits or Malayan Dollars was equal to one American doJJar in 19$0. 
	Artifact


	Artifact
	Figure
	1893. Between 1838 and.1887 they mined gold and tin. Europeans started mining at Sungei Lembing in 1887, and the Pahang Consolidated Company at Sungei Lembing is the chief tin prodlldetr and chiet employer of mininglabour in Pahahg today. 
	In Perak, by 1824, there were perhap• 400 Phined• residents working in the tin mines and as traders. dhitieaa id.ners were itltrodu.ced into the Larut district around Taiping in 1S48 by a Malay named Long Jaitar, whb, in that year, obtained from the Perak Sultanl a title to this aŁea in which he bad already opened tin mines. It seems there were only three Chinese &t Larut then. But by 1862, there were 20000-2S,OOO Chinese in the mines and by 0001 The majority were Cantonese, the rest were Hakkas. Large scal
	t 
	1
	1872 there were 40
	1 
	-
	Mentri 
	· 

	,, Chinese headmen at Pangkor in 1873. Under British arbitration the disputed area was partitioned between the Cantonese and Hakkas. After the first Mr. T. W. W. Birch, had been murderedmet with success through more tact. This ended the Larut wars. 
	overzealous British Łesident for Peraki
	., 
	.,
	his successor, Mr. Hugh Low
	., 

	After 1880the Hakkas became dominant in Larut mining and the Cantonese shifted their sphere to Selangor where they are dominant today. A greatand when riots traceable an Order-inCouncil was issued, absolutely prohibiting all Chinese secret societies. In 1895, a Registration of Societies Enactment was passed providing tor registration and dissolution of societies. This proved effective eventually. 
	., 
	influx of' Chinese labour entered Malaya in 1882i
	., 
	to Triad Society infiuence became numerous trom 1884-1889i
	., 

	In 1887, the Perak population had 80,000 Chinese, chiefiy in mines in the 
	Łarut and Kinta areas. By the early 20th Century, Kinta had an output of 200,000 piculs (1134 tons) and has since then maintained its position ae the Perak Anr11ial Report says that nearly all alluvial tin mining was in Chinese handsih there were 4 or S European and Australian companies. The "advancement" in the says the Perak Annual Report of 1893. 1897 there were nearly 90000 Chinese in Perak. 
	ann1ial
	the premier tin producing area in Malaya. In 1891i
	., 
	., 
	thoug
	Kinta "was almost incredible"i
	., 
	By
	1

	. . 
	In early years, mining was by hand only. In 1877 the first steam engine and centrifugal pump to be used in tin mining in Malaya was introduced into and its use spread throughout the industry. In 1884 the first European company-, a French-owned one, was formed in Perak. This was in Kinta. French Tekka in Perak is over So years old. The Gopeng Cnoated by Messrs. Osborne and Pike in 1892 was in the first British company. Tbe Messrs. Osborne and Chappel, dates trom 1902. · 
	Taiping
	., 
	Łu1ng
	oq>anJ 
	pioneer firm ot mining and consulting eng1neers
	1 

	The industrialization or the West led to an increased demand tor tin. In 
	1898 a boom in tin began, resulting in a rapid rise in wages from about 30 
	1. Sultans Malay chief or ruler of the state. 
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	cents a day in 1896 to 45 cents in 1898 and 70-80 cents in 1899. (The100 cents was then worth 2 shillings.) Such high wagesstimulated immigration of Chinese male labour and it is estimated that between 1899-1900, 100000 Chinese entered the Malay States. So in 1901 it was found that the Chinese formed 6S% or the Selangor population and 4Ł or the Perak population. 
	Straits Dollar of 
	1

	In this connection, the system of Chinese coolieimmigration is best described in the work of Mr. W.W. L Blythe. The evUs of indentured labour were foreseen by Sir Stamford Raffias who in 1823 passed an Ordinance limiting the amount or passage money to Ł20 and the period of service to repay-the creditor to 2 years. But there was no enf'orceŁnt. 
	1 
	2

	Many immigrant Chinese labourers came in on the credit ticket system. A 
	coolie broker would advance cŁst of fare and food from China for new immigrant&Upon arrival at Singapore he would get employers for themiand make a large profit from the refu.nd of those advances. There were maey abuses so that 
	.

	new passengers bec3me known as 11 Chue Tsai" or piglets. These slave dealers 
	had no scruples. Even when a coolie found elli)loyment, he was cften badly
	treated by his kepala3 or foreman. His movements were very. restricted for 
	rear of his absconding. He was seldom paid aey money wages, and had to 
	" purchase most of' his necessities from a company store. This "super-trucksystemI.i left the coolie always indebted to his initial employer and tended to keep him working at one place. 
	11

	In 1854, coolies were obtained thuss a merchant chartered a vessel to China, and on arrival sent, agents or crimps who went around the countrysideto peŁsuade or cajole unsuspecting people by false promtses or wealth to accept bounty money. These were then huddled quickly on board the ship,the agent getti$1 per head for commission. Such new immigrants were called Sin Khehs5, and when they arrived in the Straits, the resident Chineseon board to buy them. The ship charterer obtained from $15 for a skilled orar
	ng 
	9rl:ocked 
	· 
	· 

	The Report of the Labour Commission ot 1876 gave the following account of 
	the immigration systema 
	"Immigration takes place between June to October in steamers which take 6-8 days for the passage f'rom China. There is better· treatment on board due to competitŁon. 
	l. "Coolie" is a lowly paid unskilled daily worker. This term has been replaced by "labour". 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Blythe, W.W. L. JouŁnal Malayan Branch, Vol. XX, Part 1, 1947, ReyalAsiatic Łociety "A H1storicdl Sketch of Chinese Labour in Malaya". 

	3. 
	3. 
	Kenala•is a foreman-supervisor. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Truck-97atem1 forcing coolie to bUJ' food, etc. at a company store _or from a contractor, or payaent of wages in purchase certificates to be used onlyin a particular store. 


	S. Sin Kheh means new passenger. 
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	"A Chinese charters a vessel, the number of immigrants being fixed according to the boat's measurements. Some 3 weeks before her departure for Singapore, notice is given to the nearby villagesiand bands or men
	.,
	form themselves under a Kheh Thau, who is usually a returned emigrant 
	Artifact
	l

	· troin the Straits. He talces hli"""'6and to a lodging house at the port ot embarkation, and their departure is arranged for through the agents of the ship -invariably a European firm -so as to escape the official squeeze. 
	but becomes $12 if given on credit. Emigration is voluntary and no oaell advance is given as inducement to leave China. The ships are ria1t4Ml and inspected by Chinese and European officials before their departure. 
	"The passage money is $7 -$8
	., 

	"Upon arrival at Singapore, those who paid their fares are free to leave and seek out employers. Those who owe thŁ fare are kept on board 
	for a few days while their Kheh Thau goes to look for· prospective employers to pay the passages. If there is a demand for coolies, the Kheh Thau makes a large profit, getting perhaps $20 ·per head for his they probably cost him only 813-•14 each. It the demand· is slack he 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	baŁd, whereas 

	can get $16 -$17 for each. If no employers come forward to pay the passages owing, the coolies are landed and shut up in houses or sent tn Penang if the steamer goes there." 
	This 1876 Report was the result of petitions to the OoverŁor in 18n and 
	1873 by Chinese merchants and citizens who drew attention to the abuses and r£cketeering methods of the secret societies. The Commission ot 1876 made various sound recommendations but only one became immediately effective. In March 1877, a second Chinese Immigration Ordinance (No. 11 ot 1877) was passed by which MrŁ W. A. Pickering, the Chinese Interpreter, was appointed
	a Protectorof Chinese at Singapore. The Chinese Protectorate was thus founded, and the work or outstanding Chinese Protectors such as Mr. Pickering,Dr. V. Purcell, Mr. W. L. Blythe and others have won the respect and appreciation or the Malayan Chinese community. 
	·

	Various other ordinances for the protection of labour followed, but vested interests were so powerful that they managed to get legislation passed tor the protection of the employers against crimping3 and non-tulfilln3nt or contract. 
	2

	In 1890, another Commission was appointed to enquire into "the state or labour" and its Report in 1891 stated the main complaints to be: 
	(l) 
	(l) 
	(l) 
	The physique and quality of the 
	coolies_jmported. 


	(2) 
	(2) 
	The deficiency in numbers with its attendant evils or criq,ing and desertion. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	The excessive cost of obtaining coolies. 


	1. Kheh Thau: passenger chiet or head. 
	1. Kheh Thau: passenger chiet or head. 
	Artifact

	2. 
	2. 
	W.W. L. "Historical Sketch of Chinese Labour in Malaya", pp. 7S-7
	See Blythe
	., 
	6. 


	3. Crimping: method of inducing labourers to break their contractual obligations with their employers who had advanced them their passage mooe7. 
	·
	·


	Artifact
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	The Report also had interesting revelations on "Abuses in China and on the voyage" and "Detects and abuses on arrival1 .The chapter on "Detects and abuses during the contract" is well illuetrated in Blythe's work.As an example, the Assistant Protector ot Cb1neee (Mr. Wray) said that durione 1one man had", he atated"worked against his will tor 9 years, and was still indebted vban I wnt tbare-:The contract ustJ.Bl lycalled tor J6o days or 12 full moiltha'worlcJ wages were $30-142 per year,half ot which was of
	1
	l 
	2 
	ng 
	ot his inspectionso.
	1 
	., 
	11 

	The most important recommendation ot t.a. 1890 Commission was that inspectionof places of employment should be inaUtuted. The Penang Chinese Protectorate was established in 1881, Perak 1n 1883, Selangor 1890, Malacca l9ll, Negri 
	Sembilan 1914, Kedah 1923, Johore 1927, and Pahang 1938. Thus the protection for the Chinese labourer was extended throughout Malaya. 
	. 

	Though the Government did not establish ita own depot tor the reception ot Sin Khehs, the . Chinese established their 011n depot at K11al.a Lw,pur in 1890. Tliis tution had accommodation fer 1200 men. The object ot makingemployers apply to the depot for Sin lhehs was to prevent crinping, and coolies were prevented from abscoilcIIsince employers who eaged labourers without a certificate cf goŁd service from their last employer were liable 
	insti
	1 
	ng 
	ng

	,, to a fine of $200. A Sin Kheh who had perfox•,ued a year s became a Lau Khehand was free-:to seefc a new employer if he had a certificate. 
	I 
	service
	3 

	In 1910, a one-man Commission was appointed by the Governor to enquire intt., matters connected with indentured labour. The Report showed little change 11 the rate ot wages tor indentured CMnese agricultural labourers was Scents per da7 and food. n4 Labourers in mines received slightl7 higher wages. Details ot 
	in the re<,ruitment or Sin Khehs, but it was found that 
	usual 

	some of the then existing abuses were described. The Oommission recuianended the abolition of indentured labour and the substitution ot the Indian 11 Kangaey system". This was followed by Chinese mining 
	emplo,ers. 

	From a welter of piecemeal legislation between 1910-1912 emerged "The Labour Code, 191211 which though since much mended, forms the basis ot tbe 1933 code. The final abolition ot indentured labour was reached with the passing in November 1914 of an amending Enactment No. 32 of 1914 which made all indentured written contracts and void after June 30, 1914. 
	n11Jl

	The legal abolition of indentured labour had little influence on the supplyof labour since the Chinese miners had already developed a system ot privaterecruitment whereby an employer needilabour would send his Ł to China to recruit men, usually from the latter• s village. Tbe recrui'te'r'""'would advance all expenses and take the men to their place or An account would be opened in the employer's book and the cost of 111mporting
	ng 
	empl07ment. 
	11 

	l. Blythe, W.W. L., "Historical. Ske1;ch of Chinese Labour in pp. 78-79. 
	MalAfa", 

	2. pp. 79• 82. 
	Ibid., 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Lau Kheh means old hand. 

	4. 
	4. 
	11 Histr.>rical Sketch ot Chinese Labour in Malaya",pp. 91. 
	Blythe, W.W. L., 
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	the labourer would be debited to. the latter's account. This cost included commission for the recruiter and a "squeeze" for the employer so as to cover losses for .any absconding. No wage was paid out but the labourer would be credited with it and deductions were made for purchases of clothing, opium, tobacco, etc. from a shop owned by the employer. If the labourer did not smoke opium excessi veŁy or ganmle reckl.ea sly-, he would eventually be f'ree 
	of debt, and could seek emplo311cnt elsewhere. However, family and village 
	ties tended to bind the labourer to his employer. 
	"Side by side with this system of personal recruitment was the system ot 
	recruitment through lodging houses • • • Brokers in China recruited labourers 
	• • • and brought them to Malaya or sent the1n-thro11gh lodging houses which had connections with Hongkong, Sir..gapore, and l4'eGeration lodginghouses.In Malaya, these lodging houses, established under the Łativ.e Passenger LodgingHouse Licenses, served and still serve as reservoirs of labour and as employment exchanges. A contractor requiring labour would go to a lodging house, advance payment for the debts ot the labourer to the hotel, keeper and thus bind the labourer to his service until the advance ha
	. 
	ttl 

	The system of recruiting by individuals and through lodging houses was brought to an end indirectly through the Aliens'Ordinance which came into force in Singapore in January 1933. The object had been to regulate the admission of aliens in accordance with the political, social and economic needs for the moment of the various administrations of Malaya. The idea was selective immigration to meet certain labour shortages. The Governor-inCou.ncil was empowered to fix the quota of alien deck passengers monthly.
	;, 
	Artifact
	employ1nent. 

	Another unforeseen effect· of the Aliens•Ordinanoe was the sudden infiux of Chinese women migrants who did not come under a quota until after.oMay 19)8. The paŁsages for women were cheaper, and shipping agents unless some female non-quota tickets were also purchased.Thus, between 19i33-1938 there was a migrational gain or a1Dl08t 200,000female Chinese deck passengers to Malaya. Previous to this, some as workers or more often as wives or sone labourer who had in Malaya to afford a wife being sent out trom Ch
	refused 
	to 
	sell 
	male 
	quota 
	tickets 
	women 
	had 
	come 
	out 
	either 
	saved 
	up 
	enough 
	money 

	by his parents. The Aliens' Ordinance now speeded up 
	greatly 
	the 
	process 
	ot

	labour forces consisting of families rather than individual workers.
	mere 
	. 
	. 

	In 1940, with Malaya's two main industries, rubber and tin, almost at peak
	· 

	production, there was sufficient labour. The immigration quota was SOO men 
	Artifact
	1. Blythe, W. w. L., "Historical Sketch or Chinese Labour in Malaya", p. 91. 
	·.: 
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	local-born Chinese in their teens. 
	and 500 women monthly. There were many 

	It therefore appeared unlikely that Malaya would ever need to import Chinese 
	labour in the future as it did in the past. 
	.
	le year was 229000 in 1913 while in 1939 it was only 73000. Yet the total output in both yearsl,090 tons in 1939. This startling fact is explained by the increased application of machinery to mining. The first dredge had been introduced by a European company in 1912 and by 199 there were lOS European owned dredges. Simultaneously, the percentage of European-owned output increased and outstripped Chinese production.In 1920, the percentage ot Eur<?Pean to output had been 36:64, but by 1940 it was exactly rev
	The largest number of mining labourers recorded for a sing
	1
	1
	was almost identical -so,126 tons in 1913 and S
	2
	Ch1neee 
	1945 and 1946 when the European dredges were not ful

	Łcause of the high price ot rubber today and the emploŁnt it gi:ves, it is seldom realized that the tin mining industry, in fact, was the chief factor __ in the development of Malaya from 1850-1930. The revenue from tin exportsand opium imports practically made up the whole of the government's revenue 
	up to 1910. And it must be remembered that opium was smoked by Chinese ly all in the tin industry. At no time before 1941 did the government revenue from rubber exports exceed that from tin exports in the Federation of Malaya (formerly F.M.S. and U.F.M.s.). 
	labourers who were near
	l 

	The principal methods of mining and rec�vering tin ore were and are bydredging, gravel pumping, hydraulic mining, open-cast, small workings without machinery, and dulang washing. Dredges were and are all owned and Indian and Malay technicians as electricians, fitters, mechanics, chargemen, winchmen, etc. The Chinese miners used the gravel pump chiefly, and produced almost all their ore by this method. ld methods or mining without machinery still existed, chiefiy in Perak, but the output was l worked by Chi
	stiJl 
	st1Jl 
	managed by Europeans and employ'
	many 
	There were very few hydraulic, open cast, or lode mines. The o
	insignificant and these were al
	Pf 

	rable I shows the increase in the number of units operating under the various methods from 1946-19SO and compares it to 1940. 
	1. lay States, composed or the 4 states of· 
	F.M.S. means the Federated Ma

	Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Pahang before 1945. U.F.M.S. means the lay States composed of the S states ot Johore, Kedah, Perlis, Kelantan and Trengganu before 194S. The tenner F.M.S. and U.F.M.S. and Perang and Malacca became the Federation ot Malaya in February 1948. 
	Unfederated Ma

	'· 
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	TABLE I 
	Number and Method .2f Mines Operating 1946-195o
	l 



	Workings 
	Workings 
	Gravel Hydraul-Open Without Dredging Pumping icing Cast Misc. Machinery TCYI'AL 
	Method 
	Year 

	i
	'
	72 22 1.$1 . 1,021 
	1940 
	133 34 
	9 

	I 
	1946 21 102 1 6 66 219 
	46 323 :, 10 27 48 478 
	1948 48 464 22 8 33 39 
	614 

	1949 50 518 19 s 18 so 
	660 

	1950 78 560 19 4 24 ·4, 730 
	The introduction or cheap Japanese bicycles brought a change in conditions to mining labourers. Squatters rode to work on them; the labourers on the mines rode on them to the nearby towns and villages to bŁ supplies or for an evening's entertainDV:tnte. The extraordinary· increase in the number or female Chinese labourers during the late 1930es caused, it would appear, a transition from. 
	1 

	male to family labour. Marketing and cooking were orten per1'01·1ued by the women. 
	·' The proportion or· labourers who could speak Malay seems to have gradually i.ncreased, and the system of direct employment was being successtully put into practice, to the benefit or the labourere. 
	In the mineswages varied greatly, owing to the great n1nber or occupations. 
	.,
	On European mines, wages for Asians varied from $60-$1month in 1941 while the salaried staff on Chinese mines were paid less. Labourers nncter contractors received 80 cents to $1 while those under Chinese miners were paid$0-10 cents per day of 8 hours work.· This was because Chinese mines supplied free food whereas those under European companies and contractors had no tree food. The average cost £or food per head per month was around t10 before 19bl. Chinese women as well as Indian and Malay labourers on Ch
	20 per

	There had been a number of mi.nor strikes caused by agitators because the war had caused a rise in prices whereas the rise in wages bad lagged behind. Łome employers gave a cost-of-living allowance while others raised the basic wages.When such adjustments were made, the labour situation became coq,aratively settled until the Japanese Occupation in 1942. 
	B. Inter-War (December 8, 1941 to Septenber 194S) 
	As the British Axued Forces retreated down the penninsula to Singapore, the Military carriea scorched. earth policy in regard to mines. But in the hurry, not too much damage was donee. The Japanese, upon occupation, res,mad mining operations immediately. 
	d out

	In 1942, the Japanese administration managed European properties, but in 1943, these were transf'erred to Japanese t1rm8 which were government supported. Success was short-lived. Arter 1943, the output dropped because or rising 
	l. Figures for Table I from Annual Reports 1949, page 9 and the 1940 figures from Ann1ml Report or the Mines Department 1946, page 619$0 figures trom the Sical Bulletin ot the Mines Department, Federation ot 
	1 
	tatist
	Malaya. 
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	operating costsishortage of replacement equipment and ot labour. The beŁt · areas Łr pockets had been picked and the personnel was deficient. Tbett ot ore and equipment was rife, and as the anti-Japanese movement became stronger around mine areassabotage increased.
	., 

	., 
	TABLE II 
	A Swrnary of Tin and Tin Ore Production Duringthe Japanese Occupation 1942i-194,
	1 



	I E A R 
	I E A R 
	1 9 4 2 
	1944 1 9 4 S 
	TCY¥L PRODUCTION 
	STATE Tons Tons · Tons Tons Tona
	I
	' 
	1 
	l

	Perak 10,726i· 17,lSŁ 6,072 2,218 
	• 
	I 

	' 
	36,168 
	•
	I 
	I

	I
	Selangor 
	I 
	680 
	lS142
	lS142


	2,seo
	2,seo
	I
	' 
	.,
	' I 
	I
	N, Sembilan 42S l.342
	., 
	ll9 I 2,446 
	S6o 
	t
	'-
	'-

	I
	I 
	I 
	, 
	i
	' 
	-
	-


	'
	l.31 
	I
	.k 
	166
	SJ 
	SJ 
	2

	Pahang 
	Pahang 
	' I
	I
	I
	' 

	I 
	I 
	t 
	-
	-
	28: 
	99 127
	Johore 
	Johore 
	I
	I
	i 
	♦ 
	•
	-
	l I
	Malaoca 1 l 
	s 
	I 

	l 
	7
	I
	I 
	I
	; 
	:
	1 1 
	I
	Kedah 
	Perlis 
	7
	7 
	28
	l
	I
	' 
	I 
	j t
	f 
	I
	3 12
	' 

	.3 
	t
	3 3 
	I
	I 
	I
	I 
	I 
	, 

	I
	•
	Trengganu 




	·s I 
	·s I 
	l 

	88
	S6 
	26
	! 
	•
	I
	'
	-
	-
	Kelantan 
	I 
	-
	.. 
	l 
	TOTAL t :iS748 
	., 
	2S,99S 

	9 309 
	Sb,204 
	Sb,204 
	3,lS2 

	. 
	, 

	Figure
	Japanese 8 Prices 806.4 1142.40 
	i t
	i t
	Figure
	9,240.00 

	.,
	•

	(per ton) 
	(per ton) 
	Note that Perak consistently produced practically 2/3 and Selangor l/3 ot the total. output. One point ot iq)ortance was that moat ot the ore produced by
	' 
	.

	the Chinese came trom women dulang:..waahers. Their tbe pre.....ar figures because it beoa• eatin 1Jle1ally. .The production Chinese gravel pump mines was insignificant,· the mines preferring their equipment to Japanese firms or turn it to other uae. 
	n1811ber doubled 
	sy to wash· tor 
	tr.an 
	to. sell 
	some 

	. . 

	As 
	tor 
	the 
	Chinese 
	labour 
	force 
	on 
	., 
	a]] beca111e unuployed 
	194.3. There were ·forcible deportations ot labour to the 
	194.3. There were ·forcible deportations ot labour to the 
	Siam 
	Death 
	. 
	Railwq.

	. 
	'. 
	. . 
	.

	l. Figures trom "The Ant?,ual lleport on the Mining Industry ot ot the Mines Department FederationŁ 1946, pp. 22-23.. Ore taken Łt 7Ł . 
	Mal•ya" 
	asea,. 

	, . ,
	. .
	. 
	. .
	' : .. 
	; 
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	This prompted the abandonment by the population of the more settled areas, the migration to or near the jungle, and the cultivation of foodstuffs. Those with wife and family took to rice cultivation in newly cleared areas, which the Japanese encouraged. Vegetable farming and poultry rearing became the most popular occupations for labourers. The more able-bodied becam trishawriders, those with a-business aoumeu took to hawking and vending, and still others became workers in Japanese factories and firms. Man
	empl<1;yn.ente. 

	The ,food shortage and the great intlationary trend caused much suffering among
	the working classeand maey-took to the jung1,e and became members ot the
	., 
	Peoples· Anti-Japanese A1,ac, (MPAJA). Most or these were to 
	Malaya.ti 
	guerillas 

	be round in the chief mining areas, e.g., ltamparSerdangJelebueManchise
	Artifact

	., ., ., ., 
	etc. These same areas are now notorious tor communist activities. 
	C. Post-War (September 194$ -19$1) 
	Artifact

	Even before the war ended, a planning group had devised schemes tor rehabili-tation ot the mines. A Tin Inspection Committee under Mr. Storke was appointedand an i.Jm1.ediate survey was made. The Storke Committee rec0iii1endationa were followed. European mining companies placed orders tor with British firms in 1946 and Chinese mines either bought or rented uuidentitied •chiner., 
	equipment 

	" from the Custodian ot Enemy Property. Financial assistance was provided by the Government, and the Colonial Ottice placed orders tor mining equipmeut with B-ritish manufacturers. Scarce materials were and rationed by the Technical Adviser's Ottice in K11ala Lumpur. The great problem ot rice was tackled by giving additional "heavy'' rations to mine labourersŁ 
	allt>eated

	Progress towards recovery fell . behind the Storke in 1946. There was shortage ot coal and electrical power. Further progress was made in 1947· but the high production cost and material shortage retarded recove17, or the 
	astiMtes 

	·
	orders for equipmentonly SO to Ł were shipP,d to Malaya on achf,c11ile trom 
	., 
	Britain. The increase in the .cost or living exceeded the rise in wqee and labour tended to be restive and diseatistied. There were agitators and several strikes were instigated. Some workmen adoptied a "go-slow" poli07. 
	-

	In the early part ot 1948, labour beca• unreasonably aggressive and there weree· several strikes. Intimidation of mine owners and or those workers who retuaed to go on strike or toe the agitators• line took place. This and other terrorist activities. resulted in the Emergenc7 in June 1948 •eThe domamniat leaders wilt underground and labour unrest disappeared from the mines. 
	. 

	Subsequently, the terrorists made attacks on mines and minitll personnel, deetroying machinery and other equipment. Murders ot lepal•• took place. Miners were kidnapped and held for ransom. 
	_e

	didn't 
	stop mines in operation, )"et it discouraged or prevented further expanaiOQ 1n 
	certain areas. SupeŁtision was reduced and the etficieoc7 ot the labour torce · 
	Artifact

	.
	.
	decli'r'..edŁ 

	TŁ.e inauguration of the Chinese Mines Defence ,Scheme in Perak, and later in SŁll".gor, saved the situation. Between August and October, some lS.2. police. p')rts manned by 1$28 special constables, were built on Ch1neae Id.gee. Moat ot 
	Ł
	1

	: the_ special constable a were Malays and some Chinese. Tbe ,pecial s are paid .
	monthly b)' the Government· though they •Y get a little. rice or •ney troll Łbe
	.
	Artifact

	., 
	mine:•. The. nuaber. ot apeciale _eapplied for by: t• l'liner varieseŁ-1th the J,oc•l·i-ty 
	mine:•. The. nuaber. ot apeciale _eapplied for by: t• l'liner varieseŁ-1th the J,oc•l·i-ty 
	· 

	. 

	andtheeimportance ot t• mine, and ..the apeciaJ..•, may be employed by .i.nd2Titf11eJ· .. · 
	. 
	· 
	· 

	·.; . '
	. 

	miners or by a group ot JldneŁs on ae· collectivee_ Ł•ia. · _ 
	· 
	. 

	,; 
	.. 
	. 

	\ 
	-...
	,
	. ,. 

	·•·( · . . ., .. •, 
	:,;.... 

	• Ł . '" ' . . ' . . 
	: 
	:

	.. . 
	'. ·., 
	.. 
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	Although t&ae activities 
	Artifact
	Despite these adversitiesprogress continued. Two great factors aidingrecovery were the high price or tin and the liberal loans made by the Government. Loans to European and Chinese mines total $49.,3 and$L2.8 millions respectively up to 1948. By December 1949when no further loans were permittedothe position was as follows: 
	., 
	·
	millions 
	., 
	., 

	Summary ,2! Financial Assistance !2 Minesl 
	• 
	financial allocationa available on December 31st 1949 
	millions 
	With the inspection ot the Emergency Regulations, labourers became more aettJ.e.d. The number of mines operating increased trom 660 in 1949 to 7� 1n ).9SO. Output rose from 54910 tons in 1949 to S7S37 tons in l9SO. Tbe _labour force however did not increase proportionatelybeing 47,107 in 1949 and 47,244 in 19$0. This was because the rubber boom drew many mining labourers away from the mines to work in estates on a crop-sharing basis. the Ch1 neee miners intei•viewed complained ot labour shortage. One solut
	Artifact
	., 
	.,
	., 
	Łl most all. 
	Artifact
	ing use or
	. 

	The prospects ot increasing future production have beeno_odecreased because ot lack of prospecting or new lands. For.the last 20 year•, the exhaustion ot ore bearing ground by mining has been more than its replace•nt by new prospecting.There has been little prospecting from 1946o-l9Sl due to tear ot the terrorists. 
	Łs an-example or the dangers one can quote The Straits Timas of March 2S, l9Sl where Auster planes were used to rŁ out wages in a mine in Kajang and had 
	Artifact
	The cost or diesel oil and electricity charges rose atter the devaluation ot the -fl sterling in June 1949and. these increases largely ottaet the gain tram the modest increase in the price of tin metal which followed upon deftl.uation. It is true that quite a number of Chinese miners were operating at a loaa before November 171949, when the British Ministry ot Supplies treed tin control. 
	. 
	1 
	., 

	Artifact
	., 
	.
	recomnended 
	Artifact
	' 
	l. Figures from "JMo.AnnualReport on the Mining Industry ot Malaya• ot tba HI.nu 
	·o
	. 

	·
	Depatment, Fya, 1949, p. 29. . 
	Ł
	ederation ot Mala

	2. MMIA is the Malayan Mining l'l)lo,era• Association. 
	·

	. 
	J. See later Motion on wapa .otorodetail.a._
	. 

	. ' 
	to mining personnel to fiy out the ore tor sale to the smelters. 
	Tin Mining Industry
	• 
	(a). From Colonial Office and Financial Secretariat: 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	From Industrial Rehabilitation Finance.oBoard, 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	From Chinese Tin Mines Rehabilitation Loan Board: 


	(i) Cash Advances, 
	(ii) 11 Machinery-tor Mines Scheme" a 
	Allocation from 

	$ 49,609,S2S l0438,000 
	.,

	4,3$9,602 $ 76,Sl.4,661 
	14101,S.34 
	.,


	• 
	Artifact
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	., 
	., 
	.
	bl,540 per ton. This -is and will be tba highest price ever, say the experts. 
	. 
	·o

	Such fluctuations breed uncertaint7 and is unbeuthy tor the stability of the industry. The U.S.A. which is Malaya'• ohiet customer, has accused Malayanminers of "gouging". Aboµt halt ot Mala7a a tin output is sold to the U.S.A. Besides having a large stock pile, the U.S.A. also has an agreement with Bolivia, so that her supplies are assured. Aa an 1ndi..cation of its monopsonistic power,when the Reconstruction Finance Corporation announced its intention to cease stockpiling purchases in March l9Sl, Singapor
	1 

	Nearly part or 1952, a team 0£ U.S. representatives visited Malaya and the price has been fixed at $1.16 (U.S.) per lb or about IS87 (Straits) per picul. 
	III 
	T.ABI,E 

	The Progress Ł the Mining IndustryoŁ Various Aspects 1946o-19Sl
	1 



	Average
	Average
	' 
	Price 

	No.oof Output Per Ton Export Value Duty Total Labour :& • • Revenue 
	Year 
	Mines (tons) 

	!!f>lon,d 
	!!f>lon,d 
	!!f>lon,d 

	1940 1021 
	80651 
	, 

	23,3l7,Sl2 23.7 
	77000 
	77000 
	,

	1946 219 8432_ 322 24,747,046o. 4Ł968,341 2.8 23026 
	.,
	., 

	478 27,026 427.6 99,051,209 13,461,879 s.1 
	1946 614 44,815 SSl 202,llS,6So 29,429,689 10.6 46,861 
	66o 54,910 6oS.8 261,415,892 38,S09,13S 12.s 47,107 
	19$0 730 57,537 



	J000 
	J000 
	314,000

	S0,932,569 16.1 47,244 
	· ·
	19$1 
	400tt 
	l. Figures tor Table III · from An,i,ial Reports ot the Mines Department,Federation of Malaya· 1946. 1949 and tor_ 19SO from the Statistical of the Mines Department, Federation ot Malaya, 19SO. 
	· 
	., 
	·
	tigures 
	Bulletin 

	* Signifies estimates. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Partial view or a tin mine Kosi · and the road approaching it.oote the narrow width ot the rhe long grass nanking either side. 
	Ł
	oad and t


	2. 
	2. 
	A complete view of a long with the


	ra
	tailings shown as aw te splash. at 
	the right-hand top corner. The palonghut is in the middle ot the structure while to its left is the waste-chute • 
	Note the trees in the back ando.the grass and white sand and clay in the foreground. 
	.,, 

	, 
	3 •oFront view of a Kosi porch. The lettering is typlcŁ or Chinese The ro·ot is ot atp, the aide· wall a ot planks and barn oo. The kitcs to the right next to the porch. 
	. 
	if
	mines. 
	r,
	hen i

	4. Picture shows links betwaen engin£ shedj gravel P'>"I' pipe and ŁŁ The enaineo. shed is about miŁ betweeno·othe bottom and top ot the mine , The gravel· pipe rests on theo·othin wooden scattoldine anc ends at the head ot the palnns shown by the flag •o. 
	pump 
	.small

	$. View of a mine bottom showing tbe outcrops of hard rook and the side which has been attacked b7 · monitors to break up ore-bearinc · . _oearth which tlovs along the narrow The pipe lines teed·water with pressed power to the monitors. 
	bŁll· 
	sloping channel to the 
	8101). 
	coa-

	6. Another view of a mine bottom nth labourers at work •o. NQte the jets ot water from .the two monitors and. the anall raulic pipe whichconcentrates at OM spot to bre•k up. thear<>um. 
	h¥d
	· 
	. 
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	.
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	. 

	·
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	. 
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	Artifact
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	Figure
	I 
	Figure
	Figure
	• 
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	• 
	Figure
	Figure
	-
	Artifact
	CHAPTER II. INDEPENDENT MININl LABOUR
	CHAPTER II. INDEPENDENT MININl LABOUR
	1 

	Artifact
	Dulang-washers
	2 

	Dulang-washing is essentially a method ot recovery, rather than a method of e skillful use of pr1m1otive methods in streams near operating mines and in abandoned mine holes the 111111 emomta ot tin that escape concentration on the mines and are washed away with tbl are to a large extent save�. Because the output from �nnin�tor111 onl.7 a 111811 proportion of the total production, usually betweeno½ -l�, the importance or this class ot mining.olabour has always been overlooked. It baa aeld011 been realized t
	mining. By th
	1
	ta1li111• 
	Ł
	·
	Artifact
	. 

	It would appear that· the dula.:.waabera tend to thrive in crisis; -tor, as can be seen from the followinincreased both numerically and relatively in the early post-war period. 
	£!
	g ta e, they g1-eatly

	TAIL! IV 
	Importance 2!, Dulang-Wa:shers Ł the Tin Mining Industry 1936-!22.Q 
	Artifact
	Artifact

	• Total No. ot Workers in Total Product ot Tin Industry Dulang-washers: 
	Artifact

	Total no. ot (exclusive ot Year Dulang-washers Dulang-washers) Piculstons 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact
	.
	3 

	1936 ll,809 80,218 11027 $65 1938 ll,327 71,487 22,S97 l34S 1946 22,973 23,026 48,000 28S9 
	.,

	1948 20 281 46,861 S4,0S2 
	., 

	19$0 18,702 47.,224 S4,904 3292 · 
	The above table shows that an increase or twice the pre-war figure in the t'llR■cber or dulanpass holders has occurred during the post-war period, while their annual outp-q,to·o ore has increased by more than twice the pre-war production •oTbe increase in output and in the number ot pass holders would have been even gx'eaterwere it not tor the fact that certain areas where dulang washers uaed to wash ror ore have been declared under curfew or restricted areas by the police. The 
	Artifact
	f 
	Artifact
	. 
	·

	1. Br independent·omining labour here is meant all labour which is not paid on a·omonthly basis or at the rate or so much peroŁ ot 8 hours. It therefore includes dula-washers, workers on piece-raiii; on contract, tributors, ore
	· 
	rf
	-

	·
	·
	dressers, tailong-workera, etc. 
	Artifact


	. . 
	2Ł Because of their intrinsic dif'1'erencedula -washers are t1"eated separat,eŁ £Łom all other types or inde1>9ndent mi nc -.... Ł d1ac'188ed bel ow. 
	., 
	Artifact

	3. l pioul or pickul a l)).J pounds (16.8 piculs • 2240 poundso• 1 ton). See 
	·

	.
	. , 
	Appendix. 

	·.. 
	·.
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	Warden of Mines for Johore, when interviewed, was asked why there had been no output from Johore pass holders and his answer was that the police had put a curfew on the areas where a3-washers lived and worked. It is thus to be noted that the number or d ders has steadily declined yearly from 1946 to 19SO, while the working force in the mines has shown a steady increase. This may also be explained by tla drittilJI ot women from dulang-washing to work in the mines or rubber estates lleoaue ot Id.par wages. 
	Łf
	ang pasa hol

	The increase of attainsifurther significance when it is realized that production all other ia still behind. its pre-war output, Malaya•Łtotal output in 19SO being only &l>out 2/l -1./S of the pre-war figure. The importance of dula-washing to tbe mn:1111 industry can be seen also from the fact 
	dulang-washing
	.i
	from
	•tbode 
	Ł

	that the ore eula-waehffl 11 ore that cannot be profitably recovered by any other ould otherwise be lost. 
	xtraced by d
	n1
	-
	method, a which v

	were mostly Chinese women pre-war, with a few hundred Malays and a haniful of Indians. The Chineae v0111n have not only remained the most numerous but have increased considerably in proportion to the total number since the war. In 1938, there were 10,108 Chinese, 9 and US Indians. In 19SO, there were 18,167 Chinese, 44S Malays and 90 Indiana. Of' the Chinese women dulangwashers, the most numerous are Haklcaa, with the Cantonese being next. women invariably live in or around lllini91 areas, being either squ
	Dula
	!
	-washers 
	806 Mlla7
	These 

	and own their own attaE houses. 
	Dulan-washers, in order to win ore, have to obtain a dulai-pass or license he Mineral Ores Department for which an annual fee o81 is charged. These passes are issued only to women. While there is no upper age limit tor applicants the lower age limit mustinot contravene the Labour Ordinance which has a minimum age for child labour. As it is 111•1&1 to wash tor ore without the pass, it 
	Ł
	from 
	,

	must be brought to work with each dulam-vasher; lack ot such a pass upon inspectionimakes the holder liable to a fine and further contravention may result 
	.
	in the cancellation or the license. However, since there are over 20000 passholders, and as they usually work in croups of S to 10, spread over hundreds of 
	1

	mines and streams, often in bandit-infested areas, little check is carried out by the under-staffed mines depart.me'l.t. Although it is specif'icaJJy stated that passes are non-transferable, a paea•holder who does not feel like working for some time may loan or "rent" out tbe pass to another woman f'or which either a percentage of the ore recovered or a per diem "rent" is charged. 
	The dulang-washer can only sell bar ore to a licensed ore-dealer. Also, tbs amonni.tted to sell lmder her pass is limited to a fixed amount perlut is likely, the quota for each passholder is reduced considerably, but wben the price is high, and the demand good,this monthly quota is increased.iThe passes are numbered, and the ore-dealer has t·o enter his purchases trom pass-holders against their number. In most cases,the women produce and sell their tull allocation. If the7 recover .ore be7ond 
	unt each is pe
	month. 
	When the price is low and a g
	l 

	Monthly Quota or KattieeAllowed Each Pass Holder 
	2 

	1. 
	lS 
	20 
	2S-30 (an estimate) 
	2S-4S (variations occurring in difterent states) 
	2. l !Catty or Katii: 1-1/3 Pounds. (100 Katties = l Picul or Pickul). See Appendix. 
	7. Two dulang-women washing for ore in a stream. Note the size of the pan held up by the woman in the tront. The ore which has been washed is being poured into a half coconut shell. The posts and barbed wires behind the grass is part of the police securitymeasures against terrorists. 
	a: Another group of dulang-washers at work. The large straw hat not only serves as a hat but canŁso be used as a sun-shade by propping it up on 
	a stick as shown. The white cowl then serves as protection against the sun. Note their long sleeved black clothes. 
	, 
	9. Women ore-dressers at work in an oredressing shed. The wire nettingencloses the shed so as to prevent theft. The women are sitting on little wooden stools. The wooden tubes contain the undressedore which is to be washed. The black pile in fi'ont cOT1t,aina slags and impurities. 
	10. Two female labourers pushing a wagon containing stones from the waste-chute to a dumping place. Tht wagon has wheels which run on rail: 
	• 
	11. A woman labourer carting otr stones and other waste:.•material in a wheelbarrow. 
	12. A woman grass-cutter carrying awaytwo bundles or grass which she has cut and tied up. She is paid by the bundle or by the weight. 
	Figure
	Figure
	I • 
	•• ' 
	.... 
	...



	'7 /0 
	'7 /0 
	\ I I I I 
	-lS-
	-lS-
	their quota, they either stock it up for the next month, or sell it under another pass holder who has not produced her quota. They may even sell 1t to the miner through the clerk or Keala in the Kongsi, as some miners are also licensed ore-dealers. The f6a.t there is a surplus implies usually that a woman has spent more days or hours at panng, and therefore less at her alterMtive occupations. 
	t
	ac t
	in

	TABLE V 
	Dulang-Washers 1946-19z0 FŁeration of Malal!: 
	" 
	(Source: Statistical Section, Department of Mines, Federation or Malaya) 
	Annual Av. Estimated 
	output per Ann1ial Av· No. of Du.lang Permissible Sales holder Income Year State Pass Hoin Katties in piculs per holder
	lders 

	' 
	13609 J0-4S 
	-
	-
	-


	1946 Perak 


	-* 
	-* 
	-
	-


	30-45
	Selangor 6476 Others 
	1.362 
	·'·oTotal: Federation 21447 
	Perak 
	2.04 
	4S 
	$204
	$204
	1947 
	SelangorOthers 
	45 
	4S 
	$186 

	$25-1194 
	$25-1194 
	Total: Federation 21109 
	2.40 $336
	l.3927
	Perak 
	45
	1948 
	SelangorOthers 
	4S 2.as 
	S.399 
	4S 
	• 72-2.,30 
	$92-$322 
	Total,: Federation 20297 1949 Perak 1.3859 25-2.92 
	45 

	t46S
	Selangorothers 
	4S44 
	90.3 
	.30
	30-
	45 

	J.3S 
	1.08o-2.47 SlS6
	-

	·
	l.358 
	Total: Federation 19.306 
	19$0 Perak 136$0 2S 2.80 $532 Selangor 4357 30 JŁlO $589 Others 695 3045 $'233-$456 
	-,
	1.,38-2.40 -

	Total: Federation 18702 
	* 11Not availabledesignated by dasho(-), 
	11 

	These women lead a very hard lite -especial� considering that most ot them are past middle age -us11al ly beina bent double under the heat of the sun otten immersed up to their knees in tbe water from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Untavourable weather conditionsosufficient tin-ore winnings tor the dayor disgustwith the poor results achieved in her area may make her cease panning before dusk. Nor does the dulang-washer pan every day in the month, tor her quota may 
	da1Jy. 
	., 
	., 
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	be reached between the 7th and 15th day. For the rest of the month she turns to her alternaotive occupations. She may either tap rubber or be a weeder, if she is used to such work and if she stays near rubber estates. This is especially lucrative at present due to the high wages in the rubber industry. But since most dula-washers· stay on or around the mines, they usually take on 
	rs
	work in the mines a a daily raote or so much per kung,oor at a piece-rate of so much per task or picul in the case of a grass-cutter, stone-carrier, or tinore-dresser. Many dula-washers own farms on which they grow vegetables and fruits, and rear pi. 
	l 
	Ł
	gs an poultry

	Most dulang--washers are married, but maey have their husbands in China. The spate of Chinese -female immigrant labour into Malaya began when the Aliens• Ordinance imposition coincided with the failure of the silk industry in China in the 1930os. Between 1933 and 1938 nearly 200,000 Chinese women, mostly · peasants and factory workers, emigrated to Malaya. These had come to woŁk in order to remit money home to support their husbands and children in China. The dulang-washers came among this group. As a resul
	1 
	outbreak of ho
	could th
	· 

	Most dn]a!lS women are illiterate, but their lack of education has not had manyill effects on their business acumen and thrift•. They lead a very hard lite,and realize that they cannot remain as active as ever in their old age. Therefore, with characteristic foresight, they prepare in advance for their old age and subsequently reducred earnings. When they are in their 30' s or early 40s,with the money they have saved by sheer frugality and careful management, they purchase unwanted babies from very poor fa
	Artifact
	Artifact
	1 
	dula
	n1
	-washer 
	·o
	1 

	work, they become acquainted with the· sight and nature or their Łture occupation,and are allowed to handle the tools and equipment in order to acquire skill in their use. It is seldom that the dhildren art1 oppressed or ill-treated tor one does not qŁrrel with one's future rice-bowl. Thus the children are initiated 
	to their lifeo's work at the right age by the correct method, and show no distaste for their work when they grow up. A d'ularJ woman may have .as many as half a dozen adopted daughtersusually all of Tterent ages. When they grow up and are capable or earning, the dulang .. woman is more than amply rewarded tor her care and forethought, as the adopted9hil.dren are hard-working, thrifty and t1.lial , usually giving every cent ot their earnings to their foster-mothers. It and 
	Artifact
	., 

	when the time comes for one ot the daughters to be marriedthe foster mother may give a small dowry and a f'ea•t to celebrate the occasion. and·to save tace. Then she looks for another baby tor replacement. 
	., 
	Artifact

	I 
	It is erroneous t6 belie'" ihat all dulang-washers are poor. In fact, many ot them are quite well-oft down shacks,give large loans to Chinese miners whom they trust. 
	,1
	such wealthy women have been known to labour in the mines in which they have a large share, 
	' 
	l. Kutigsa working day of 8 hours. 
	_ 

	in spite or their modest appearances and their t,imbledSo,.. have shares in Chinese mines, while others have been known to An ·unus11al teature is that 
	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	Men and woroon labourers carrying 16. A woman labourer using a hoe to planks over their shoulders. Bedeepenthe channel and to dig up cause of the rubbles they have any rocks which obstruct the flow. rubber-soled canvas-top shoes on. Old timber and rocks are then Hats are necessary due to the piled up by the sides of the intensive heat. channel. 
	.


	14. 
	14. 
	A monitor-man in black shirt leave, his monitor unattended rather than answer writer's questions. The rocks 


	·in the box act as a weight which makes it easy to sw:ing the monitor nozzle into any angle or position. Planks are laid over crevices or puddles. 
	• 
	15. A monitor man at work. Note the huge hard rocks. The piece of attap or cloth to the left or the ler is stuck in as a sun-shade. There is a little wooden stool on the plank where he is standing. 
	abour

	17. 
	17. 
	17. 
	More labourers at work in the channel. One man is using a crowbar to break up rocks while the other man picks them up and laysthem on the sides. A piece or plank has been struck into the side to direct the water containing tin-ore along the rightdirection towards the sump • 

	18. 
	18. 
	The man seated here is a ap Kung in charge of the sump. T pieceof cloth protects him from the sun. The long slender iron bar is used to test the depth of the sump. The mouth or the pump-pipe is immersed in the sump and �ucks up the tinbearing ore and water on to the head of the palong. 
	'Ke



	Figure
	13 
	Figure
	I 
	Figure

	'
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	Figure
	Figure
	1
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	Dulang-women not only work individually on their own account or part time as 
	employees o.n mines, but some of them are employers of other labour, as is the 
	case in "lampanning", "tailing", "tendering for amang" , or when they are 
	l
	2
	3

	general contractors. In these instances, the dulang-womaŁ who is the 'leader' makes all the arrangements and agreements with ner, oftentimes 
	the mine ow

	raising the necessary capital to pay a deposit before the work is allowed to commencee. She the.n distributed the work the dulang-women labourers and sees that the time limit which is set tor these small workings is met. When the ore is sold and the contract ended the money advanced by the leader,
	11■0ng 
	w,11aJl:, 

	.,
	and sometimes by the workers, is tiret repaid to the contributors; 10% of the remainder is taken by the leader tor bar influence in obtaining the contract 
	·and her skill in estimating correctly tbe amount of ore recoverable, and that which is left is split among the rest whom the leader is counted as one), according to the nwnber of days each baa worked if all have contributed equal 
	(IIID'lg

	shares of the initial outlay. If the advances have been unequal, this is 
	taken into account in the sharing of the pro.tits. Usually the women supplytheir own food individually, but if it 1s cheaper and convenient, the food maybe cooked and supplied collectivel:,, the expenses incurred being deducted before the sharing of profits. The work may last trom a week to 20 days, but rarely
	exceeds a month. 
	If a loss occurs in any of these ventures, the dul-washers will go in groups daily to complain to the mine manager, Kn the mine-owner. They will pester the miner for a refund or some form of compensation, and will persist in making themselves a general nuisance with their cries and lamenŁ tations if the miner is adamant. To finally get rid of them, the miner mayhave to relent and give way to their claims if these are justified. But when they have made a large profit and are perfectly satisfied, they will st
	Ł
	epal , or eve
	averagee·edulang

	Piece-rate and Contract Labour 
	On Chinese mines, besides the monthly salaried staff, almost all the labourers are paid on a daily rate of so much per 11ng of 8 hours. Very few male labourers are paid at pieceŁrates; atld almost alles ay in the Kongsi house and are fed at the miner's expense. This is in direct contrast to labourers on mines who are usually paid at piece-rates and who have to supply their own food and stay in their own attap houses or shacks. 
	the female

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	"lampanning: The laang or "lanchute" is a small sluicing mine in which the water is brought in a small cascade by pipes to the ore which is contained in a sloping channel flanked by boards, and the water washes away the lighter impurities leaving the heavier ore concentrate to be panned. 
	11 
	JJJ>


	2. 
	2. 
	•tailing": Tailing is the ground or earth containing some escaped tin ore hichfiows over the end or tail of the palong. 
	·e


	3. 
	3. 
	"tendering for Tendering for amang is to offer a bid ora lump swn
	amg": 
	· 



	r-
	in cash to gain t e right to recover the tin ore contained in the amang, 
	which is the heavy black mineral impurity le.rt after ore d1·es.sing. 
	h. OvŁrseer or Headman. 
	Kepala: 

	A. Ore-Dreessers 
	However, ore-dressers, who are mostly men, are nearly always paid at piece-rates, and are employed by an ore-.dressing contracŁor. A miner usually prefers to give the contract to the same contractor each time his output has to be dresaed.eThe ore-dressers are paid by the contractor at a slightly lower rate tha-n the rate offered by the miner to the contractor, who may or may not participate in dressing the tin-ore. As these dressers are "oasual labourers" they are not fed or housed by the miner. Also, since
	l 
	Artifact
	2 
	exploitati

	B. Construction Labour 
	.. 
	Artifact
	Another type of casual labour that is employed by mines is construction labour, for when a miner wants to put up a building or effect repairs to any existing structures, he does not use his daily-paid mine labour. He obtains a contractor, supplies all the materials and gives the specifications, and agrees (usually verbally) on a certain 1Wl1) sum for the completion of the "task" at a specified date. The contractor then brings in his gang of coolies to do the job, makes 
	his own separate agreement with them, supervises the work, and pays them a daily ratewhich leaves him with a profit from the contract. The miner again does not supply rood or lodging for such casual labour, and if the food is supplied by the contractor, an account is rendered and the expenses deducted from the wages of the labourers. 
	5 

	If the transaction should prove a loss, contractors have been known to abscond with the money they receive from the miner without paying their labourers, since there is no contact or understanding of any kind between the miner and the contractor's labourers. This may happen if the contractor is an unscrupulous rogue, or if he has made wrong calculations. But if the loss arose from bad weather which prevented work from going on as usual, and for which no man can be held responsible, but for which the contrac
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Łreesing: cleaning or washing. 

	2. palong: sloping fume or a long raisede-wooden concentrating shutee. 
	3. 
	3. 
	See below, page 30. 

	4. 
	4. 
	See below, page 32. 


	$. Because of the tin boom in December 19.SO, palong constr11etion worlanen have been known to demand as much as $8 -$10 per day, whereas previously they worked for $3 -,4.SO only. 
	Artifact
	19. The head of the palong with the end of the gravel pump pipe. Tin ore bearing earth mixed with water is flowing out of the pipee. This is the highest point on a palong. 
	22. A labourer in the waste chute hut applying a rake to remove the stones stuck in the iron gratee. This iron grate acts as a sort of sieve so that only small stones and tin ore bearing earth pass through on to·ethe lanes of the palong. Note the cigarette stuck on top of his ear. 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	View of a three-lane palong from the top. The electric intions denote that sometimes .night work is carried oute. The structure in front is the palong hut, the one in the distancwaste chute. 
	stalla
	e, the 


	21. 
	21. 
	A labourer steps out of the waste chute hut. In the front is a palong worker who uses the piece of wood to direct the flow of water and material along the lanee. 


	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	The tin ore with arnang and other impurities is seen clearly on the lanes of the palonge. The tops of some of the hal bars can be seen, because the engine has stol1)€rl and no more water is being pumped up. This is the time to clear the palong of its ore. 
	orizont


	24. 
	24. 
	The horizontal bars are first removed. Then spades and changkols or shovels are used to put the tin ore into wooden tubs which are sent to the ore-dressing shed to be washed. Note the great number of labourers on this three-lane palong. 
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	days from his mining coolies who are 
	miner. This concession is usually made by the miner because every day's delay
	in the completion of a palong or Kongsi involves the miner in a loss of working 
	fed and housed at his expense, as well as 
	the pay for his salaried staff. Also, a miner has frequent need for recourse 
	to such casual labour, and if a reasonable request for compensation has been 
	turned down, he will find it very difficult to obtain such labour at a reasronable 
	rate in the future. 
	C. Engine-Drivers and Technical Staff 
	Although there has been a gradual trend on Chinese mines in the post-war period
	for miners to pay their engine-drivers and their apprentices a monthly salary,
	the majority still employ their technical etaff through an engine contrarctor. 
	The engine contractor agrees to supply the necessary personnel to man the machinery 
	A sum which may vary from a few 
	efficiently for a certain lump sum every month; 

	hundred to three thousand dollars per month, depending chiefly on the number of 
	engines, their horse-power -and hence the number of men required to work them 
	-

	and on the degree of skill and experience such men must Łossess to be efficient. 
	Other considerations will be the measure of security of the mine, its nearness 
	to or remoteness from towns, the shifts required, and whether the mine is to be 
	worked 24 hours daily or less. If the engines are known to be new or in good
	working order, the amount demanded will be less than that asked if they are 
	otherwise, since the contracted personnel do not get any extra allowance for 
	repairsr. 
	The engine-drivers and their apprentices usually have beds in a corner of the 
	engine shed or in a shed near the engine-room, but the engine-contractor does not 
	stay on the miner. The engine-drivers may or may not be supplied with food de-·pending on the terms of the contract. 
	The engine-contractor usually has a number of skilled men and apprentices under 
	his control, and he contacts them to work i.n various mines in different districts, 
	getting a cut on every contract. He is the general supervisor, dropping in 
	occasiona.lly to check on the work of his engine-drivers a.nd to settle any com
	plaintsr. He is called upon at once by the miner if anything goes wrong with the 
	engines to help in the repairs, reconditioning, overhauling, etcr. 
	It was found that the miner was very often unaware of the wages the engine
	contractor paid his workmen. In spite of cert8in anomalies, many Chinese miners 
	interviewed said that they preferred this system since they claim that the con
	tractor has more influence over and can get more satisfactory work out of the 
	engine-drivers.r
	l 

	Between 1947 -1948 quite a number of mines were not doing well because of the high costs of production, the moderate price of tin, and especially because of the low ore-content of the ground worked. The miners often resorted to a typeof contract system by agreement with a contractor or Kepala of the labourersr. The miner agreed to supply the land, the Kongsi and other structures, the engine, equipment, fuel, etcr. and the salaried staff, but the cost of the food was usually advanced by the miner to be deduc
	Artifact
	Artifact

	-----·-· 
	--·· --···-·-·-----
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	1. Malays or Indians who are technicians are nearly always employed direct bythe miner at a monthly salary. 
	D. Contract System 
	Artifact
	The miner agreed to pay a certain price, which was much below the prevailing price, for every picul of ore produced. In some cases there was an upward sliding scale of prices for increasing output, but usually the price per picul was reduced as the output of ore increased. However, the system was such that every extra picul produced meant an increase in the money to be shared out amo.ng
	the labourers; this was the inducement or incentive for them to work harder. Where the output may be too small, the miner may guarantee each worker a minimum amount of wŁges per month. By using this contract system the miner reduced the risks of heavy losses and yet the labourer was given a chance to share in the profits of his labours if any should arise. 
	The labourers and the Kepala or contractor usually agreed on a certain flat rate for every kung. Then when the output had been sold to the miner at the agreed price per picul the first claim on the money from the sales would be for payment of wages according to the kungs worked by each labourer. If the food had to be paid for, this was deducted from the remainder. · Of the rest which constituted profits or bonus, 10% would go to the head or contractor for his management, and the rest would be shared out acc
	Figure

	Although this system was not widespread and was almost never used when the 
	industry became prosperous, it has again been re-instituted in certain mines in spite of the extremely favourable price of tin. The reasons, however, are different now. In areas which are bandit-infested, the miners find it unsafe and unwise to pay frequent visits to their property. They have to rely almost entirely on their Kepalas to keep order and to supervise the work. The discipline has become slack and it is impossible to get the proper share of work out of the labourers, especially duri.ng night-shif
	Artifact
	Artifact

	E. Percentage Tribute Method 
	Another system where labour is independent in the sense defined here is the tribute method.rThe contractor or Keala and his gang of labourers may get an option or con tract to work on a piece mini.ng land without the payment of an advance or deposit. Instead, a tribute of a .certain percentage of the output is offered to the mine owner as 
	l 

	to work the miner. The tribute offered or demanded ranges from 20% to 80% of the output. If the output or recovery is not likely to oe large, the percentage demanded by the miner may vary from 20% to 50%; if ther· output is likely to be large, he may demand from 50% to 80% of the outputr. 
	Finally, it must be emphasized that only male casual labour is often employed at piece-rates2, while the regular mining labourer is on a daily-wage rate. Of the few regulBr mining labourers who are paid at piece-rates, all are Chinese. Indians and other races such as Malays and Indonesians are usually either on a daily wage or are salaried. 
	Artifact

	to payment for the right 
	Artifact
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	This system is used for working tailingsr' dumps and for washing amang. Dulang women also sometimes work under this tribute system. 

	2. 
	2. 
	11lampanning11 on a similar basis to that described for dulang women. Sometimes the men and women work.rtogether on a profit-sharing basis. 
	Male labourers also participate in 



	CHAPTER IIIe. DEPŁNr·EŁJT Ml NI NG LA ŁOUR
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	Łccupational Distribution and Description 
	Łhe distribution by occupation of 1364 mining labourers in 30 Chinese mines is oerhaps most concisely presented in the following table: 

	TABLE VI 
	TABLE VI 
	Occupational Distribution of Dependent .Mining Labour 
	Figure
	Occupation Male Female Totals 
	.. 
	Manager
	Assistant Manager
	Kepala
	Kepala
	Assista.nt 

	Kuen Pan 
	Hangkong
	Chargeman
	Fitter 
	Electrician 
	Assistant Electrician 
	Engine Driver 
	AssistRnt EnŁine Driver 
	Apprentice Engine f·river 
	• Lorry Driver 
	Bookkeeper
	Clerk 
	Cook 
	r.ratchman 
	Łiscellenceous 
	9 
	3 
	* 
	3
	2

	➔161
	30
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	2
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	11
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	.,Ł 
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	66* 
	28-ŁŁ 
	26ŁŁ 
	3* 
	3* 
	24·* 
	30-Ł >* 
	27➔f 
	2 
	TOTJ;.1: 345 
	9 
	354 

	Ł. DAILY PAir, PIECE-RATE & C0NTRACT: 
	Occupation Male Female Totals 
	Fong Shau 47-}} Tsap Kung Daily Paid 259* Kongsi Kung 263")Ł-18lŁf-Contract & Piece-Rate 15Ł 66,-} 
	TOTJ;L: 719 247 966 TOTALS: 1068 252 1320
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	1. This part deals with various aspects of mining labour for the month ofDecember 1950. The results were culled from an analysis of the schedules returned by30 Chinese mines in the various states of Malaya, and by personal observŁtion. These schedules covered a total of 1364 labourers, both male and femalee. 
	-:Ł J. fairly representative figure of the situation prevalent today for the 30 mines. 
	2. This total does NOT include 44 labourers whose occuplations were not stated. 
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	Salaried Staff. Although police and labour regulations demand the presence of 
	a on every mine,eonly 9 managers and 3 assistant managers have been enumerated for the 30 Chinese mines. This can be explained by the fact 
	resident-manager
	l 

	that Kepalas are often elevated to this title, many times without the corresponding pay, and are in charge of all ·operations on the mine, and that Chinese miners usually do not employ a paid manager on their mines. Instead the post is often assumed by the miner himself, or by one ot his sons, nephews, or close mnle 
	relations who may or may not be drawing a fixed monthly salary.e
	2 

	The Kepala is the most important person on a mine. He has control over and the respect of the mine labourers; the owner relies absolutely on him to get a fair amount of work out of the labourers.3 Since the Emergency, he has assumed an even more important role, as supervision b7 the miner is risky The Kepala always has at least one assistant to help him; these may be the Assistant Kepalas, the Kuen Pans, the HangkoŁs, and the Pong Shause. The la assists the Kepala in controling the ovur on the mines; the Ku
	and infreque.nte. 
	Assistant Kepa
	er-all labo
	gangs or shifts, for which he either gets an extra monthly allowance p
	4 
	articles 
	f

	The category of technicians includes chargemen, fitters, electricians, and engine-drivers.The most numerous in this category are the engine-drivers since all mines have o.ne or two engines varying from 150-330 horsepower for diesel oil to 500 horsepower for electric; these engine-drivers may hold a Class I certificate from the Machinery Department after undergoing an examination. 
	5 

	Those mines which Łre large, close to the road, and producing well, have their own lorries, and employ lorry drivers on a salary; if it is a small mine and far off the road, the lorry is hired when necessary or left to be supplied by the companies from which the mine orders materials. 
	Few miners employ bookkeepers or accountants on their mines, as most of this work staff in the town office. But all miners employ a mine clerk, who is next in importance to the Kepala. He acts as a secretary,etreasurer, paymaster, store-keeper and general supervisor on the administrative side of the lthough his pay is usually not high. 
	is done by their clerica
	l 
	mine, a

	1. This is to ensure the presence (or availability) of a responsible person to conduct investigations on the spot should any incidents or untoward happeningsoccur on the minee. 
	2 
	2 
	2 
	. These relations usually have their homes and offices in town or at the home of the miner. 

	J. 
	J. 
	The source and root of wealth and success of many miners have often been due luck in engaging a loyal and capable Kepala, rather than merely to their own ability or business acumen. 
	to their 



	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	The _HŁ-ŁŁŁonŁ at o.ne time was the resident-manager or Kepala on a mine, and although there are still some mines whose Kepalas or residetit.-ma.nagers are called Hangkongs, the meaning of this term has chAnged. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Ttese technicians are mostly middle-aged and are well paid. Malays employed lly come under these occupations. 
	on Chinese mines 11su.a



	Every mine must have a cook since Chinese miners invariably supply free food to 
	their regular labourers. They prefer to employ male cooks (the female cook on 
	a mine is an exception) who usually have assistants to do the nenial work. The 
	miners also all employ a watchman who is invariably a Sikh. He lives and eats 
	separately, and has practically no intercourse with the other mine labourers. 
	The schedules showed 2 persons entered under 11 miscellaneous"r. These two (one is 80) were incapable of any further work, but having been connected with the same mining family for two generations, had been given "pensions" in the form of a monthly allowance of $30 to $40. 
	Daily Paid Labourers. Among mining labourers, the daily paid form the largest is the general all-round assistant; adaptable to all jobs with no specific task, he is the Kepala of the futurer. A mine usually has one 
	classr. The Pong Shau

	or two Pong Shaus, and he is clasas a semi-skilled worker. 
	sified 

	The Tsap Kung and Kongsi Kung are both daily-paid labourers, but the Tsap Kung gets a slightly higher rate becŁuse he is considered the more skillful and has 
	a specific task to perform daily.rThe Kongsi Kung, on the other hand, does 
	l 

	all the miscellaneous jobs around the Kongsi, such as hoeing, carrying earth 
	and stones, planks, loading, etcr. Thecategories of unskilled labour are most numerous on mines and usually account for 2/3 to 3/4 of the total labour 
	se two 

	force employed. If women are employed, they uŁually fall in the Kongsi Kung 
	category as their principal jobs are those of the miscellaneous nibed 
	ature descr

	above. 
	Residencer. With very few exceptions, nearly all Chinese miners provideion for their labourers. Since almost all Chinese mines are classified as "short-term" mines with the exception of a few large open-cast and hydraulic mines, the minimum requirements approved by the Health Authorities for their coolie-lines are of a lower standard than those for "long-term" mines which are mostly European-owned and operated. 
	accommodat

	Most of the male mining labourers, as well as the resident-manager and the mine clerk,rreside in the dormitory-style Kongsi houser. The fact that the majorityof the Chinese male labourers live in the Kongsi does not mean that they are all bachelors. In fact, most Kongsi dwellers are married, but their wives are either in China or else do not lior near the mine. Those who live in farmhouses on the mine are usually married. These are the squatters, and their wives may be vegetable gardeners or mine labourers 
	2 
	ve on 

	Many, especially those with children,live in huts on the mine where they wo1Łk. Although the number who stay outside 
	The women never reside in the Kongsi·.r
	4 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The may be a monitor-man, or in charge of the weste-chute, palong, or sump (the spot where the ore is sucked into the pump up to the palong)r. 
	Tsap Kung


	2. 
	2. 
	As these two men are the most importent persons living in the Kongsi, theyhave the largest (and the tidiest) room in the center of the Kongsi. 


	J. These c1re the new entrees to the industry. 
	4. The exceptions are the women cooks, who have a separate single room to themselves which is in the kitchen at one extreme wing of the Kongs�. 
	Jl. Indian Sikh labourers at work. They are removing clay which cannot be disintegrated by monitors, 
	32 . Note the way these Sikh labourers are dressed, especially the cloth turban on their heads. One is helping the other to get the basket of earth on top of his head so as to carry it away• 
	• 
	33. A.n old Sikh labourer trying to pipe away his fatigue. He is barefooted and mud spattered. The wicker baskets used differ from those used by Chinese lŁbourers. 
	34. 
	34. 
	34. 
	A Sikh watchman weighing the tin ore contained in the canvas sacks. These sacks are then brought to town to be sold to the smelting company. 

	35. 
	35. 
	View of a separate coolie line for Indian labourers. This is not so elaborate as the Kongsi for Chinese labourerse. 

	36. 
	36. 
	Partial view of an Indian labourer's house on a mine. In the back are cows and a cowshed. In the front left-hand corner is the bathroom. Only one corner of the house adjoining the batl1room is visiblee. 
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	Artifact
	37. A labourerr's bed in a dormitory or Kongsi. The mosquito net is almost black in colour. Clothes and towels are hung from hooks or rails. The labourer keeps his belongings on the bed. Note the low ceiling. 
	40. This is a large pit latrine with many squats inside. Note the plank leading into the latrine, and the attap walls and roof, with wooden sides at the bottom. 
	38. The bench i.n fr9nt of the bed, with a piece of wood put on top of a sack, or a pillow, is used fer resting in bet.i-leen ·work when the la bo:.i:er is too laŁy to change into clean clothes. 'l'his bench is used for short napsand prevents dirtying the bed. Here, a labourer in his dirty work clothes is having a nap. The floor is of sand. The window at the extreme end provides some ventilation. CJrothing is h.ung up as shewn. Shoes and sandals are under the bed. 
	"' 

	39. A latrine built over a mining pool. It has 4 squats insider. The roof and walls are of zinc and is very hot insider. 
	41. A well for bathing. The water is dŁawn up by hand in buckets, po1;.red j_Łt-:i ttle ,!-shaped planks wŁŁc!1 lead to a tank or iron ..1j11 . ri'he a ttap structures are bathroomsr. 
	dr• . 

	42. A well used for drawing drinking water. It has a cement apron.,Łrater is piped up by a kind of hand pwnp and flows into the bigo The bt1c ket with a han:jle lying on top c-f t.he wooden tub is used to put i-1ater from the iron drum into kerosene cans which are carried on two ends of a pole slung over the shoulders • 
	i:ron 
	di-·1.1.m
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	the area of the mine at which they work is most numerous among the women, it 
	should be noted that not all of those reside in the nearby towns or villages, 
	but some live in huts near other mines which ere not far from their own place
	of employment. 
	Tribe and Place of Birth 
	Among Chinese miners it is not known which one tribe or clan is most important. This results in part from the difficulty of deciding what should be the criteria of importance, i.e.: the number of miners of each tribe, the number of mines they control, the total tin-ore output, or the total labour force under their employ. However, it is a well-established tactthat Hakkas and Cantoneese are the most numerous as miners, and that they operate the largest number of mines, as well as account for the greatest out
	l 
	2 
	4 

	There is no doubt at all that the majority of the Chinese labourers on Chinese mines were born in Chine., and emigrated to Malaya to earn a living. However, the proportion of China-born labourers was greater pre-wer than it is now, as the hostilities of 1939-1945 interrupted .the now of Chinese immigrant labour and the post-war unstable political situation led the authorities to restrict 
	Chinese immigration. Hence, of the total Chinese labour force considered in 1950, roughly 2/3 were born in China and 1/3 in Malaya. The pre-war proportionswere probably 4/5 China-born to 1/5 local-born. The increase in local-born Chinese labour in the Chinese mines is the logical outcome of the war, when many local-born Chinese youths reached their teens during the Occupation, and having been deprived of proper education during the war, sought work on the mines uponthe return of the British. 
	Age Composition 
	As is to be expected, the average age of mining labour is higher than thnt 
	existing pre-war. This is because between 1941e-1950 there has been practically 
	no influx of new middle-aged immigrant labour from China. Instead, those who 
	had been in their 30s and early 40es pre-war, and were most numerous then, have 
	1 
	1 

	now reached their 40es and early 50•s, and form the most nwnerous age group. 
	1 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	This is based on historical incidents described on page 2 . 

	2. 
	2. 
	The Hokkiens were formerly connected with the mining industry in quite another way. They were usually shopkeepers or provision-store dealers on mines and supplied most of the needs of the labourers. At present, however, they have begun to take a more direct and active part in mining. 


	3, It is a well-established fact that the mine-owner always tends to employ men of his own race or district on his mine. This characteristic feature of the tribal relationship between the miner end his employees has been maintained to this day, and an inspection of the schedules showed definite proof of such a custom. 
	4. said that practically all watchmen whether on European or Chinese. They are paid monthly, and are allowed to rear cattle. There however, which employ many Sikhs for carrying
	It 
	can 
	be 
	mines 
	ar
	e 
	Sikhs
	are 
	so
	me 
	Chine
	se 
	mine
	s 
	in 
	Perak, 

	• stones and for other heavy work. employed as unskilled labourers at a daily y� without food or lodging being provided free by the miner. These usuall-r five 
	The 
	remaining 
	Indians are Tamils 
	or South
	Indians 
	who are 
	usually 
	out
	-
	-


	'·
	'·
	side the minee. Of the 4239 
	., 
	were 
	born 
	in 
	India. 
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	TABLE VII 
	Distribution by Age Groups Et, 1307 Mining Labourers 
	Artifact

	· 
	'-....,Sex
	,

	' 
	t.ge .. Male Female Tctal 
	Artifact

	15-19 51 29 ao 20-24 85 20 105 
	25-29 
	30-34 
	35-39 
	55 
	137 
	25 80 
	25 120 
	177
	40 
	40-44 
	45-49 
	55-59 
	176 
	121 
	215
	39 
	190 
	147 
	33 
	26 
	4 92
	88 
	60-69 82 1 89 70 and over 11 l 12 
	TarAL 1058 249 1.307 
	Łhinese miners, even though often short of labour, tend to follow the cautious policy of preferring to employ older workersor go without them, rather than take on younger applicants whose actecedents are unknown to them. This is especially true today as most of the bandits are known to be young men. Also,most of the responsible occupations such as assistant Kepalas, Kuen Pans,Hangkongs,Pong Shausare held by men between the agese are the men who direct labour to enable the smooth working of a mine. The very 
	l 
	2 
	2 
	2 
	es of 40 and 60. Th

	Sex Ratioe. 
	Artifact
	From the statistical results of the schedules it was found that of the 1364 :abourers on JO Chinese mines, 1068 were men, 252 women, with 44 whose sex was not stated. This gives a ratio of roughly 4:1, However, complete reliance cantot be placed ·on this result as indicative of the situation on any one mine because many mines with a labour force of 50 to 100 often only have a few women :abourers and sometimes none at all, while in some other mines with a labour force of40 to 50 the women labourers may exce
	.

	Artifact
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Fortunately, mining labourers are capable of efficient work even when they pass their forties or fifties, or else the output of Chinese mines would have been adversely affected during the post-war period by this aging lAbour forcee. 

	2. 
	2. 
	See Appendix for definitions. 


	·
	3. The employment ofwomen depends a great deal on the terrain of the mine. If there are many rocks to be carried awPy, grass to be cut or stiff clay to be broken up, more women may be employede. 
	Artifact
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	the mines employ few women, a.nd these are more of a casual la hour type rather than being regular mining labour. Probably a more correct estimate of the proportion would be 5:1. 
	Marital Status 
	The only question asked in the schedule on marital status was whether the labourer was married or singlee. The results showed that almost 4/5 of the me.n and women labourers were married, although it is known that most of them are separated from their respective partners who are in China. However, a welcome feature is the increase in the number of marriages taking place between labourers of the same class and locality during the post-war period. This may be the firm beginning of a change from transit immigr
	Literacy and Education 
	Due to a failure to state the literacy or illiteracy of 25% of the labour force entered in the schedules, it is impossible to make any quantitative comparisons. However, it was seen that the Chinese labourers who were designated as literatewere those who could read and write ChinesŁ and no other languagee. Of the verysmall nwnber (9) who could read and write both Chinese and English, it was found that all were salaried staff, four being managers, one an assistant manager, one an electrician, one an engine-d
	l 
	2 
	3 

	It is not intended to go into the controversy of Chinese education here. Much is still being debated between representatives of Chinese education and the Government of Malaya. However, it may be of interest to note that the Controller or Commissioner of Labour has the legal power to require an employer to set up a 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	The criterion for "literacy" used by those who filled in the schedules was based on whether or not a labourer could either read and write a letter in Chinese, or read the general contents of the notices on the mines, or read the contents of Chinese newspapers or magazines. Those who claimed to have had 2 -J years of schooling were also treated as literate. 

	2. 
	2. 
	It can be definitely stated, however, that.all clerks on Chinese mines are literate in Chinese, this being their first, and perhaps only, qualification for the job; while, on the other hand, there are some Kepalas who are illiterate. 


	J. As most of the labourers had been peasants in China before they emigrated, their education, if they had any, must have been very limited. These labourers almost all came from South East China provinces where their period of school attendance, if any, would have been short because of economic reasonse. Their parents may have se.nt them to a village school or schoolmaster when they were young and their parents could not afford the time to look after them. But 
	once they were of an age to be useful in the fields they would have been taken out of the school or private class and put to work in the fields. Hence the literacy of Chinese mining labourers is seldom of a high degree. 
	known as Tua Peh Kong in Hokkien, or Tai Paak Kong in Cantoneese and Hakkae. Mining labourers, Kepalas, and even proprietors still believe that production of tin-ore is a matter of luck which depends very much on the generosity of the Datoh. 
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	school for the dependents of his labourers between the ages of 7 and 14 if they exceed 10 in number and are all of one race, and to maintain an approved teacher at his own expense. But to find a school built, maintained, and run by a miner for children on his mine is a rare occurrence, although there are a few such schools in Chinese mines. This should not be taken to imply that Chinese miners do .not support the idea of education for their labourerse' children; on the contrary, miners have been most genero
	and more than one in the large mining towns. They are usually organized a.nd managed according to whether they are ot the Hakka, Cantonese, or Hokkien group, the chief supporters of which are the miners themselves who are often directors or members of the Boards controlling these schools. When any new miner begins operations in an area, the local School Board at once approaches him to become a member, and although he may not find the time to take any great active interest in it, he seldom refuses the reques
	ua1i_a)ly

	Although to go into further details is outside the purpose of this paper, it is hoped that adult education will eventually be instituted on the mines, perhaps 
	by inducing the labourers to join at first by paying them a small fee to attend, or by having the hours of education included among the paid working hours. Employers should also make it clear to their labourers that progress in literacy will be rewarded by a slightly higher wage rate or by a more rapid promotion. Once the beneficial effects have been realized a.nd felt, it w!i.11 no longer be necessary to maintain these initial inducements. 
	.1persti tions 
	Artifact
	S
	1

	Forty or fifty years ago, superstitions played an important part in the Chineese mining industry. Even today these superstitions have not been completely eradicated. The miner may not personally believe in superstitions, but he will never object to his clerk or Kepala worshipping the Datoh, which is commonly 
	This Datoh is not an idol, but an imaginary god whose duties include watching over lands and mines and the safety of the labourers on them. It is usually symbolized by a tall tree or large rock with a commanding view of the mine. Before a mine starts to operate a Datoh is chosen and the miner or his deputy presents an offering of red Chinese candles, three joss-sticks, a pair of tinsel flowers, curried chicken or roasted pork, and three small cups of winee. Promise of future offering is made at the same tim
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Certain words are considered unlucky and their use on the mine is strongly objected to. "Death", 1 broken, 1fall-down1, and 11 accident11 , among others, are strictly prohibited. Should a labourer utter one of these words through a slip of the tongue, the person who overhears it must inmiediately say "good luck, let the unlucky word bring good luck"e. In extreme cases the speaker of the taboo word has to pay a fine, which is spent for the purchase of fire crackers to sca1·e away the evil spirits. 
	1
	11 
	1 
	1

	Nowadays women labourers form a very important component of mining labour, but before 1900 women were not allowed to approach the mines for the male labourers considered them unlucky. As this example indicates, the trend seems to be toward enlightenment. 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	hJ. This is the interior of a kitchen. Note the built-in cement stove at the back. The wooden tub with a lid is for cooked rice. The hugefrying pa.ns with tin covers are for soups and vegetables and meat. The washing tub and crockery are on the table in frontr. 
	46. This is tne daily check roll or 
	Łg pai. The clerk enters on the 
	o om of the sheet the number of shifts worked by each labourer perday. The little wooden or tin plaques hung up on nails bear the names of the labourers and their specified jobs for a shiftr. 
	hu. A kitchen built separately from the Kongsi. Note the corrugated iron roof, the ventilation and lighting. The floor is of cement. Dining tables and benches can be seen clearly.Some bicycles are parked in the shade of the kitchen. In the foreground are spare partsr. 
	h5. A meal being served. The female is serving rice from the pan. The little boys,. sitting at the back, are probably children of labourers and are enjoying a f'ree meal. 
	47. This mound is a place for worshiping the Datoh on a miner. Prayers are usually offered every 2nd and 15th of the month. 
	u8. The constrt1ction of an attap roof of a store hut. 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	far_. 
	lf3 tf 
	6 
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	Sociological Aspects 
	The Chi.nese labourer is, without doubt, the hardiest and most adaptable worker 
	in Malaya, working at his best when on piece-ratese. One outstanding feature of 
	a Chinese mining labourer today is his independence, resulting from the existence 
	irl one mining area of ITJ8ny mines in close proximity to one another. 
	The ordinary post-war labourer has more money to spend, and has become less thrifty. The high cost of living does not affect the mining labourer to any great extent, because he gets free food and lodging from his employer. His higher wages plus the Tin Price Bonuagiws him a chance to enjoy certain amenities such as cinemas, wayange,and amusement parks in the townse. Transportation by bus is cheap and convenient to the big towns; a cycle ride soon bringshim to a nearby village. 
	l 
	2 

	There is also a change in their outlook towards education. Many Chinese 
	labourers are very anxious to give their children an education, and will go to 
	great lengths to keep them at school at least long enough for them to acquire an 
	elementary knowledge of Chinese characters.e
	3 

	The frequency with which Chinese mining labourers visit prostitutes has probably 
	declined since the war. During the pre-war period when the sex ratio of females 
	to males ranged from 100:e1000 in 1901 to 436:1000 in 1931, the labourer who 
	could not afford a wife, or whose wife was in China, often frequented brothelse. 
	But between 1933 and 1938, a tremendous influx of Chinese women labourers 
	occurred, resulting in a more balanced sex ratio which has had its beneficial 
	effects on the morals of the men. 
	In the past, the majority of mining labourers smoked opium because prior to 1911 
	the Government permitted licensed opium dens .or. farms from which it obtained 
	·

	large revenuese. Even after 1911, when the Government took over the monopoly, 
	opium-smoking did not decline among mining labourers, as previous Government 
	encouragement had resulted in the creation of a strongly entrenched habit. This 
	habit also continued to prevail because it was regarded as a panacea for many 
	ills and was even recommended by Chinese physicianse. With the compulsory 
	registration of opium smokers in 1929 and the sale of opium or chandu by cards, blackmarkets and illegal opium dens flourished. 
	total prohibition of opium smoking decided on; even so, the ingrained habit in so many addicts has only made smuggling a very profitable businesse. Although it can be said that opium-smoking has declined considerably among mining labourers (partially due to the emergence of cigarettes and Chi.nese tobacco), it is by no means completely eradicated. 
	The Chinese addiction to gambling was also encouraged and exploited by the Government for purposes of revenue until 1912, and still goes on today illegally.Illegal lotteries are common, the labourers often buying tickets in lotteries and sweepstakes. During holidays and their leisure hours they may participate in games like mahjong, dominoes or cards, and since not much harm is done, the Government tolerates such "recreation"e. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	See below: page 32. 

	2. wayang: a play theatree. 
	Artifact


	·3. Few, however, can afford to send their childŁen to an English school, which is also usually too far away. 
	Only in November 1943 was 
	Artifact
	CHAPTER IV. OF LABOUR CONDITIONS
	---------

	11ages 
	Wages will be dealt with in some detail since to the Chinese mine labourer they are of primary importance; other conditions .of· .-work such as food, accommodation, sanitation, etc. are felt to be relatively minor considerations. 
	Wage trends in Malaya are determined by the volume of the tin and rubber trade and by the price these commodities command in the world market. The world-wide depression of 1929 hit Malayan tin hard. This can clearly be seen from the following table: 
	T!BT,E VIII
	T!BT,E VIII
	1 

	Effects .£f the Great DepressioneŁ Malayan Tin Mining 
	No. of Mines Output Labour Price per Year in Operation in Tons Employed* picul
	Artifact
	Artifact

	1929 1,286 69,366 100,000 104.37 
	1930 1,234 63,974 75,000 72.e89 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	1931 1,188 
	52,000 60.29 
	1932 
	1,068 29,742 40,000 69.76 
	1,013 24,904 34,000 99.99 
	,,_ .
	;, i • e. : dependent labour 
	The year 1934 saw a marked upturn in all categories except number of mines in operation. 
	1ŁJages immediately felt the impact of the slump. In fact, many Chinese mines were able to stay open only because of the extremely low wages their labourers would accept. The rate per ku.ng in 1931-32 varied from 10 to 20 cents, and in some cases the coolies worked for their food only. 
	Many organizations, such as the Kinta Unemployment Committee in Perak, were set up in Perak and Selangor to provide relief work for the unemployed. But as vast numbers of Chineese mining labourers were unable to find alternative occupations during this period, because of similŁr conditions in other industries, the Government, at great cost, undertook the mass repatriation of unemployed Chinese labourerse. Mr. G. Ł. Cater, Acting British Resident of Perak, stated that in 1931, 10,000 mining labourers were re
	China in the slump of the 1930e
	1 

	The present day boom, primarily due to the Korean War, has made its impact on wages and working conditions for the mine labourer just as clearly as did the 
	1. Annual Reports of Mines Department, F.M.S., and Annual Reports of the Various States in Malaya. 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Tsap KungKongsi Kung Contraect 
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	pre-war depression. There is now full employment, even a shortage of labour. This, of course, explains the improved food and housing provided by the miner and the tremendous increase in wages. 
	The relationship between tin prices and wages under three types of market conditions can be seen from the following table: 
	TABLE IX* 
	Relation Between Prices and l,fages in the Tin Mining I.ndustry 
	Artifact

	Year Tin Price Wages :eer Ł Daily Cost per Capita per picul Male Female of Food Supplied 
	1929-1932 
	1929-1932 
	1929-1932 
	'.lt,60. 2 9-69. 76 
	,0.10-0.18 
	$0.25 
	.13-.17 

	1941 
	1941 
	Ł140-150 
	$1.00-1.20 
	not available 
	$0.80-1.00 

	1950 
	1950 
	$360-370 
	Ł1.46 
	$1.e98 
	$1.20 


	* From F.M.S., Mines Department, Annual Reports. 
	A more detailed break-down of wages for December 1950 is given in the following table: 
	TABLE X* 
	Average Kung and Monthly Earnings of Non-Salaried Mining Labourerse
	l 

	Number of Average wage Number of AverageLabourers ;eer kuns Labourers Monthll Income MALE 569 $1.46 719 $98. 32 
	Pong Shau L7 !l!:1. 62 1.56 
	47 263 
	$104.47 
	101.54 
	84.37 
	150 115.27 
	259 
	263 
	-
	-
	FEMALE 129 Ł1.98 
	Kongsi Kung 129 Łl.e98 Contract 
	-
	-
	-


	Ł65.63 
	181 $61. 32 
	66 77.43 
	698 $1.56 966 Ł89. 96 
	TOTALS: 

	-ŁŁ Based on analysis of schedules from 30 mines. 
	One of the first things to be explained about this table is the discrepancy between the male and fŁmale rates. The female daily average is higher because women are not supplied with free food if their wage is about $1.80 per ku.ng.Those receiving between $1.40 and $1.80 receive a free be worth about 1$ cents. Those receiving less than $1.40 receive free three meals (but no lodging)e. If a minimum of $1.00 per day for food is subtracted from the women's average, it will be seen that the men's real wage, whic
	1. To understand the relationship between kung and monthly averages see the section on hours. 
	Artifact

	• 
	noon meal considered to 
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	for the men is explained by the fact that they and not the woman can take advantage of the Tin Price Bonus Scheme.I Furthermore, they do not work regularly, spending some time at alternate occupations. 
	The wages for December are not necessarily the same as the yearly average. Manyfactors cause a labourer's earnings to vary from month to month. He may have 
	been ill; he may have taken off to attend a marriage or a funeral. He may have absented himself to work on his farm. Shifting of the site or building of a new palong may have caused the mine to shut down temporarily. The Government lement scheme in December 1950 actually caused the absence of many labourers in Perak and Selangor so that they might move their families. 
	resett

	In the majority of Chinese mines, it is customary for the employer to give an advance of wages to his labourers when the request is madee. Advances are usuallymade only after the 15th of each month; some miners give two advances i.n this period. The advance is only equal to or less than the earnings of the labourer up to the day the advance is paid. Previously exploitation took place in the form of interest on these advances, but this is now prohibited by law. 
	Salaried Staff Incomes 
	0f the 1364 labourers on which data is available, 354 are salaried employees. The salaries of the most important categories are listed below. It can be seen that incomes vary widely, from the manager and Kepala on the one hand to the cook and apprentice engine driver on the other. 
	TAB.LE XI* 
	Monthly Income E.f.. 341 Salaried Mine Employees 
	Number Average Monthly Income Manager 9 227.77 
	KeEala 32 
	16o 28o
	-
	183.12 120 -JOO 
	Fitter 8 182.50 140 -240 Engine Driver 66 155.JO Electrician 11 142.73 Assisetant Kepala 30 131.33 Kuen Pau 16 125.00 Clerk 24 105.00 60 -240 
	80 
	-
	26o 
	80 
	-
	240 
	100 
	-
	200
	100 -160 

	Assistant Electrician 
	8 100.00 6o -120 21 98.57 40 -16o 
	28 
	92 .14. 
	6o--120 
	6o -120 
	40 -120 
	-
	40 80 
	Assistant Engine Driver i!Jatchma.n 
	Cook 
	Apprentice Engine Driver 
	26 
	56.e92 
	TOTALeS: 
	121.06 
	Figure

	, 
	* Based on analysis of schedules from 30 mines. 
	For both salaried and non-salaried employees, the range from Ł70-Sl29 per month accounted for the great majority: 831, to be exact. 
	•
	1. However, the MMEA sets a minimum wage of $1.e91 per lcu.ng for women. 
	Four Methods of Sharing in Tin Mining Prosperity 
	There are four ways by which the ordinary mining labourer is able to obtain a share in the profits of the present tin boom. (1) Because of the high price of tin, there are considerably more opportunities for overtime work (the average number of kungs for overtime is from 20 to 25 per month). (2) The miner tends to be more liberal in his food expenditure for his coolies, more being spent on slightly better food. However, this is not a very important consideration to the average labourer. (3) Many miners who 
	Artifact
	l 
	Artifact

	This scheme, forwarded by the M.M.E.A. (Chinese Section), and subscribed to by almost all miners who are membersas well as many non-member miners, is composed of a series of recommendations, which are not directives. There is no legal power binding any member-miner to carry them out if he desires to do otherwise. But infringements are rare. The present trend actually seems to be toward exceeding the bonus rates because of the acute· shortage of reliable miniŁg labour. 
	of.theeM.KE.A.e
	Artifact

	The Tin Bonus Scheme forwards a uniform bonus increase of 2% (based on monthly earnings)2 for every $20 rise above Ł300 per picul in the average monthly price per picul of tin calculated on Singapore prices. Bonus payments are subjectto the following conditions: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Bonus for each month should be calculated according to the previousmonth's Singapore average tin prices. 

	(2) Employees who have done less than 26 kungs in one month cannot enjoythe benefit of bonus for that month. 
	Artifact

	(3) Employees who have done less than 26 kungs on grounds of sickness or accident (established to the satisfaction of the employer) may be paid the full month's bonus or part thereof. 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	The maximum bonus payable to each employee for any one month is Ł30.e
	J 


	(5) 
	(5) 
	Payment of bonus will be stopped if restriction of tin production is 


	imposed. 
	It should be also noted that men on contract or piece-rates and nearly all women labourers are not eligible for this bonus, since they are not regulardaily or monthly paid labour. 
	Artifact
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	M.M.E.A.e: Malayan Mining Employerse' Association. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Prior to this revised Bonus Scheme in November 1950, the M.M.E.A. had alreadyreceommended the payment of a 10% bonus for August and of 14% for September, by employers to their labourers. 


	J. The object of the M.M.E.A. was mainly to benefit the daily paid labourers a.nd not so much the salaried staff, many of whom were relatively well-paid. The rraximum of $30 bonus per month was imposed so that managers and technicians drawing $300 or more would not get a $100 bonus each month. The percentage bonus for January and February 1951 may have been as high as 35% to 40% of wages. 
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	Hours 
	Working hours, like wages, vary according to the nationality and sex of the labourer, the type of employment and the occupational statuse. Where the Labour Codeis applied, working hours are limited to nine, and overtime is paid at double rate. By law no individual is bound to work for more than six days a week and there is a Holiday Ordinance passed in 1950. But these do not apply to mining labourers, who normally work 8 hours a day (a whose overtime is nodouble but only 1-1/3 of the normal rate, and who us
	l 
	Ł
	ng),
	Ł

	an employer, with the approval of the Commissioner of Labour, to require an additional 3 hours per day (after the normal 8 hourse' work) from his labourer 
	for food cultivation (to be paid at the normal rate), this provision is rarelytaken advantage of. Also, although the Labour Code prohibits the employment of women of any age and of children under 18 in night work, it seems likely that the first condition is satisfied, but not the second. It is probable that apprentice engine drivers under 18, for instance, do perform work at night on 
	the mines. 
	While the normal hours worked per day by a mining labourer is 8, the Annual Report of the Department of Labour for 1948 and 1949 shows that the average number of hours actually worked per month by a male labourer of the semi-skilled and unskilled typee.ranged from 271 to 283, or an average of about 9 hours a day every day of the month. At the same time, the Report showed that the average total monthly working hours for women labourers and for mining labourers of other races ranged from 222 to 226 hours, or
	3 
	3

	While it is true of labourers in industrialized countries that an increase in wages may result in a decrease in the average working hours per worker due to a desire of the worker to find time to spend and enjoy his increased pay, the same cannot be said of the Chinese male mining labourer, whose economic, mental and social background is quite different. He has to work harder as he often has a larger family to support or has to remit money home to China. He does not getthe benefits of the social schemes and 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	See below page 40. 

	2. 
	2. 
	AŁthough the holidays "recognized" and granted per year are from 2 to 10 (mostcommonly 5 to 7), almost all mines haveeŁ paid holiday. However, this is compensated by the fact thet holidays are usually associated with Festivals and it is the cusŁom of all Chinese miners to give their labourers on the mine sumptuous feasts on such occasions, supplying alcohol, cigarettes and luxury foods liberally. Those who wish to work on such occasions usually receive overtime rates for less than the required number of hou
	Ł



	3•ei.e.: Pong Shaus, Tsap Kungs, Kongsi Ku.ngs, Ore-dressers, etce. 
	. 
	Figure
	To prevent abuses from arisinge, such work is only to those labourers who have completed 25 ku.ngs the likely to exceed 25e1y11g£ at the regular rate duringvo uneary. In fact, the labourers is most chance for oveŁtime and leave 
	All mines begin work at 6 a.m.e, ceasing at 6, 10, or 12 p.m. Some work 24 hours daily.While it is true that some miners resort to night operations (conducted under flood lighting) solely to increase output, others are forced to do so because the seepage from the hillsides is so great and so rapid that if the 
	1 

	pump sto?ped working for the night, the mine hole would be flooded the next day,necessitating a rather lengthy de-watering process before operations could be resumed. The output from such night work is negligible and impossible to check. Ordinary labourers working night shifts do not get extra pay or loadingsas 
	"
	" 

	in the case of Australian miners. 
	A mine has 2 or 3 shifts (or gangs of labourers) under a Kuen Pan, depending on when it ceases operations at night. The usual shift hours for a mine operatingfrom 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. can be depicted as follows: 
	• Hours when Overtime Work is Permitted 
	I 
	,.· Normal Kung I 
	Shift . 
	1 

	A 6: 00 am-9: 30 am-breakfast-10:00 am-2:00 pm I 3 -6 pm 7 -10 pm 
	I 
	• 
	• 
	l 

	B :10:00 am -1:30 pm -lunch -2:00 pm -6:00 pm '. 6 -9 am 7 -10 pm
	1 
	I 

	2: 00 pm -S: 30 pm -dinner -6: 00 pm -10: 00 pm ; 6 -9 am 10 am-1 pm
	1
	With this general pattern in mind it is unnecessary to list the specific workinghours, periods of rest and of overtime work for those mines operating 12, 18, or 24 hours a day. However, it can be said that there are always half-hour breaks for meals which are considered as working hours for a normal kung. 
	Artifact

	Overtime work is permitted to the various shifts 3 hours before or 3 hours after their regular work period -except, of course, for shift C above, in which case overtime work in the heat of the day is avoided. The Kepala or his assistants usually c1llot the overtime work. most often allotted previous month and who seem the current month. All oveertime work is quitealways prefer to work in a mine where there when there is little opportunity for it. 
	Housing 
	Artifact

	Originally, the inspection of housing conditions by Labour and Health Authorities was limited to the housing of labourers on estates, but the law was later extended to cover housing on mines as well. The standard of accommodation provided on Chinese mines is lower than that provided in dredging companies since the former are "short term" mines and the structures are meant to be temporary, whereas the dredges are "long term" concerns and the housing is consequently of a more permanent naturee. 
	This housing law not only specifies the minimum structures for miners providing 
	1. Of the 30 mines investigated, it was found that: 3 ceased work at 6 pm
	14 10 pm
	" 
	11 

	6 " 12 pm to l am and 7 worked for 24 hours a day • 
	" 

	• 
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	accommodationand particularizes the basic requirements of these structures,e
	l 
	2 

	but also provides for the inspection of the places of accommodation. Should the Labour or Health Authorities decide that the conditions are unfit for occupation, the miner is warned to make the necessary changes to meet the minimum requirementsset up by law; failure to comply with these warnings may resŁt in prohibition of the employment of labourerse. Before a new mine can begin operations, the Kongsi must be approved; should there be an increase in the labour force resident in the Kongsi, additional dormi
	3 

	Before the war, Kongsi houses on Chinese mines were not vecy satisfactory, and the war caused many to fall into disrepair due to lack of maintenance. In the post-w�r period, the high cost of rehabilitation and the moderate price of tin prevP.nted miners from building new Kongsis; instead they usually only made repairs to the existing dilapidated structures. This did not cause any complaints from their labourers because the first concern of a labourer is the wage rate, the second, food, and probably sanitat
	are of much less importancee. \vhen the tin price rose with devaluation and the freeing of the metal market, resulting in considerablŁ profits for the miners, the Labour Authorities decided to step in on the behalf of the labourers, who themselves did not insist on improved housing. As a result, certain improvements were required by law, and since then, there has been a gradual and continuous improvement in mining accormnodation. This movement has also become positively endorsed by the miners who have reali
	conditionse. 
	Food 
	All Chinese mines which are not working on a purely tribute or contract systemsupply free food to their regular labourers. Casual workers like tin-ore-dressers or construction coolies under contract do not get free food. This is also the case for tailings workers, "lanchute" workers and almost all women labourers. If food is provided for such contract, piece, or tribute workers by the miner, 
	1. The minimum structural requirements for miners providing accommodation are: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a Kongsi house, and if the space in the Kosi is insufficient to house the labourers, they must be housed in doies;
	Ł
	rmi or


	(b) 
	(b) 
	a kitchen; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	a latrine; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	provision for a dining room, a bathing place and a satisfactory water supply.


	Aside from the required places of accommodation, there may be smaller, more 
	temporary Kongsis called Nai ChaKongsis for the daily paid coolies who 
	tŁ 

	remove the rden. Bere is also the hut of the Sikh watch
	overbu
	sides ese, the

	man who always lives separately. Other atp or plank structures accommodating 
	r
	women or squatters on the mine are not bui t by the miner. Separate coolie 
	lines must be provided for each race if the miner employs labourers of different 
	• 
	racese. 
	2 . The basic requirements of these structures are composed of detailed requisites, such as water-tight roofs of "approved material", cement drains surrounding the structures, and floor area of a specified footage. The Kongsi house must have a porch or enlarged verandah; the kitchen must be separate from the Kongsi. Latrines, water supply and bathing place are discussed under Health Regulations. 
	andSafety

	3. In the dormitory, the only thing supplied by the employer is the bunk or bed;the labourer has to supply his own mosquito nets, pillows and blankets. 
	it is customary to render an account of such food expenditure and to deduct it from the earnings of these workers at the end of the month or contract .ev.Tomen labourers, even if they are regular workers, seldom get tree food; they are "compensated" by being paid a higher wage rate. However, the monthly a.nd dailypaid labourers on time rate per kung are always provided with free foode. The only exception is the Sikh watchman, although he sometimes gets a free ration of rice or flour monthly. 
	1 

	Though there are slight differences in the hours of meals due to the change of shifts of labourers and the hours worked in the mine per day, the usual meal times on all Chinese mines are: 9 to 10 a.m. for breakfast, 1 to 2 p.m. for lunch, and 5: 30 to 6: 30 p.m. for dinner. But meal times last only half an hour for each shift. 
	It was found that the majority of the JO mines investigated expended from $JO to $32 per head monthly on feeding their labourers,ewith the more successful mines spending from $36 to $40. In the last few years the cost of supplying food for labourers has increased considerably due to both the increased cost of foodstuffs and the increased generosity of the miners with their free food expenditure, generosity resulting from the higher price of tin and the shortage of labour. 
	2 

	On all Chinese mines where free food is provided, there is generally a written 
	or tacit Ul'\derstanding between the miner and his labourers to the effect that 
	if a labourer fails to do a minimum of 25 kungs in a particular month by being volut1tarily unemployed then the cost of the food for that month will not be freee. The labourer will only receive free food for a number of days equal to the number of kungs performed by him, the rest being recovered by deduction from his earnings. However, if the employer does not provide the necessary opportunities for performing work, he is responsible for supplying free food to all his labourers for the whole month. 
	Health and Safety 
	Artifact

	.Health and sanitation conditions on Chinese mines in Malaya are better today than they were before the war. Health and Labour Officers check on conditions of· housing, drainage, sewage Łnd water supply, etc. when they inspect the mines. If any of these conditions are found unsatisfactory, the miner will be wamed, and if the warning goes unheeded, he will be summoned to appear before the Labour Commissioner or his deputy. A fine or even a cessation of work order may be imposed on the offending employer. 
	Sanitation regulations fix mini.mum standards for the number, type and location of latrines. F'or instance, none are allowed within 100 feet of the water supply. Latrines over mining streams are prohibited. Some mines do not provide bathrooms, in which case labourers bathe in the mining pools. Most mines, however, do have one or two bathrooms; the regulations state that they may not be inside the kitchen, dining, or sleeping roomse. The water supply is required to be both pure and sufficient. Where there ar
	1. 11truck system" of former days when labourers were exploited and cheated wholesale. ("Truck system" means forcing workers to make all their purchases from a company store.)e· 
	This rendering of an honest account is a vast improvement over the 

	2 . Of this total expenditure the average SUJn spent monthly per head for meat is $12, for vegetables (including cooking oils) $8, and for rice $10 to $12. 
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	Less official concern is shown for the provision of medical attention. Thoughmaintenance of a first-aid kit is called for by law,two of the mines visited had not even taken this meagre precaution. On some of the mines notices were put up in the Kongsi stating that medical expenses incurred for hospitalization by a labourer would be chargeable to the employer's account, subject to the reservations (1) that they were not due to venereal disease and (2) that the sick or injured labourer had not gone to a Chine
	1 
	approval of the employer.e
	2 

	• 
	Besides this free medical attention, most mines also give an allowance of halfThere were a few, however, which gave no pay for sickness, but in these cases the labourer could still get free food even if he failed to complete 25 kungs in the month. Some mines gave fuJ] pay for the labourer whose temporary disability had been incurred in the course of carrying out his normal duties. If the injury or disability is serious, the employer has to pay compensation according to a certain scale which is flexible and
	pay for sick labourers.e
	3 
	being represented at the hearing by an officer of the Labour Department.e
	4 

	To prevent any serious accidents from machines, no children or women are allowed to tend to them. Also, certain types of power driven machinery must be fenced in and can only be operated if they satisfy certain safety conditions, for which a certificate of fitness is issued by the Machinery Department after an inspection by a Machinery Inspector. Only engine drivers with a certain minimum standard are allowed to be in charge of engines. The Mining Enactment requiresthat the mine surface must be widened befo
	bury labourers working at the mine bottom. Specific conditions are imposed uponthe storage and use of explosives, especially dynamite which must be kept in a cool place away from combustible or inflammatory materiale. Blasting can be carried out on a mine only aftere.ereceiving a written permit and under policesupervision. Wells must be fitted with an apron so as to prevent children from falling in. 
	Artifact
	Child Labour 
	The employment of children on Chinese mines is almost non-existent today. The 
	minors who are employed are. young adults between the ages of 1and 195 as the 
	5 

	Labour Code prohibits the employment of anyone under 18 for night work, under 
	16 for work where machinery is used, and under 14 on mines in any capacity. The 
	children who are seen on mines are the dependents of the labourers and are not 
	the employees of the miner. The activities they perform, such as splitting wood 
	or tilling a field, are "voluntary" tasks which are neither recognized nor paid
	for by the miner. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Chinese mines do not employ. dressers or doctors as do the larger estates. 

	2. 
	2. 
	An encouraging development evidenced today is the increasing tendency of labourers to go to the hospital for treetm3nt rather than trust to the skill of the Chinese doctors. 


	). Of the 30 mines, 15 of them had this concession. 
	4. See below, page 
	40
	.

	• 
	5. The majority of these young adults are apprentice engine drivers drawing a salary of $40 to $50 per month. 
	very popular. Although gambling in this form is illegal, it is usually tolerated, 
	Recreational Pursuits 
	Artifact
	The chief form of recreation on Chinese mines centers around the reading of 
	the Chinese daily newspapers and listening to the radio or re-diffusion set during off-hours. Twenty-four of the miners supplied Chinese dailies for their labourers to read, while only 10 of them supplied any magazines in addition. Of these mines15 had radios, although some without radios often had re-diffusion setse. It can be said that there is a general tendency for mining labourers to take an increasing interest in matters not directly related to their own minee. 
	, 

	As the average Chinese labourer likes to mix a little speculation with his 
	recreation, games such as Chinese chess, mahjong, and Teen Kow (dominoes) are 
	since the inveterate gambling strain in the Chinese makes it almost impossible to stamp out gaming in mines altogether. 
	.

	Security Measuresand Mine Squatters 
	Artifact
	2 

	The problem ofe:security on mines is very closely linked to and made more difficult by the presence of squatterse. These squatters usually cultivate the land around their huts, grow food crops, and rear pigs and poultry; occasionally they seek work on the mines to supplement their incomes and thus form a useful reserve of casual labour. Unfortunately, these squatters are nearly always illiterate and easily intimidated. For this reason and the fact that their homes are often far from towns or on the fringe 
	gl

	The Government, aware of these facts, demanded the co-operation of the squatters in its war on banditry. Although they were not pro-terrorists, the squatters preferred to suffer alonee. They dared not co-operate with the Government, for any report of the presence of bandits in the area would endanger the safety of themselves and their families as soon as the police had captured the bandits and left the area. The costs involved in the destruction of their homes and the abandonment of unharvested crops, which
	they co-operated with the police. 
	Howeverethere were some instances where the police and the military, who had suffered heavy losses from bandit activity, took drastic steps, ordering all the squatters in an area to abandon their homes and setting fire to all the huts. 
	, 

	Such indiscriminate destruction of their property merely antagonised the squatters 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Although some miners state that a "harmless game" may prevent the labourer from getting into mischief during his off-hours, other miners are against it mainly because of the adverse after-effect the long hours at gaming has on the labourer's efficiency, and because of the undesirable result of incurring debts and grudges. 

	2. 
	2. 
	The outbreak of terrorist activities which followed the Emergency declared 


	in June 1948 and the measures adopted to meet them by the establishment of 
	strong police posts manned special constables on mines have been diŁus.sed 
	by 

	above (see page 10). 
	49. 
	49. 
	49. 
	A police post with feeder-padang. It is a kind of stockade, with sand bags etc. in front and beds insidee. These are Special Constables suppliedby the Government to protect mines from bandit attacks. 

	50. 
	50. 
	A Malay Special Constable on guardduty at the outlook post. In front and at the back are sleepingquarters surrounded by barbed wiresr. The aerial shows the presence of a radio in the room. 

	51. 
	51. 
	Women squatters at work cultivatiŁg crops, chiefly tapioce heree. The child is helping his parentse. The Tai Kongsi is seen at the back. 


	52. A squatter woman feeding her pigs which are in an enclosed area. The pig-sty is behind her. Note the baby strapped to her back. In the background is the palong and sol?V3 labourers at work carrying plankse. By the side of the pigsty are banana trees. 
	53. A close-up of a squatter hut. Note the structure with its zinc roof and plank walls. Mother and Granny look after children while a friendly woman labourer stopsin for a chat. The wicker baskets are for carrying stones and earth. 
	54. Reconstruction and Resettlement in progress. The posts in front of each house are for stringing the barbed wires later on so as to protect the settlement from unwelcome intruders. 
	Artifact
	I 
	I

	• 
	' 
	Figure
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	and made them more susceptible to Communist propaganda as well as arousing a storm of protest from the Chinese community. As a result, a Squatter Committee was formed, among which were well-known Chinese miners and planterse. 
	The recommendations of the Squatter Committee Report were mostly implemented 
	by the Government in its Resettlement Schemes. The Government decided that 
	since it was not possible to give adequate protection to the squatters who were scattered over wide areas, the only way to protect them sufficiently and to deprive the bandits of a valuable base of supplies was to group them into settlements, closer to the towns, fence in the settlements and supply the necessary police protection. This Resettlement Scheme is still in effect, and is proving quite successful. 
	There are still, however, many Chinese mines (usually those near towns) with squatters on them.e· Instructions have been issued to the miners by the Government warning them that they must either ask the squatters to shift or be responsible for their conduct. Few miners are willing to accept this responsibility unless the squatter is one or his regular employees, so the result has been a steady decrease of squatters on mines.eThis strict supervision of squatters has made the task of protecting the miners a
	l 

	Artifact
	1. It is unlikely that the squatters will disappear altogether, since a large number of the married male mining labourers still live with their wives and families in separate huts built on the minee. 
	Artifact
	CHAPTER V. 
	LABOUR LŁISLATION AND INSPECTION 

	Labour Code 
	Originally the Federated Malay States Labour Code applied chiefly to Immigrant Indian Labour on estates and plantations, but in recent years the majority of the provisions in this Code were made to apply to Chinese labour. The Chinese 
	Protectorate (now Secretariat) was the department which first looked after the welfare and protection of Chinese labourers; it was also the chief instrument 
	for the settlement of disputes between the Chinese labourer and his employeruntil the inception of the Labour Department. Although its role has now been largely taken over by the Labour Department, the Chinese Secretariat still playsan important part in arbitration and conciliation in Chinese labour disputes. 
	However, it can be said that until quite recently the average Chinese labourer did not particule.rly like to appeal to the paternalism of the Labour Department, but since he has come to know of the protection and the fair treatment accorded by this department, he has as a result more often turned to it for the protection of his rightse. In the absence of a strong, well-organized, and democratic trade union movement, this is a necessary trend. This applied especially to Chinese mining labour which has had no
	The Labour Code stipulates certain terms to be found in labour agreements. The payment of wages cannot be deferred by more than one week, but mining labourers are willing to extend this period without laying complaints before a Labour Officer if they know that their employer cannot make ends meet. Termination of an agreement requires one month's notice in the case of salaried staff and one week's notice for daily paid labourers, a requirement which is binding on both parties. Notices of termination of emplo
	The code also requires employers to send in to the Mines and Labour Departmentsmonthly, quarterly and annual returns covering the labour force employed, the production of ore, the machinery employed, etce. All Chinese mines must exhibit in a prominent place a "working board" of labourer's names, their occupation and shifts, and the number of tasks or kungs each labourer has perfo1med each day, from which the mine clerk totals the daily records for each month. 
	.

	There are many specific provisions in the Code relating to housing and health and sanitation conditions, many of which were mentioned above.eThere is also a provision that employers are required to pay maternity allowances to pregnant 
	l 

	2
	women labourerse.
	Insurance and Compensation 
	Under the Worlanen'es Compensation Ordinance, an employer is liable to paycompensation to his worlanan if the latter suffers any injury or sickness arisingout of his work. There is a certain scale of compensation depending on (1) the 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	See page 36. 

	2. 
	2. 
	But it is veey rare indeed, said a Chinese Labour Officer when interviewed,to find pregnant women being employed on mines. 


	degree of incapacity or loss of eŁrning power resulting from the accident and 
	(2) on the salary or wage of the injured worlonan.Ł However, there are manydegrees of injury for which the compensation is not fixed. In. ;such a case, if the injured workman is not satisfied with the compensation offered by his employer, he can appeal to the Commissioner of Labour to put his case before the Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation. The Commissioner of Labour or his deputy will only act on behalf of the injured worker if he finds the employer intractable to arbitration in his office. In this
	Because of this liability to pay Workmen's Compensation, nearly all Chinese miners insure their labourers with a private insurance company.eThe procedure they usually follow is to take out such an insurance policy for half yearly or yearly intervals and to insure all the salaried staff but only about 1/3 of the daily paid labourers. The reason for failure to insure all labourers is that while the salaried staff are more or less pennanent for the whole period covered by the insurance, the daily paid labourer
	2 
	3 

	In the case of any accidents or diseases covered by the policy, the miner must inform the Company within 48 hours and if the miner does not take reasonable precautions to prevent accidents or does not comply with the statutory obligations, then the miner, and not the Company, becomes liable for the payment of the compensation. Any differences between the miner and the Company are referred to an arbitrator or arbitrators appointed by both parties. 
	Labourers who are employed by contractors or subcontractors are not insured by the miner but by their contractor. These workers are not, therefore, covered by the policy taken out by the miner unless it is expressly stated to this effect in the agreement by the miner with the Company. It is actually doubtful if contractors and subcontractors really insure their workmen against accidents. 
	Inspection and Supervisio.n 
	The Annual Report of the Department of Labour, Federation of Malaya, for the year 1949 states that: 
	1. The estimated total wages per annum includes the value of board, lodging and other considerations in addition to actual money earnings. 
	2 . It should be noted that many Chinese miners themselves act as insurance agents. 
	). However, this raises an important technical point. Section 5 of the General Conditions (Workmen's Compensation Policy) requires that: 
	"The name or every employee together with the amount of wages, salary and other earnings, shall be duly recorded in a proper wages book. The insured (i.e.: miner) shall at all times allow the Company to inspect such a book and shall supply the Company with a correct account of all such wages, salaries and other earnings paid during the period of insurance within one month of such (a) period of insurancee." 
	The problem arises when the labourer who has been insured for a year, leaves only to have his replacement meet with an accident. In spite of this written provision, there often seems to be a tacit agreement between miner and insural'la? agent that all labourers will be insured no matter whether their names are entered in the book or not. 
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	" ••• of the Department now deal with every nationality of workman in the country, and their activities cover practically every aspect of his life. Under the terms of the Labour Code, an officer of the Department of Labour is empowered to enquire into any matter concerning disputes as to wages, the determination of agreements or contracts, misconduct,
	officP.rs 

	food, medical attendance, deaths, mining usage and mining complaints, Government inspections, sanitation or any other questions relating to an employer or labourer dealt with under the provisions of the Code. He may, as the result of such enquiry, institute such civil or criminal proceedings, for and in the name of the labourer, as he deems necessary. In certain cases he may decide the dispute himself and may make any order which he may deem just for the purpose ot giving effect to his decision, and his ord
	of housing, sanitation, water supplies and medical treatment and of the education of children and the care of infants. He issues permits for the establishment of provision shops on plantations, collects and tabulates labouring population and other statistics from all places of employment and decides upon the approval or rejection of plans for labourerse' dwellingsto be built within his jurisdiction." 
	One of the most important functions of the Labour Officer is to settle labour disputes. Since the Emergency, whe·n almost all trade unions under communist influence -including all those on Chinese tin mines -were broken up, the work of arbitration and conciliation has increased. Often the settlement of a dispute depends not on the justice of the claims or grievances of either party but rather on the ability of the Labour Officer to retain the confidence of both parties. 
	Outside their statutory duties, such as those in relation to the Workmen's Compensation Enactment and the Children and Young Persons Enactment, Labour Officers also try to influence the employers towards the betterment of workingconditions for their employees. The above mentioned Annual Report states that: 
	" ••• measures are discussed for the provision of playing fields, reading rooms and drama halls, more progressive housing plans, electric lightsand cooking arrangements, facilities for the cultivation of foodstuffs, and the raising of livestock, the establishment of Works Cormnittees or Panchayatse, the investment of savings and in general, the continuous raising of the labourer's standard of living." 
	1 
	1 

	There is little doubt that frequent inspection is the most effective method of ensuring observance of the Labour Code. This is particularly important in Malaya because of the absence of well-organized and strong trade unions, and the ignorance of the majority of workers who are illiterate and unaware of their rights. These inspections are also of importance because the majority of the information collected by the Labour Department on the conditions of employmentcomes from the observations of the inspecting 
	Unfortunately, the present unsettled state of affairs has caused the lack of effective inspectionse. The Labour Department is understaffed, with some of its officers being recruited to do work connec-ted with the Emergency and the resettlement of squatters. Inspection or certain darigerous areas has been prohibited byPoli� �g,11.a+.ions , wt... ile visits 'to other areas have been limited by the need 
	. Ł ..----. Ł-. . ... .. 
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	forea police escort. As a result of these obstacles the places of employment 
	·e
	·e
	have not been inspected as frequently as is desirable. The great importance which the International Labour Office attaches to labour inspections is shown by the fact that this wŁs the chief subject of discussion in many recent conferences of labour leaders in Asiae. 

	CONCLUSIONS 
	Artifact
	In reviewing the trends in the tin mining industry as a whole one comes to the following concolusions: 
	(1) The tin mi.ning industry is not likely to expand much in the futureo-and in fact-may very well contract as the better tin-ore bearing lands become exhausted. 
	() Unless new lands are prospectedo.soon, the output and number of operators may decline soon. The chief reason for the present large number of opera tors is the eocceptionally high price for tin since the Korean histilities began. 
	2 

	(3) Estimates made by various geologists in the late 1930's prophesied the exhŁustion of this raw mineral in Malaya within 25o-50 years if the rate of extraction of the 1930's were consistently maintained. If this proves true, then the duty on tin exports, which forms a very large percentage of the 
	Federal Governmento's income, will have to be replaced by some other source. 
	One. eminent authority, Sir Louis Fermor, in 1938, suggested the gradual building up of a large reserve from the export duty on tin and investing it so as to ensure a regular income to the government when the ore becomes exhausted. 
	Though one sees the rationale behind this recommendation, at this late stage 
	the export duty on tin will have to be substantially increased if the Government is to build up a reserve large enough to meet its needs, Such a move will 
	not be well received by the miners, especially the European-owned dredgingcompanies which produce 2/3 of the output. 
	(4) The tin industry, like rubber, is subject to wide nuctuaotions in price 
	and the biggest influence on the price is U.S. purchases. If the U.S. should stop or cut down its purchases drastically, the Malayan tin industry will suffer price reductions and a fall in employment, which in turn will affect the rest 
	of the economy. The present price fixed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation at $1.18 per lb is reasonably high and gives quite a margin of profit fer efficient producers. As long as this price is maintained, the industry will, 
	as a whole, be stable. 
	(5) 
	(5) 
	(5) 
	The present shortage of mining labour is due to three principal causes: (a) There has been no influx of inunigrants from China since 1939, and those who came between 1934 -1938 just barely replaced those who had left of their own accord or had been repatriaoted back to China by the Malayan Government during the depression years. (b) The high price of rubber resulting in high wages has drawn some mining labouŁ away from mining. This is especially true where the profit sharing system exists in rubber smallhol

	(6) 
	(6) 
	While it is true that wage rates have increased very much compared to pre-war, a study of the dividends paid by the various large companies post-war seem to indicate tnat if the working force were strongly unionized, the workers could probably have obtained higher wages than they are now getting. 


	(7) The racial proportions in the present mining labour force is not likely to undergo any changes. The Chinese miners will continue to employ mainly Chinese labourers, while the European dredges employ some Indians, and Malays for semiskilled and skilled work of a mechanical nature. The overall racial proportion in the labour force will probably continue to be 8:1:1: Chinese: Malay: Indian. 
	,a) Finally, although mines are not operating at full capacity as compared to 1940 and output is only 70% of the pre-war peak, the mQney profits have increased greatly, resulting in a general improvement in wages and worlcing conditions for the labourers. 
	APPEt..TDIX 
	Artifact
	Condensation of Printed Questionnaire Sent Out to Chinese Mines 
	For Private Use Only 
	A. m0-Ł 
	LnfQ£...
	2
	.
	RegardiŁ Mine 

	Name of Mine; Type of Ownership; Name of Owner; Nationality (race); State; District; Acreage under Mining Lease. 
	Method of Mining; Annual Ou put (piculs): 1949, 1950; Total Labour Eloyed(December 1950): European, Chinese, Indian, Malay, Others • 
	mp
	• 

	Please Note General Instructions: 
	Artifact
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Race -Cantonese, Hokkien or Hakka, etc. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Method of Mining -GravelPump, Hydraulic, Dredge, etc. 
	· 


	3. 
	3. 
	Birthplace -China, Malaya, India, etc. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Literacy -Can read and/or write Chinese, English, etc. 

	5. Residence -in Kongsi or own house on Mine, or outsidee. 
	6. 
	6. 
	Depentjent Labour -refers to daily or monthly paid workers by mine owner. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Independent Labour -refers to contract or tailing workers, tributors, dulang-washers, etc. 

	8. 
	8. 
	Marital Status -Married (m) or Single (s)e. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Please fill in (1st) Daily Paid Male Labour. (2nd) Daily Paid Female Labour. (3rd) All Monthly Paid Laboure. 
	• 



	(4th) All Independent Laboure. 
	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	Please fill in and return all forms before January 20, 1951. 

	11. 
	11. 
	If returned before January 10, 1951, please post to Siew Nim Chee, 1723-5 Cochrance Road, Pudu, Kuala Lwnpur. 

	12. 
	12. 
	If returned after January 10, 1951, please post to Siew Nim Chee, University of Malaya, Singapore. 


	B. InformŁtion Regarding Labourers 
	Name of Labourer; Age; Sex; Nationality, race; Where Born; Marital Status; Literacy; Residence; 
	Dependent Labour: Occupation, Wage Rate; 
	Independent Labour: Type, Occupation, Group or Single, Wage Rate; 
	Average -Monthly Income; Overtime in December; Number of Days of Unemployment in December; 
	Worker's Insurance: Amount Insured, Yearly Premium 
	c. Conditions of Labour 
	1. Hours cf Work. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	What are the hours of work? 

	b. 
	b. 
	What are the hours of breaks'? 

	c. 
	c. 
	What are the hours of meals? 

	d. 
	d. 
	What are the hours for night shifts? 

	e. 
	e. 
	How many hoiidays each year? 


	2. Housing;·e· .. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Is any of the following supplied to the worker: 

	(i) Mosquito net, (ii) Blanket, fiii) Pillows, (iv) Beds? 

	b. 
	b. 
	Any other provisions by management, e.g. lights, etc
	Any other provisions by management, e.g. lights, etc
	? 



	J. Health and Sanitation. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	How many latrines on mine? 

	b. 
	b. 
	How many bathrooms on mine? 

	c. 
	c. 
	Is medical attention provided free by management? 

	d. 
	d. 
	If not, any other conceŁsion for illness? 

	e. 
	e. 
	Is there a dispenser, dresser, or first aid kit on mine
	? 


	f. 
	f. 
	How many fatal accidents this year? 

	g. 
	g. 
	111.That was the cause of death? 


	4. Food and Drink. 
	a. ŁThat is the total expenditure on food per head per month by 
	management?
	b. 
	b. 
	b. 
	How much is spent on meat? 

	c. 
	c. 
	How much is spent on vegetables? 

	d. 
	d. 
	How much is spent on rice and flour? 

	e. 
	e. 
	Do women and children get free food supplied? 

	f. 
	f. 
	How many "feasts" are there each year? 

	g. 
	g. 
	Is Chinese tea the usual drink supplied? 


	5. Recreationse. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Are there newspapers, magazines, radios, gramaphones, etc. suppliedby the mine? 

	b. 
	b. 
	Are games like mahjong, dominoes, chess, etc. played in the mine? 

	c. 
	c. 
	Is there any other kind of recreational pursuit? 
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	v.1EIGHTS 
	1 Pound
	12 Tahils 
	1-1/3 Pounds 
	--
	--

	1 Katty
	--
	--

	16 Tahils 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	133.J Pounds 1 Picul
	100 Katties 
	-
	-
	-
	2240 Pounds 1 Ton
	16.8 Piculs 
	-
	6 Katties
	1 Gantang CURRENCIES 
	100 Cents = S $1.00 (Straits Dollar) S $1.00 = 2 Shillings 4 Pence = United States Ł0.32 s Ł8.57 = h 1 (Po\Uld Sterling) 
	TERMS 
	Amang: tin ore with black metallic impuritiese. Attap: palm-leaf thatchinge. 
	Changkol: a hoee. 
	Chue Tsai: literally, "piglets"e·; term applied to Chinese emigrants under the "credit-ticket system"e. 
	Datoh: animist spirit of the minee. 
	Gravel pumping: method of mining using an engine to supply power to monitors and to suck up tin bearing material to palong through pipes. 
	11 : tin ore bearing earth. Hangkong: supervision or purchaser of general provisions on a minee. Hydraulicing: use of water conducted through long pipes from hills to supply
	"0round

	power for mining. Ł Kung (Cantonese) orŁ Han (Hakka): overtime work. Kepala: overseer or headman. Kheh Thau: headman or leader. Kongsi: building to house labourerse. Kongsi Kung: unskilled laboure. Kuen Pan: shift leader. 
	__ -h8-· _ 
	. . 
	TERMS (continued) 
	Kung: eight-hour work period. 
	Kung Pai: daily work sheet or placard. 
	Lampang: small scale type of single lane palong lying on sloping ground, usingwater and manual labour only. 
	11Lanchute": see Lampang. 
	Lau Kheh: old residente. 
	Me.ntri: a Malay ruler 
	Monitor: a nozzle from which water is shot out at high pressure to break up ground containing tin-oree. 
	Open Cast: method of mining by making deep dry excavations Łnd use of trucks 
	and trolleys to raise ground to a sluice box. 
	PaddoŁk: walls or sides of mine hole. Palong: long, raised wooden concentrating flume. Pong Shau: semi-skilled labourer. 
	Shak Mee: tin oree. Sin Kheh: new immigrant from Chinae. Sump: water hole at bottom of mine from which ore-bearing mud is pumped to 
	palong. Tailings: waste material falling off the end, or tail, of a palong. wealthy owner or head of businesse. Tsap Kung: odd job mane. 
	Towkay:









